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Leaders of former Soviet republics hold brief, informal summit in Yalta
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyiv Press Burea

KYIV – The Kursk tragedy in the Barents Sea
completely overshadowed the first informal summit of the leaders of the Commonwealth of
Independent States, the regional organization of
countries that emerged from the ruins of the Soviet
Union, organized by Ukraine for August 18-19 in
Yalta.
While presidents from nine of the 12 CIS member countries attended, including President Vladimir
Putin of Russia, to discuss regional commerce, the
stalled development of a free trade zone, oil and gas
transportation routes, and crisis resolution plans for
the region, the developments surrounding the fate of
the 118 member crew of the Russian submarine
Kursk did not allow them to focus exclusively on
the issues at hand.
Citing a need to be in Moscow to track the events
occurring in the Barents Sea, President Putin stayed
less than a day, which caused major changes in the
summit agenda. Without Russia’s full participation,
the gathering had little ability to make headway on
most matters.
The summit leaders signed a single, relatively
inconsequential document in support of the upcoming United Nations Millennium Summit, scheduled
for New York in September. Ukraine has been one
of the lead countries in organizing a special meeting
of the Security Council in conjunction with the U.N.
summit, at which global security strategies will be
reviewed.
Mr. Putin’s early departure from the meeting
and the absence of the presidents of Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyztan, two of whom would be
key players in any regional oil and gas discussions,
effectively changed the structure of the summit to
a series of informal and private bilateral meetings
between the leaders, held mostly on the second
day.
Nonetheless, Ukraine’s President Leonid
Kuchma, the meeting’s host, said he was pleased
with the results, particularly with his one-on-one
talks with Mr. Putin, with whom he met before the
general meeting of CIS leaders.
“We have discussed all the issues involved in
bilateral relations and made decisions on many of
them,” said Mr. Kuchma, according to InterfaxUkraine.
The discussions between the leaders centered on
economic matters for the most part, in particular
on the subject of free trade. It is an issue in which
Russia is not all that interested, but one which the
other CIS countries, particularly Ukraine, have
pushed for nearly two years. Russia will benefit
less than the other member states from such an
accord, which would erase all import tariffs among
them. According to Mr. Kuchma’s press secretary
Oleksander Martynenko, the presidents of Georgia,
Moldova, Armenia and Azerbaijan continued to
support such an agreement. He said the leaders
decided to pursue a new step-by-step approach to
the issue.
During his meeting with the Russian president,
Mr. Kuchma also discussed the unresolved issues
of Ukrainian gas indebtedness and future supplies
of Russian energy to Ukraine. He told InterfaxUkraine that he and Mr. Putin had formally agreed
on the restructuring of Ukraine’s debt, which had
been decided preliminarily by a bilateral commission six months earlier. No details of the agree-

ment were announced.
On the eve of the summit Ukrainian organizers
decided to cancel much of the festivities that were
planned for the CIS leaders, including a cruise on
the Black Sea aboard the steamship Taras
Shevchenko and a visit to the Yalta 2000
International Folklore Festival, after it became
increasingly evident that the situation in the Barents
Sea would not improve.
“The summit participants believe that while a
struggle continues for the lives of the submarine
crew, participation in any entertainment events
would be improper,” explained Mr. Martynenko at
the time.
Then on Friday morning the presidents decided to
change the site of their meeting to the government
dacha, Zoria, in Foros, a small tourist town located
at the tip of the Crimea, about 35 kilometers west of
Yalta, to accommodate the desires of Mr. Putin for a
speedy visit. Originally the leaders were to have met
at the Livadia Palace in Yalta, where in 1945 the
leaders of the victorious Allied Powers divided
Europe.
President Kuchma issued a statement on the
Kursk tragedy on the summit’s first day. He said
that for Ukraine it is a “double sorrow,” because
many members of the crew were Ukrainians who
had originally remained a part of the Russian Black
Sea Fleet stationed in Sevastopol after it was divided between Russia and Ukraine, before being transferred to Murmansk, where the submarine tragedy
occurred. Murmansk is a home port for much of
Russia’s northern fleet.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) talks with
Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma during their meeting
in the Black Sea resort of Yalta on Friday, August 18.
Messrs. Kuchma and Putin were in Yalta for a summit with
the leaders of other former Soviet republics.

Germany to begin compensating wartime slave laborers now living in Ukraine
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV – Germany’s Ambassador to
Ukraine Eberhardt Heiken said on
August 21 that Germany has prepared
the procedure by which World War II
slave laborers and concentration camp
workers will receive compensation.
Claims will be accepted beginning
immediately until April 11, 2001.
On August 12, the German
Parliament approved a bill authorizing
the disbursement of funds, which
clears the way for “osterbeiters,” people from Eastern Europe who were
forcible moved by the Nazis during
World War II from their homelands to
Germany to work, to receive about $5
billion in redress.
Ukrainians who can conclusively
prove that they had been German
slave laborers will share in a pool of
$862 million. Ukraine has been allocated the third highest amount after
Poland and the Jewish Claims
Conference, which were allocated
$906 million each.
Approximately 660,000 Ukrainians
could qualify for such compensation,
but for the majority of them what they
will receive remains uncertain because
they were agricultural workers, a cate-

gory for which compensation is yet to
be clearly specified.
Germany stiffly resisted compensation for this class of slave laborer during the year-long negotiations that led
to the compensation agreement under
the presumption that the lives of farm
workers were better and they suffered
less than those who worked in labor
camps, factories and wartime ghettos.
Agricultural laborers were only
included after the Ukrainian and
Polish delegations insisted that their
claims also must be redressed.
The amount of financial redress for
those who toiled on farms was not
specifically identified in the final
agreement. The farm laborers will
share in a pool that national organizations overseeing the disbursement will
develop. The national organizations,
in the case of Ukraine the Ukrainian
National Fund on Mutual
Understanding and Reconciliation,
will reduce the amount of compensation for the other classes of workers to
accommodate farm workers.
Currently it is expected that each agricultural worker will be eligible for
$500, whereas each concentration
camp or ghetto inhabitant will receive
about $7,500 and each factory worker
$2,500. Mr. Heiken said the final fig-

ures will depend on the number of
claims that are filed by next spring.
“The base sum remains the same. If
agricultural workers receive compensation, the individual amounts will be
reduced to include them, which is
understood by all,” explained Mr.
Heiken.
Although some have suggested that
such a plan ostensibly could cause
tensions to rise among the groups, Mr.
Heiken stressed that the effort by
Germany was not intended to fully
redress that which the slave laborers
endured and that people must understand this.
“I hope that there will not be any
conflict in Ukrainian society as a
result of the law,” said Mr. Heiken.
Today it is estimated that of the
660,000 eligible Ukrainians still alive,
14,488 are former concentration camp
and ghetto internees, 278,821 were
industrial laborers, and 303,245 were
agricultural workers.
Ambassador Heiken said that disbursement would take place in two
tranches. “Today we do not know how
many people will submit claims. We
only will know after eight months,”
said Mr. Heiken. “To avoid a situation
(Continued on page 30)
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INS IGHT IN TO THE NEWS
BY DAVID MARPLES

Ten years after the demise of the USSR:
A report card on the new independent states
CONCLUSION

Nation-building

How far have the new states progressed in nation-building? Do they form
a cohesive entity in an established and
generally accepted territory? Are they
affected by separatism or regionalism?
Has the process occurred peacefully? Do
they have an accepted native language
and culture? Are they independent of former Soviet influences? These questions
are complex, and scholars have often disagreed strongly on the conclusions
reached.
In at least five republics – Russia,
Moldova, Georgia, Ukraine and
Azerbaijan – there are significant territories, encompassing an assertive ethnic
minority, that have sought and may continue to seek outright separation from the
titular nation. Both Tajikistan and
Georgia have requested the intervention
of Russian troops in a civil war situation,
while in Moldova renegade Russian
troops intervened in the Transdniester
region, allegedly to defend the rights of
the Slavic population against the
Moldovan majority. Of these countries, I
would argue that Georgia is in the weakest position: it has virtually relinquished
control over south Ossetia, Abkhazia is
for all intents and purposes a separate
republic, and the Black Sea region of
Adjaria virtually ignores central decrees
from Tbilisi.
The Central Asian states (other than
Tajikistan) and Azerbaijan are Turkicspeaking and seemed ripe for picking by
neighboring states – especially Turkey
and Iran – in 1991-1992. Russia and Iran
were also concerned to maintain or create
influence over the general region of the
oil-rich Caspian Sea. The West, in turn,
sought to push the Central Asians toward
a reliable ally (at least in their book),
Turkey, rather than a fundamentalist
Muslim state like Iran.
However, the Central Asian states,
including and led by Kazakstan, asserted their independence, notably on the
grounds that having just removed one
onerous leader (Russia), they were not
about to replace her with another. Thus,
though friendly with Turkey, they have
kept their distance and maintained
close economic ties with each other.
All but Uzbekistan have friendly ties
with Iran, though in no case thus far
has Muslim fundamentalism gained
much ground. The other external power
that can hardly be ignored is China,
which has begun to flood the Kazaks,
Kirghiz and Tajiks with cheap consumer goods.
Moldova deserves a separate word
on nation-building because of its
remarkable resistance to pressure to
unite (or reunite according to one’s outDavid Marples is a professor of history
at the University of Alberta. This paper was
delivered as the keynote address at the banquet of the annual meeting of the Canadian
Association of Slavists, held at the
University of Alberta on May 29. Slight
changes have been made in the format for
this version. (The author wishes to thank
Stephanie Langton for her assistance in
gathering materials.)

look) with Romania. The Parliament in
the capital, Chisinau, has twice rejected
proposals that Romanian replace
Moldovan as the state language, and, in
a referendum of March 1994, over 95
percent supported the country’s continuing independence.
The most influential factors may have
been the continuing dissension in the
Transdniester region and the more obvious one that, having been able to freely
visit Romania in the post-Soviet period,
Moldovans did not like what they saw
and had no wish to unite with a country
that looked like a throwback to the drab
era of late Stalinism. Romania is not
West Germany and does not have the
money or the time to invest in a former,
now impoverished, province.
Moldova was also heavily influenced
by the Soviet period, a factor that often is
curiously overlooked in many contemporary analyses. It accounts, to some
extent, for strong regional sentiment in
eastern Belarus and Ukraine. Only in the
three Baltic states can it be considered
negligible – and even there not among
the substantial ethnic Russian population
of Latvia and Estonia – since these states
had long insisted that the Soviet takeover
of 1940 was illegal.
In areas such as language and economic groupings, the NIS have asserted
their independence. The Turkic-speaking
republics have all adopted different
forms of the Turkic alphabet, and Latvia
and Estonia have applied a fairly stringent language law that bypassed the socalled Russian immigrants.
Language, however, can also be a factor that undermines the process of nation
building. This is the case in Belarus,
where President Alyaksandr Lukashenka
has equated the native language with
subversion and opposition to his government (he speaks only Russian in public),
and to a lesser extent in Ukraine, where
approximately half the population continues to use Russian as the working or
conversational language. In Ukraine also,
Crimea and oblasts on the Russian border have frequently demanded the establishment of Russian as a second state language.
Paradoxically, regional sentiment is
most evident in the Russian Federation,
though new president Vladimir Putin has
stressed as one of his priorities the
renewal of central control over the various regions, particularly those rich in
resources.
The new economic grouping of
GUUAM (Georgia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan,
Azerbaijan and Moldova) has taken a
significant step away from the Russiandominated CIS toward a more nationally
oriented economic and trading association that seeks to maintain good working
relations with NATO.
In this same regard, both Armenia and
Tajikistan seem unlikely to cast off
strong Russian influence for the immediate future. Armenia, in addition, has been
anxious to end the dispute with
Azerbaijan over the enclave of NagornoKarabakh (the military conflict ended in
July 1994) – somewhat paradoxically
given that Armenian President Kocharian
was formerly president of this region –
(Continued on page 32)
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Ukraine wants cash for transit of gas

KYIV – Ukraine’s Prime Minister Viktor
Yuschenko told journalists on August 21
that Ukraine wants Russia to pay in cash for
the transit of Russian gas through Ukrainian
territory, Interfax reported. Mr. Yuschenko
added that this is Kyiv’s official position in
the current talks with Moscow on the regulation of issues related to gas transit and
supplies. So far Gazprom has been paying
for the transit of gas through Ukraine with
gas deliveries. Mr. Yuschenko also said the
government will never agree to give Russia
ownership rights to Ukraine’s gas transport
system in payment of Ukraine’s gas debts.
Deputy Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko
on August 21 repeated a previous
announcement that Kyiv is considering the
construction of a gas pipeline from
Turkmenistan to Ukraine by way of the
Black Sea. (RFE/RL Newsline)
PM denies Cabinet authorized gas theft

KYIV – Prime Minister Viktor
Yuschenko said on August 16 that his
Cabinet made no decision to allow the
siphoning off of Russian gas transiting
Ukrainian territory. Mr. Yuschenko was
commenting on reports in some Russian
media saying that he had authorized the
theft of Russian gas and on a statement by
Dmitrii Rogozin, head of the Russian Duma
Committee for International Affairs. Mr.
Rogozin said on August 15 that Russia
might sue Ukraine in an international court
for the continued theft of Russian transit
gas, according to ITAR-TASS. (RFE/RL
Newsline)
Ukrainian energy sector officials arrested

KYIV – Deputy Prosecutor-General
Mykola Obikhod said on August 21 that the
authorities have arrested Valeriy Falkovych,
deputy head of Ukraine’s Unified Energy
Systems, and Oleksandr Tymoshenko, a
member of the Unified Energy Systems
board of directors, Interfax reported.
Messrs. Falkovych and Tymoshenko are
accused of embezzling $800,000 in scrap
metal exports to Asian countries. In addition, Mr. Falkovych is accused of misappropriating some 3 billion hrv ($550 million)
by forging documents to illegally bring
Russian gas into Ukraine and by selling it to
a British company. Mr. Tymoshenko is the
husband of Deputy Prime Minister Yulia
Tymoshenko, who previously headed
Ukraine’s Unified Energy Systems.
(RFE/RL Newsline)
Yulia Tymoshenko vows to fight

KYIV — Ukrainian Deputy Prime
Minister Yulia Tymoshenko told Interfax on
August 21 that her husband’s arrest is an
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act of “political revenge” against her for
seeking to curb shady operations and corruption in Ukraine’s fuel and energy sector.
Ms. Tymoshenko said the charges against
her husband are groundless, adding that all
losses in the scrap metal export case, in
which her husband is alleged to have
embezzled funds, were fully repaid in 1997.
She told journalists on August 22 that a special task force searched the offices of
Unified Energy Systems on August 21 and
“simply tormented the employees” by tying
their hands and forcing them to lie down.
She said the action resembled the politically
repressive measures of the USSR in the
1930s. She added that she, too, may be
arrested in connection with her husband’s
case. Ms. Tymoshenko headed the Unified
Energy Systems from 1995-1997. “I will
defend myself with all possible means that
are envisaged in the legislation in force,”
she noted. She added that the rest of her
family is “secure” and “out of the reach” of
those whom she suspects of taking revenge
against her. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Ex-PM criticizes Cabinet policies

KYIV – Former Prime Minister Valerii
Pustovoitenko has criticized the Cabinet of
Viktor Yuschenko for its agricultural and
energy policies as well as for poor cooperation with the IMF, Interfax reported on
August 16. Mr. Pustovoitenko said the
recently announced government program to
boost grain production in 2001 is aimed at
diverting public attention from the poor harvest this year. According to Mr.
Pustovoitenko, this year’s grain output will
be much lower than last year’s. He also
slammed Prime Minister Yuschenko for not
supporting the coal industry and for proposing to hand over part of the country’s
pipeline system to Russia as repayment for
gas debts. Mr. Pustovoitenko noted that the
current government “has totally wrecked”
Ukraine’s cooperation with international
financial institutions, particularly the IMF.
“There were hopes that following Viktor
Yuschenko’s appointment [as prime minister] we would easily obtain IMF credits, but
[the IMF] has nagged about irregularities
that took place earlier,” Mr. Pustovoitenko
said. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Ukraine to boost grain output

KYIV – Prime Minister Viktor
Yuschenko said on August 15 that “within
seven to 10 days” the government will
adopt a program to stimulate next year’s
grain yield, Interfax reported. According to
Mr. Yuschenko, the program will provide
for the gathering of 35 million to 40 million
tons of grain. “This is [an ambitious objective] but absolutely realistic, according to
(Continued on page 3)
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Ninth annual Independence Day
event to be held on Capitol Hill
WASHINGTON – The Capitol Hill
commemoration
of
Ukrainian
Independence Day is an important tradition in Washington that with each year
has a greater meaning. This year is the
ninth anniversary of the August 24th
Declaration of Ukrainian Independence,
and continuing the Congressional
Ukrainian Caucus (CUC), the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America
(UCCA), and the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council (UACC) are proud
to coordinate this event and provide a
forum for members of Congress to
express their solidarity with the
Ukrainian people and the Ukrainian
American community. The special congressional observance will be held after a
major pre-election conference regarding
U.S.-Ukraine relations. Titled “Ukraine’s
Quest for Mature Nation Statehood,” the
conference will be held at the Library of
Congress and the Council on Foreign
Relations on September 19-20.
The special congressional reception
will be held on Capitol Hill on
Wednesday, September 20, from 6-8
p.m. Sponsored by the Congressional
Ukrainian Caucus and hosted by the
UCCA and the UACC, the two-hour
event will be held in the Hart Senate
Office Building, Room 902, 2nd and C
Streets, NE. Over 30 members of

Newsbriefs

(Continued from page 2)
conclusions and data from the Ministry for
Agrarian Policy,” he said. This year’s grain
crop in Ukraine is expected to total some 25
million tons. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Ukraine cuts debt to IMF

KYIV – During the first half of 2000
Ukraine reduced its debt to the International
Monetary Fund by $415.6 million to
$2.257 billion, Interfax reported on August
15, quoting IMF data. Taking into account
interest payments, Ukraine paid $476.8 million to the IMF from January to June.
Ukraine is due to repay the fund $389.1
million in the second half of 2000, $605.5
million in 2001, and $301.8 million in
2002. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Bishops of the UOC-KP fight back

KYIV — In response to a recent meeting in Moscow of bishops of the Russian
Orthodox Church (ROC) in which the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church - Kyiv
Patriarchate (UOC-KP) was labeled “schismatic,” the Council of Bishops of the UOCKP said on August 22 that the ROC’s
branch in Ukraine, the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church - Moscow Patriarchate, is not an
Orthodox Church according to canon law,
Interfax reported. The Kyiv Patriarchate
bishops also condemned the ROC and its
branch in Ukraine for the “unwillingness to
jointly overcome the split in Ukraine and
unite Ukrainian Orthodoxy into a single
local Ukrainian Orthodox Church.”
(RFE/RL Newsline)
Command ship 98 percent complete

KYIV – The Defense Ministry of
Ukraine owes 50 million hrv for the construction of the command ship of the
Ukrainian naval forces, Ukraina. The
ministry had to transfer a sum of 40 million hrv annually for the construction,
but currently the financing has been halted. The vessel is 98 percent complete,
and another 40 million hrv is needed to
send the ship for testing. (Eastern
Economist)

Congress have endorsed the congressional reception by serving as co-sponsors and supporting members of the
event.
Beginning at 6 p.m., the congressional
reception will feature a buffet and
remarks from members of Congress,
leaders of the Ukrainian American community, and the Ukrainian government.
The hierarchies of the Ukrainian
Churches (Catholic, Orthodox, and
Baptist-Evangelical) have been invited to
participate, along with leaders of
Ukrainian American organizations. The
participation of the entire Ukrainian
American community is of the utmost
importance in order to convey the appreciation of the community to the members
of Congress who will join in the celebration of Ukraine’s ninth anniversary of
independence.
The cost of the congressional reception is $30. RSVP for the event by
Friday, September 15. Checks should be
made payable to the UCCA and sent to
the following address: Ukrainian
National Information Service (UNIS),
311 Massachusetts Avenue, NE;
Washington, D.C. 20002. For further
information, please contact UNIS
Director Michael Sawkiw, Jr., at (202)
547-0018, or Ihor Gawdiak of the UACC
at (301) 680-0415.
Chornovil receives title “Hero of Ukraine”

KYIV — Ukrainian President Leonid
Kuchma has signed a decree posthumously granting the title of “Hero of Ukraine”
to Vyacheslav Chornovil, a famous Soviet
dissident and leader of Rukh, the Popular
Movement of Ukraine from 1993 until his
death in 1999, Interfax reported on
August 22. Mr. Chornovil, who died in a
car accident last year, was also given the
Order of the State for “significant personal contribution to the national revival of
Ukraine, consistent promotion of the ideas
of independence, [as well as] vigorous
social and political activity.” (RFE/RL
Newsline)
President celebrates 62nd birthday

KYIV – President Leonid Kuchma celebrated his 62nd birthday on August 9. He
was born in the village of Chaikino in
Dnipropetrovsk Oblast in 1938. (Eastern
Economist)

Russian Orthodox bishops meet
in Moscow; focus on Ukrainian Church

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27, 2000

PARSIPPANY, N.J. – Approximately
150 bishops met in Moscow for a fourday Council of Bishops of the Russian
Orthodox Church August 13-16. The situation of Orthodoxy in Ukraine was one
of the topics discussed by that forum.
According to RFE/RL Newsline,
President Leonid Kuchma sent a
telegram to the patriarch of Moscow and
All Russia, Aleksii II, asking that the
council of bishops consider the possibility of granting full autonomy to the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Moscow
Patriarchate. According to Interfax, Mr.
Kuchma’s request was considered on
August 15 by the council and was reportedly backed by “a number of bishops
from western Ukraine led by Bishop of
Vyshhorod Pavel.” The forum, however,
refused to consider the petition, saying
that secular authorities should not interfere in Church affairs.
Currently, Ukraine has three Orthodox
Churches: the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
– Moscow Patriarchate, the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church – Kyiv Patriarchate, and
the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church. In Ukraine the Russian Orthodox
Church recognizes only the Church that is
subordinate to it, the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church – Moscow Patriarchate, viewing
followers of the other two Churches as
“schismatics.”
The official status of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church – Moscow Patriarchate
is somewhat unclear. In the early 1990s,
the Russian Orthodox Church granted its
Ukrainian branch the right of self-governance. The Ukrainian Orthodox Church
– Moscow Patriarchate has its own
synod of bishops; it is empowered to
consecrate new bishops without any special authorization from Moscow; and it
can also canonize its own saints. In many
aspects, the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
– Moscow Patriarchate is an autonomous
structure.
However, the word
“autonomous” does not appear in the
Church’s name or in any of the documents related to the Church.
According to the Moscow-based
newspaper Segodnya, most believers of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church –
Moscow Patriarchate, in particular those
from Ukraine’s eastern regions and
Odesa, think that granting full autonomy
to their Church will only further encourage those in Ukraine who want the full

Criticism of Putin strong in Russia over Kursk
RFE/RL Newsline

MOSCOW – Following announcements by Norwegian and Russian officials that all the crewmen of the sunken
Kursk submarine are dead, Russian
Defense Minister Igor Sergeev told
Russian Public Television (ORT) on
August 21 that, while it cannot be ruled
out that some mistakes occurred during
the rescue operation, he believes that “in
the heat of the moment, fundamental
mistakes were not made.” [President
Leonid Kuchma of Ukraine has acknowledged that many of the sailors aboard the
Kursk were from Ukraine, originally
assigned to the Black Sea Fleet.]
In the same interview Mr. Sergeev continued to assert that a collision with “an
underwater object” the same size as the
Kursk was the cause of the disaster. He said
that Russia has “localized” the object but is
unable to identify it. NATO, he continued,
has denied that any of its vessels were in
the area at the time of the disaster, but he
added that “they have told us that even if

that had happened, they would never
acknowledge it.”
There has been no let-up in the media
criticism in Russia of officials’ handling of
the rescue operation. Novye izvestiya,
controlled by Boris Berezovskii, accused
officials of concealing the truth from the
public, saying that the “Norwegian divers
broke through the lies and sabotage.”
Segodnya, part of Vladimir Gusinskii’s
Media-MOST group, argued that the
Kursk tragedy has shown the “catastrophic” weakness of the Russian state.
Nezavisimaya gazeta, also owned by Mr.
Berezovskii, criticized Mr. Putin for not
traveling to the scene of the disaster,
adding that after the successes of his first
100 days in office, the president now
appears to be “running on the spot.”
Vremya MN, which reportedly
receives indirect financing from Russia’s
Central Bank, predicted that “a hot political autumn” awaits Mr. Putin: “The catastrophe in the Barents Sea is becoming a
cause to create a united opposition against
the president.”
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independence of Ukrainian Orthodoxy
from Moscow and the Russian Church.
Government officials in Ukraine have
repeatedly voiced the opinion that
Ukraine’s three Orthodox Churches
should be united into one, fully –
autonomous Ukrainian Orthodox
Church, a position rejected by the
Russian bishops. Judging by the reaction
of the Council of Bishops of the Russian
Orthodox Church, Kyiv’s desire is
strongly supported by Constantinople’s
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I,
who traditionally enjoys a special status
among the world’s Orthodox patriarchs.
Ukraine’s Metropolitan of Odesa and
Izmail, Agafangel, of the Ukrainian
Orthodox
Church
–
Moscow
Patriarchate, told Segodnya on August
17 that the Moscow forum condemned
the Constantinople patriarch’s “unprecedented interference” in the canonical territory of the Russian Orthodox Church,
meaning Estonia and Ukraine. [In 1996,
some members of Estonia’s Orthodox
Church pledged juridical subordination
to the Constantinople Patriarchate, but
the Moscow Patriarchate has refused to
acknowledge Constantinople’s canonical
rights over Estonia.]
“Patriarch Bartholomew declared
Ukraine to be his canonical territory,
which is a gross violation of Church
canons,” ITAR-TASS quoted Agafangel
as saying. According to Agafangel, the
“dissenters” [followers of the Kyiv
Patriarchate and the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church] are
planning to convene an All-Ukrainian
Council of Bishops at which
Metropolitan Volodymyr of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Moscow
Patriarchate will be forced to resign and
pass his powers to the Constantinople
Patriarchate’s representative. Agafangel
expressed his regret that Bartholomew is
depending on the support of “Ukrainian
nationalists and politicians who, in violation of the law, meddle in Church
affairs,” Interfax reported.
The newspaper Sobornost quoted him
as saying, “Now the situation has been
sharply worsened by the unprecedented
interference of the patriarchate of
Constantinople in the canonical affairs of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church. In
response to our appeal Patriarch
Bartholomew sent a bitter letter.
Recently, he has clearly wished to teach
Moscow and the Russian Church a lesson, because he considers that it has
become arrogant.”
Some Ukrainian media reported earlier this month that talks on the unification
of Ukrainian Orthodoxy were expected
to take place in Chambessy, Switzerland,
on August 20 with the participation of
representatives from Ukraine’s three
Orthodox Churches, government officials, and Constantinople Patriarch
Bartholomew. Thus far, there has been
no confirmation that such a meeting took
place.
Judging by the Russian Orthodox
Church’s position on Ukraine, which was
reaffirmed at its Council of Bishops last
week, such talks would be highly unlikely to yield any results. According to
reports, the Moscow Patriarchate would
allow the unification of the Ukrainian
Churches only in one way – namely, as
the “return of schismatics” under the
wing of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church,
which itself would continue to be in
“canonical unity” with the Russian
Orthodox
Church,
not
with
Constantinople and not as an independent Church.

Guidelines for Diversity Visa Lottery 2002 announced
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WASHINGTON – The U.S.
Department of State issued guidelines on
procedures for applying for immigrant
visas to be made available in the Diversity
Immigrant Visa (DV) category during fiscal year 2002.
Visas are apportioned among six geographic regions: Africa; Asia; Europe;
South America, Central America,
Caribbean; Oceania; North America. A
greater number of visas will be given to
regions with lower rates of immigration.
For DV-2002, natives of the following
countries are not eligible to apply: Canada,
China (Mainland-born and Macau),
Colombia, Dominican Republic, El
Salvador, Haiti, India, Jamaica, Mexico,
Pakistan, Philippines, South Korea, United
Kingdom (except Northern Ireland) and its
dependent territories, Vietnam.
Requirements

To enter, an applicant must be able to
claim nativity in an eligible country and
must meet either the education or the training requirement of the DV program.
Nativity in most cases is determined by
the applicant’s place of birth. However, if
a person was born in an ineligible country,
but his or her spouse was born in an eligi-

ble country, such person can claim the
spouse’s country of birth as his or her
country of nativity. Both the applicant and
the spouse must be listed on the original
entry.
Also, if a person was born in an ineligible country, but neither of his or her parents was born there or resided there at the
time of birth [for example, those whose
parents were in a diplomatic service], such
person may be able to claim nativity in the
country of birth of one of the parents.
To enter, an applicant must have either a
high school education or the equivalent,
defined in the United States as the successful completion of a 12-year course of elementary and secondary education [in
Ukraine the equivalent to American high
school would be a secondary education
that allows one to enter university]; or an
applicant must have two years of work
experience within the past five years in an
occupation requiring at least two years of
training or experience to perform, as
defined by the U.S. Department of Labor.
If an applicant does not meet these
requirements, he or she should not submit
an entry to the DV program.
Only one entry may be submitted by
each applicant during the registration peri-

APPLICANT ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS

The entry must be typed, or clearly printed, in English.
Failure to provide required information will disqualify the applicant.
On a plain sheet of paper include the following information:

• APPLICANT’S FULL NAME, with the last (surname/family) name underlined
Example: Public, Sara Jane (or) Lopez, Juan Antonio
• APPLICANT’S DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH
Day/Month/Year
Example: 15 November 1961

City, Town District/County/Province, Country*
Example: Munich, Bavaria, Germany

* The name of the country should be that which is currently in use for the place
where the applicant was born (Slovenia, rather than Yugoslavia; Ukraine rather
than Soviet Union, for example).

• APPLICANT’S NATIVE COUNTRY
(ONLY IF DIFFERENT FROM COUNTRY OF BIRTH)
If the applicant is claiming nativity in a country other than the one of his or her place
of birth, then the name of that country must be indicated here. The name of this country must also be listed on the first line of the upper left-hand corner of the entry envelope. (See “Mailing Instructions”).
• NAME, DATE, AND PLACE OF BIRTH OF THE APPLICANT’S SPOUSE
AND ANY MINOR, UNMARRIED CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 21
Applicant’s spouse and all minor, unmarried children must be listed on the applicant’s entry regardless of whether or not they wish to immigrate. Failure to provide all of this information will disqualify the applicant.

• FULL MAILING ADDRESS TO WHICH FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE
CAN BE SENT, AND, IF POSSIBLE, A TELEPHONE NUMBER
Address must be clear and include the following: building number, street name,
city, state/province, postal code and country. Any notification will be sent there.*
A telephone number is optional.
* The address listed here does not need to be the applicant’s place of permanent residence. This address will be used only for correspondence. The full
mailing address listed here must also be entered in the upper left corner of the
envelope, under the applicant’s name. (See “Mailing Instructions”).

• APPLICANT’S PHOTOGRAPH
Attach a recent, preferably less than six-month-old, photograph of the applicant, 1.5
inches (37 mm) x 1.5 inches (37 mm) in size, with the applicant’s name printed on
the back. The photograph (not a photocopy) should be attached to the entry with
clear tape – DO NOT use staples or paper clips, which can jam mail processing
equipment. Only the applicant’s photograph must be submitted, not the photographs
of all those listed on the entry form.

• APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE
The applicant must sign the entry, with his or her customary signature (preferably
in native alphabet), regardless of whether or not the entry was prepared and/or submitted by someone other than the applicant. Only the principal applicant needs to
submit a signature. Failure to personally sign the entry will disqualify the applicant.
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od. The applicant must personally sign the
entry with his or her usual and customary
signature, preferably in his or her native
alphabet.
A recent photograph of the applicant
with the applicant’s name printed on the
back must be attached with clear tape to
the entry.
The entry will be disqualified if the
applicant:
• submits more than one entry;
• does not personally sign the entry with
his or her usual and customary signature; or
• does not attach a recent photograph
with his or her name printed on the back.
Important notice

Applicants must meet all eligibility
requirements under U.S. law in order to be
issued visas.
Both parents, as well as children who
have completed high school and are under
21 years old, may submit separate entries
for the DV lottery.
The applicant’s spouse and all minor,
unmarried children must be listed on the
applicant’s original entry regardless of
whether or not they wish to immigrate.
The spouse and unmarried children
under 21 can obtain diversity visas to join
the applicant only if they were listed on the
original lottery entry.
DV-2002 visas will be issued between
October 1, 2001, and September 30, 2002.
Processing of applications and issuance
of diversity visas to successful applicants
and their eligible family members must
occur by September 30, 2002. Once all the
diversity visas have been issued or on
September 30, 2002, whichever is sooner,
the DV program for fiscal year 2002 will
end. No diversity visas will be issued or
adjustments approved after this date.
There is no initial fee, other than
postage, required to enter the DV-2002
program. The use of an outside intermediary or assistance to prepare a DV-2002
entry is entirely at the applicant’s discretion.
Entries for the DV-2002 program must
be received at the Kentucky Consular
Center mailing address between noon
(Eastern Time) on Monday, October 2,

2000, and noon (Eastern Time) on
Wednesday, November 1, 2000. Entries
received before or after these dates will be
disqualified regardless of when they were
postmarked. Entries sent to any address
other than the Kentucky Consular Center
address will not be included in the DV lottery.
Applicants will be selected at random by
computer from among all qualified entries.
Qualified entries received directly from
applicants or through intermediaries have
an equal chance of being selected by computer. There is no advantage to mailing
early or mailing from any particular place.
Only successful entrants will be notified. They will be notified by mail between
May and July of 2001 at the mailing
address listed on their entry. Applicants are
not required to list their address of permanent residence and can list any address as
the mailing address at which they would
like to receive their notification. The
address listed on the entry must also be
listed in the upper left hand corner of the
envelope as the mailing address. Winners
will also be sent instructions on how to
apply for an immigrant visa, including
information on the fee for immigrant visas
and a separate visa lottery surcharge.
Being selected as a winner in the DV
lottery does not automatically guarantee
being issued a visa, even if the applicant is
qualified, because the number of entries
selected and registered is greater than the
number of immigrant visas available.
Persons not selected will not be notified. U.S. Embassies and Consulates will
not be able to provide a list of successful
applicants.
Instructions on entering the DV lottery,
may be obtained by calling (202) 3317199. Applicants overseas may contact the
nearest U.S. Embassy or Consulate for
instructions on the DV lottery. DV information is also available in the Visa
Bulletin
on
the
Internet
at
http://travel.state.gov/ or via the Consular
Affairs automated fax at (202) 647-3000
(code 1550). Calls to the automated fax
service must be made from a fax machine
using the receiver or voice option of the
caller’s fax equipment.

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS

Submit one entry per applicant by regular or air mail to the address below using
the Zip Code for the region of the applicant’s country of nativity. The envelope
must be between 6 and 10 inches (15 to 25 cm) long and 3.5 and 4.5 inches (9 to
11 cm) wide. In the upper left hand corner of the envelope the applicant must write
his or her country of nativity, applicant’s name and full mailing address, including
the name of the country, even if it is the same as the applicant’s country of nativity
that is listed on the first line in the upper left-hand corner of the envelope.
Failure to provide this information will disqualify the entry.
Entries sent by express or priority mail, fax, hand, messenger, or any means
requiring receipts or special handling will not be processed. Postcards are not
acceptable, nor are envelopes inside express or oversized mail packets.
The mailing address is the same for all entries, with the exception of the Zip Code:
DV-2002 Program, Kentucky Consular Center, Lexington, KY (Zip Code),
U.S.A.
The Zip Codes for country of nativity are: Africa – 41901, Asia – 41902,
Europe – 41903, South America/Central America/Caribbean – 41904, Oceania –
41905, North America – 41906.
Applicants listing Ukraine as their native country must use Zip Code 41903.
Applicant’s native country
Applicant’s full name
Mailing address
City, State/Province, Postal Code
Country

DV-2002 Program
Kentucky Consular Center
Lexington, KY (see above for appropriate Zip Code)
U.S.A.
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Parish raffles Weekly subscription

UNA GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Executive Committee
President

Ulana Diachuk
Ukrainian National Association
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054
First Vice-President

Stefko Kuropas
105 S. Salem Drive
Schaumburg, IL 60193

Second Vice-President

Anya Dydyk-Petrenko
137 Crystal Spring Drive
Ashton, MD 20861
Director for Canada

PALATINE, Ill. – Immaculate Conception Ukrainian Catholic Church in Palatine held
its annual picnic on July 23. In recognition of the service The Ukrainian Weekly provides the community by covering Ukrainian Churches, the parish gave a subscription to The Weekly as one of the raffle prizes. The UNA Chicago District Committee
handed out complimentary copies of The Weekly during the picnic and also sponsored two Weekly subscriptions for the raffle. Seen in the photos above (from left)
are: Ihor Chornij, parish treasurer; Stefko Kuropas, first vice-president of the UNA;
the Rev. Mykhailo Kuzma; and Olga Pohribnij, parish council president.

RECORDING DEPARTMENT
MEMBERSHIP REPORT – JULY 2000
Martha Lysko, National Secretary

Adult
15,336
18,124
33,460

ADD
3,694
0
3,694

Total
26,327
25,445
51,772

New members
New members UL
Reinstated

19
0
0

32
0
11

0
0
1

51
0
12

Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended Insurance
Certificates lapsed (active)
Certificate terminated

0
10
12
15
0
3
8
0

21
16
10
15
0
8
6
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
18
3

21
26
22
30
0
11
32
6

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
Gains in 7/2000

Total Gains:
Losses in 7/2000

Total Losses
Total Active Members - 7/2000
INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
Gaines in 7/2000

19

48
7,268

43

79
15,300

1

21
3,674

63

148
26,242

Paid-up
Reduced paid up
Extended insurance

15
0
3

15
0
8

0
0
0

30
0
11

* Died
* Cash surrender
Pure endowment matured
Reinstated to active
Certificates lapsed (inactive)

0
5
0
0
0

38
11
1
11
0

0
0
0
0
0

38
16
1
11
0

33,386

3,674

Total Gains
Losses in 7/2000

Total Losses
Total Inactive Members – 7/2000
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP - 7/2000

(* Paid up and reduced paid up policies)

18

5
7,334

14,602

23

61
18,086
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0

0
0

National Secretary

Martha Lysko
Ukrainian National Association
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Treasurer

Stefan Kaczaraj
Ukrainian National Association
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Auditing Committee

Juvenile
7,297
7,321
14,618

Total Active Members – 6/2000
Total Inactive Members – 6/2000
Total Members – 6/2000

Rev. Myron Stasiw
18 Leeds St.
Toronto, Ontario M6G 1N7

41

66
25,420
51,662

Visit our archive on the Internet at: http://www.ukrweekly.com/

William Pastuszek
9 So. Chester Road
Swarthmore, PA 19018
Stefan Hawrysz
155 Erdenheim Road
Erdenheim, PA 19038

Alexander Serafyn
2565 Timberwyck Trail
Troy, MI 48098
Yaroslav Zaviysky
11 Bradley Road
Clark, NJ 07006

Myron Groch
16 Kevin Drive
Founthill, Ontario L0S 1E4
Advisors

Taras Szmagala Jr.
1722 Fulton Road
Cleveland, OH 44113
Alex Chudolij
281 Urma Ave.
Clifton, NJ 07013

Tekla Moroz
345 36th Ave.
Lachine, Quebec H8T 2A5

Halyna Kolessa
100 Montgomery St., Apt. 23-H
Jersey City, NJ 07302
Nick Diakiwsky
2065 Ridge Road Ext.
Ambridge, PA 15003

Wasyl Szeremeta
1510 Hilltop Terrace
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
Vasyl Luchkiv
49 Windmill Lane
New City, NY 10956

Stephanie Hawryluk
P.O. Box 17453 Michael Road
Cottekill, NY 12419

Andre Worobec
9 Bayard Place
Newark, NJ 07106-3613

Eugene Oscislawski
25 Jason Court
Matawan, NJ 07747-3510
Barbara Bachynsky
101 E. 16th St.
New York, NY 10003

Andrij Skyba
4575 N. Nagle Ave.
Harwood Heights, IL 60656
Al Kachkowski
126 Simon Fraser Crescent
Saskatoon, SK S7H 3T1
Editor-in-Chief,
The Ukrainian Weekly

Roma Hadzewycz
The Ukrainian Weekly
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Editor-in-Chief,
Svoboda

Raissa Galechko
Svoboda
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Manager, Soyuzivka

John A. Flis
Soyuzivka
Foordmore Road
Kerhonkson, NY 12446
Honorary Members
of the General Assembly
Stepan Kuropas
107 Ilehamwood Drive
De Kalb, IL 60115

Anna Chopek
678 44th St.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Mary Dushnyck
2 Marine Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11209

Anna Haras
1930 Greenleaf St.
Bethlehem, PA 18017

Myron Kuropas
107 Ilehamwood Drive
DeKalb, IL 60115

The Very Rev. Stephen Bilak
1750 Jefferson St., Apt. 301
Hollywood, FL 33020
Walter Sochan
53 Brinkerhoff St.
Jersey City, NJ 07304

John O. Flis
P.O. Box 48
East Charleston, VT 05833
Joseph Lesawyer
2643 Deer Path
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076

Wasyl Didiuk
30 Allenhurst Drive, Apt. 402
Islington, Ontario M9A 4Y8
Taras Szmagala Sr.
10976 Tanager Trail
Brecksville, OH 44141

Helen Olek Scott
7644 W. Rosedale Ave.
Chicago, IL 60631
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Is Ottawa listening?

Two months ago in this space The Ukrainian Weekly editorialized about the
Canadian government’s continuing refusal to officially right a heinous wrong committed 80 years ago: the shameful treatment of certain groups of Europeans, both
immigrants and native-born Canadians, during the first world war simply because
they hailed from what was then the Austro-Hungarian empire.
They were categorized as “enemy aliens,” stripped of their rights, and shipped off
to internment camps. A total of 8,579 enemy aliens – 5,000 of them Ukrainians –
were interned in 24 camps throughout Canada where they served as forced laborers.
Some 80,000 were forced to register as enemy aliens so that the authorities could
keep a close watch over them. Their civil liberties were curtailed, and they were disenfranchised.
The occasion for our previous editorial was the 80th anniversary of the end of
Canada’s first national internment operations of 1914-1920, which came on June
20, 1920. To mark that anniversary the Ukrainian Canadian Civil Liberties
Association (UCCLA) appealed to all Ukrainian Canadians to observe two minutes
of silence on June 20, beginning at 11 a.m., in memory of those killed or abused
while interned in Canadian concentration camps. We expressed our hope that
Ottawa would “hear the silence” of hundreds of thousands of Ukrainian Canadians
and others as they observed the UCCLA-proclaimed memorial silence.
In last week’s issue we reported on a remarkable occurrence: Canada’s Governor
General Adrienne Clarkson on August 4 publicly acknowledged the injustices
Ukrainian immigrants faced during the first world war, thus, as the Winnipeg Free
Press wrote, “surprising community leaders who are still fighting for the same
recognition from the prime minister.”
Addressing an audience at Dauphin’s Selo-Ukraina during the annual Ukrainian
National Festival, the governor general said the internment of Ukrainians is “one of
the saddest stories in our country’s history.”
Borys Sydoruk, the UCCLA’s director of special projects, commented, “It was
most reassuring to be able to witness just how sensitive the governor general of
Canada, the representative of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, is in remembering
what these innocent Ukrainians suffered during Canada’s first national internment
operations.”
And he underscored, “We hope that her awareness of this issue will prompt the
government of Canada and specifically the Rt. Hon. Jean Chrétien, our prime minister, to finally acknowledge this injustice and negotiate reconciliation.”
For 13 years, the UCCLA has been pressuring the Canadian government to
acknowledge the injustice of the internment operations and to provide restitution to
the community by providing funding for educational programs that would inform
and remind all Canadians of this abominable episode in the country’s history and
thus prevent similar injustice from ever happening again. Thus far, its efforts have
been unsuccessful – even though the current prime minister had pledged to secure
redress for Ukrainian Canadians.
But the UCCLA forges ahead.
Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk, director of research for the UCCLA, wrote recently in a letter to the editor of the Winnipeg Free Press that it is “somewhat startling” that the
governor general “would publicly comment on an issue that Prime Minister
Chrétien and his Liberals have labored mightily to have us forget. We’ll be sure to
remind Ukrainian Canadians of Mr. Chrétien’s broken promise on redress before
this spring’s federal election.”
The current government in Ottawa had better take heed.

August

28

Turning the pages back...

Twenty-three years ago on August 28, more than 6,000
Ukrainians from Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay, with municipal and provincial government officials in attendance, witnessed the unveiling and blessing of a monument to Taras
Shevchenko in Apostoles, Argentina.
The dedication was the culmination of this year’s observances of the 80th anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in Argentina – it was on August 27, 1897, that the first
Ukrainian immigrants arrived in Apostoles in the province of Misiones.
A three-day program in Apostoles highlighted the history of the city, which also
observed its 80th anniversary.
On Friday, August 26, Ukrainian folk art and press were displayed, and the city’s
cultural council presented an entertainment program.
Saturday, August 27, was proclaimed “The Day of the Emigrant.” An outdoor Mass
and program were held near the Monument to the Emigrant in the center of Apostoles.
In the evening a program featuring a Polish folk ballet company was dedicated to the
first Polish settlers.
On Sunday, August 28, 80 years almost to the day after the first Ukrainian settled
here, the provincial governor, Naval Captain Rodolfo Ramon Poletti; city manager
Don Gabriel Jelabert; and head of the Ukrainian central representation, Volodymyr
Kotulskyi, unveiled the new Taras Shevchenko monument in the presence of thousands of spectators and flag bearers of Ukrainian organizations and communities in
Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. The bust of the bard of Ukraine by Argentinian sculptor Raoul Delavi stands in center-city Apostoles, off its main boulevard.
The monument was blessed by Bishop Andrew Sapelak, Apostolic Exarch of
Ukrainians in Argentina, and Auxiliary Bishop of Ukrainians in Brazil, Efraim
Krevey. They were assisted by clergy from Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay and Revs.
I. Hlynka and Lubomyr Husar from Rome.

1977

(Continued on page 31)
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ANALYSIS

A Church at the crossroads:
reflections on the UOCC’s Sobor
by Jars Balan

In the last decade, Orthodox Churches
around the world have been subjected to
a host of major challenges, some that are
specific to Eastern Christendom and others that are common to many denominations in the mainstream of organized
Christianity. This is especially true for
Ukrainian Orthodox Churches in the
diaspora, which, at the same time as having to confront the serious problems
posed by their aging and declining memberships, have experienced a series of
upheavals stemming from the collapse of
the Soviet Union and the concomitant
emergence of a movement that is vigorously championing a de-ethnicized,
evangelically oriented, pan-Orthodoxy
for the New World. These tumultuous
developments have not only shaken the
slow-to-change structures of Orthodox
tradition, but will undoubtedly continue
to give rise to instability within the
Ukrainian Orthodox community for the
foreseeable future.
Therefore, it is hardly surprising that
as the July Sobor of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of Canada (UOCC)
approached, there was genuine fear that
the general Church council might provoke the kind of divisions that have
recently fractured the unity of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the
U.S.A. In some congregations stern
warnings were issued that “troublemakers” and “ultra-nationalists” were seeking
to create a schism within the Church,
while in other parishes the talk was of
Church leaders having “betrayed” the
cause of Ukrainian Orthodoxy and of
quietly abandoning the founding principles and Constitution of the UOCC.
Although efforts were made to prevent
open discussion of any issues regarded as
controversial, these only succeeded in
spawning a lively “samvydav” conducted
by a cross-Canadian network of lay
members and sympathetic priests by
means of the Internet, mail, long-distance
telephone calls, faxes and photocopied
handouts. In the end, the threat of a
“rozkol” (split) proved to be unfounded.
Nevertheless, a palpable current of dissent rippled through the corridors and
proceedings of the 20th Sobor, surfacing
in several sessions over the four days that
the assembly met in Winnipeg.
The unease sprang from three related
sources: a ground swell of dissatisfaction
with the UOCC’s status under the
omophorion of the Patriarch of
Constantinople; mounting frustrations
with the Church’s policies vis-a-vis
Orthodox affairs in Ukraine; and anxiety
about the spread of pan-Orthodox sentiment among segments of the Canadian
Church. A number of events were
responsible for unleashing these rumblings of discontent, starting with the
November 1997 meeting of the
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew with
the Moscow Patriarch Aleksei in the
Ukrainian city of Odesa.
Given the Moscow Patriarchate’s contentious historical claims to ecclesiastical
primacy in Ukraine, having Patriarch
Bartholomew meet with Patriarch
Aleksei (widely known to be a former
KGB operative whose code name was
“Drozdov”) on Ukrainian rather than
Russian soil was understandably viewed
Jars Balan was a delegate to the 20th
Sobor from St. John’s Cathedral in
Edmonton.

as a move intended to underscore the
Russian Church’s jurisdictional pretensions over Ukrainian lands. Indeed, the
very fact that Constantinople and the rest
of the Orthodox world recognize the
Moscow Patriarchal Church as being
“canonical” – notwithstanding its dubious legacy of violating canon laws from
the inception of the Moscow
Patriarchate, through the 20th century to
the present day – is in itself a bitter pill
to swallow for many Ukrainian Orthodox
adherents. This seeming hypocrisy of
inter-Orthodox relations was made even
more galling by the Moscow
Patriarchate’s overt political support for
hardline Communists bent on restoring
the Soviet Union and Russian nationalists determined to revive the Russian
Empire.
Another sore point was the refusal of
UOCC hierarchs to officiate in an ecumenical prayer service with a bishop of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Kyiv
Patriarchate (UOC-KP) who was attending the seventh World Congress of
Ukrainians held December 1998 in
Toronto. This deliberate snub seemed
especially petty, as the “moleben” –
which included the participation of
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs – did not
involve a celebration of the Eucharist.
On the symbolic level, the gesture was
interpreted by many to be yet another
example of how the Canadian Church is
undermining the efforts of the Orthodox
faithful in Ukraine who are struggling to
revive a Ukrainian expression of
Orthodoxy in a country subjected to centuries of forced Russification.
Then, a November 1999 Kontakt television report on commemorations marking the 90th birthday of Metropolitan
Wasyly had the unfortunate effect of further alarming those UOCC members who
are worried about an apparent erosion of
the Canadian Church’s Ukrainian character. The spectacle of a bishop with the
Moscow Patriarchal Church effusively
praising Metropolitan Wasyly for promoting Orthodox “unity” certainly was
difficult to watch in light of the Russian
Orthodox Church’s long-standing and
resurgent ideology of Great Russian
chauvinism, imperialism and xenophobia. At the very least, the rhetoric about
fraternal relations rang hollow when at
the same time in Ukraine the Moscow
Patriarchal Church was using the refusal
by diaspora Ukrainian Orthodox
Churches to concelebrate with the UOCKP and Ukrainian Autocephalous
Orthodox Church as part of an ongoing
campaign to isolate and stigmatize those
who reject Russian hegemony in
Ukrainian Orthodox affairs.
Yet another red flag was raised by
Patriarch Bartholomew’s repeated use of
the offensive term “Uniates” (instead of
Ukrainian or Slovak Catholics) during
his January trip to Poland. The tactless
remarks struck tolerant-minded
Ukrainian Orthodox as being deliberately
antagonistic towards fellow Ukrainian
Christians who had been ruthlessly persecuted for more than 40 years by Soviet
Communist authorities with the complicity of Russian Orthodox churchmen.
All of the above events fomented the
impression that the UOCC, in the process
of accepting the omophorion of
Constantinople, had surrendered much of
its autonomy and its Canadian distinctiveness, and was turning its back on
(Continued on page 29)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Thanks for story
on Zarvanytsia
Dear Editor:

The Ukrainian Weekly and Roman
Woronowycz deserve many thanks for
the wonderful and objective coverage
(July 30) of the pilgrimage to
Zarvanytsia on August 22-23.
As someone who grew up in
Zarvanytsia (1927-1944), I still remember emotional events and the nightly candlelight processions. At the time of the
Soviet-Communist
oppression
Zarvanytsia became a symbol of resistance and hope.
I would like to call readers’ attention
to the fact that it was in the forest near
Zarvanytsia in 1988 that the first open
liturgy was celebrated by the Bishop
Pavlo Vasylyk of the underground
Ukrainian Catholic Church. A photo of
this historic event was taken by the son
of noted Ukrainian poet Mykola
Rudenko and published in The Ukrainian
Weekly.
Ivan Z. Holowinsky
New Brunswick, N.J.

EDITORS’ NOTE: The liturgy at
Zarvanytsia on July 17, 1988, was attended by 10,000 faithful and was reported to
be the largest public gathering of
Ukrainian Catholics since the Stalin
regime outlawed their Church in 1946.

Help the children
of Livchytsia school
Dear Editor:

Currently 110 handicapped Ukrainian
children are living and being educated at
the Livchytsia School-Internat. The care
provided for these children is adequate;
however, the physical plant of the school
is in dire need of immediate remodeling.
The school building is 120 years old and
as such does not provide adequate accommodation for the more than 100 students.
Many of the children are orphans or children of very meager financial means.
The school building is in such disrepair that these unfortunate students face a
very uncertain future. We at the
Livchytsia School-Internat are appealing
to our Ukrainian diaspora for financial
help in financing the needed school renovations.
Irena Gadzera of Chicago visited our
school in May of this year. After viewing
our desperate situation, Mrs. Gadzera has
offered to coordinate our fund-raising
efforts in the United States.
For further information, please contact:
Mrs. Irena Gadzera, 2647 N. Meade St.,
Chicago, IL 60639.
Volodymyr Vitiv
Livchytsi, Ukraine

The writer is director of the Livchytsia
School-Internat. His letter was translated
by Christine Bohacz-Khedr.

PR spokesman
needs preparation
Dear Editor:

One cannot take issue with Roy Kellogg
that the Batkivschyna has “gotten the most
media attention of all the ships” in OpSail
2000 (July 16). And all those who were fortunate to be at the pier when the
Batkivschyna docked on July 4 share in his
pride that this was something positive to
promote Ukraine. As a founding member of
the Discover Ukraine Expedition he should
be commended for his efforts.
But when one decides to take on the role
of spokesman for a “Discover Ukraine”
endeavor, it is incumbent that he make
some effort at preparation. Mr. Kellogg
telling the assembly waiting to board the
ship that Kyiv is the capital of Russia is not
“something positive to promote Ukraine.”
Neither does it enhance Ukraine’s image to
state that while Ukraine is a poor country,
there are more Mercedes and BMWs in
Kyiv than in most other major cities. I really do not know what other such “positive
promotion” he enunciated, because this was
enough for me to move on and buy a
Batkivschyna T-shirt.
A pressing and exuberant crowd sweltering near the dock was not an appropriate
setting to either challenge or attempt to educate Mr. Kellogg about his resentful
remarks. I would just hope that by the time
the Batkivschyna travels the Delaware
River to Philadelphia for Ukrainian
Independence Day he will have “discovered Ukraine” for himself before he shares
his knowledge with the public.
Bohdan Paschny
Hamilton, N.J.

Commendations
to credit unions
Dear Editor:

A very interesting article was published in The Ukrainian Weekly on
August 6 about the annual meeting and
conference of the Ukrainian National
Credit Union Association.
It was noted that the UNCUA is an
association of 23 Ukrainian federal credit
unions in the United States that together
represent over $1.3 billion in assets.
This indicates a very successful
growth and development of Ukrainian
credit unions, and compares favorably
with peer American credit unions.
We Ukrainians should be proud and
thankful for their excellent work. The
Ukrainian federal credit unions deserve
credit also for their financial support of
Ukrainian organizations and our community to the tune of over $1.7 million.
It would be interesting to know what
criteria were used in the distribution of
those donations, as well as what organizations in which countries received
donations and in what amounts.
Dr. Roman Baranowskyj
Kerhonkson, N.Y.

A friendly reminder

If you have not yet sent in your remittance for the first volume
of “The Ukrainian Weekly 2000,” please do so as soon as possible.
The book’s price is $15. Please send checks for that amount
(plus any additional sum you may designate as a donation
to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund) to:
The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
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Washington Notebook
by Oksana Rudiuk
Ukrainian National Information Service

VOA: From the priorities of yesterday
to new priorities for tomorrow

WASHINGTON – Some people
believe that the mission of the Voice of
America (VOA) was accomplished with
the collapse of the Soviet Union. Those
pundits are convinced that VOA was a
Cold War institution that does not have
any reason to exist after the end of an
ideological war with the communist
system. Personally, I remember a lot of
Ukrainians who once kept the radios by
their beds tuned-in to the Voice of
America at night (it was easier to catch
VOA’s short-wave during that time
frame, whereas no one would be caught
listening to the “propaganda program of
the West” and be reported to the KGB).
Today, Ukrainians listen to various
national radio stations providing a lot of
commentary and international, national,
and local news. Ah, the times have
changed! As a result, VOA’s broadcasting to the former Soviet bloc countries
faces new changes and challenges. The
competition in the media market within
the NIS makes VOA’s role more complicated now than it was in the times of
Soviet informational isolationism when
the Voice of America was a reliable
source of information regarding world
events, as well as regarding situations
within those countries.
But, how does the Voice of America
see its mission today? “The end of the
Cold War did not bring the end of the
repressive regime,” said the Chief of the
Ukrainian Branch of VOA, Lydia
Rudins. “Our mission is growing
today,” she continues. According to
recent Freedom House informational
research, more than four billion people
throughout the world still live in societies where governments severely control or suppress print and broadcast
media. Therefore, the Voice of America
continues to see its role in the new century as being a voice of human rights
and democratic freedom, with new
global challenges and priorities to
address.
“For example,” emphasized Ms.
Rudins, “the Ukrainian service of VOA
not only provides information about
U.S. policy, as well as democratic and
free market institutions, but also provides stories that are ignored or not
objectively covered by Ukrainian mass
media.”
In her opinion, since VOA supplies
objective information otherwise not
readily available in Ukraine, the radio
program does not have a lot of competition, at least not from Ukrainian radio
stations. In the situation where the
Ukrainian mass media is politically and
financially dependent on the government or oligarchs, the Voice of America
can express a more independent point of
view than any other mass media in
Ukraine.
VOA’s Ukrainian branch chief elaborated further on VOA’s informational
structure: “We are independent from
U.S. politicians even though we are
funded by Congress. We readily
receive requests from politicians or
Oksana Rudiuk is a Fulbright Scholar
from Ukraine studying at Colorado
University in Denver. Ms. Rudiuk
interned this year at UNIS during her
summer semester.

business people who want to be interviewed [on VOA’s programs]. If we do
interview a politician, we also broadcast a politician with an opposite point
of view.”
The radio service understands that in
order to compete with FM radio stations
that usually have larger audiences, VOA
has to be equally entertaining and
informative. But this is not how the
radio programmers see its future and its
mission. According to Ms. Rudins,
VOA’s target audience in Ukraine
includes the political, intellectual and
business elite. “We also try to reach the
NGO’s,” she commented, “those organizations that are involved in forming a
civic society in Ukraine.”
Since the independence of Ukraine,
VOA’s Ukrainian Branch has received a
lot of visitors, scholars, and artists, as
well as exchange students. This year
alone, VOA has hosted four summer
interns from various regions in Ukraine.
From these experiences, Ms. Rudins
observed, “In general we feel that we
know much more about the Ukrainian
reality than we did during the Cold
War.”
VOA’s radio services are also
improving their effectiveness by using
all the technological advantages of the
multi-media world. “We have to stay
with the time. We must compete in a
multimedia world. The media we
choose to use is the combination of
radio, TV and Internet. We are going in
that direction,” she said.
The strategy of VOA is to reallocate
resources from countries with democratic governments to those that are still
repressed or struggling to establish
democracy. The fall of the communist
system in Central and Eastern Europe
led to some reductions in the broadcasting in that region. According to congressional testimony regarding VOA’s
broadcasting, 16 language services
would be reduced, and 13 would be
enhanced this year. This reduction principally affects Voice of America broadcasting in the Polish, Hungarian, and
Czech languages.
These societies are estimated to have
free and open media. Ms. Rudins, commenting on the downsizing of other
East/Central European services
explains: “Broadcasting to areas where
democracy has taken hold will be cut.
We have nothing to worry about. And
resources will be reallocated to other
areas of the world that are trying to
establish democracy, which, I think,
will include Ukraine. So far the reduction has not affected the Ukrainian
branch.”
In its congressional testimony, VOA
stressed that “international broadcasting will continue to be vital as long as
segments of the world’s population are
denied access to a free press and
hunger for alternative sources of news
and information about their own countries and the rest of the world.”
Hopefully, one day VOA will state in
its congressional testimony that it has
completed its mission and that freedom
reigns around the world. Until that day
comes, the Voice of America is truly
that – the voice of freedom throughout
the world.

Sitch conducts 31st annual Sports School at Verkhovyna
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by Omelan Twardowsky

Participants during the second week of the 2000 Sitch Sports School.

Tennis campers at the Sports School.

Participants of the Sports School’s volleyball program.

GLEN SPEY, N.Y. – The 31st annual
training camp of the Chornomorska Sitch
Sports School came to a close on
Saturday, August 5, here at the
Verkhovyna estate.
A total of 56 girls and boys took part
in this year’s two-week training camp,
run by 11 instructors and counselors
under the direction of Myron Stebelsky
and Omelan Twardowsky.
Serious problems were caused for
Verkhovyna this year by the local department of health, which demanded that the
swimming pool be closed and required
the presence of a health professional
with qualifications surpassing those of a
registered nurse. Because of these and
other draconian requirements that were
difficult to meet, the Sports School was
forced to cancel the last two weeks of its
training camp.
These problems were the topic of
speeches at the traditional farewell banquet by the school’s directors, Messrs.
Stebelsky and Twardowsky, as well as
the manager of Verkhovyna, Yaroslav
Gawur.
Also at the banquet, individual trophies were presented to the most outstanding Sitch students. Prior to this, the
young athletes, led by Marika Bokalo,
entertained their parents and other guests
by reciting poetry and singing songs.
Thus, they once again demonstrated that
this sports camp develops not only their
physical skills but spiritual values as
well. The latter are nurtured in the
evenings on a daily basis after their
sports training, as the youths view selected Ukrainian and American films, and
rehearse Ukrainian songs, which they
perform at bonfires and at the farewell
banquet.
One of its major sports events was a
well-prepared and smoothly conducted
seven-a-side soccer tournament directed
by the chief instructor, Roman Balash,
who hails from the Ivano-Frankivsk
region of Ukraine. Five teams, three in
the younger and two in the older age
group, competed for the Verkhovyna
Cup. The names of the teams were
picked by the players themselves. The
older group’s teams were named
Dynamo and Karpaty, while the younger
group chose Dynamo, Karpaty and Lviv.
The games were hard-fought, with the
young soccer players showing a lot of
emotion. Ultimately, the two teams bearing the name of the famous Kyiv club
Dynamo emerged as the victors in both
groups.
Andrew
Lasiy
and
Roman
Lebedovych, who scored four goals
each, were named the best snipers in the
older group; in the younger group, this
distinction went to brothers Alex and
Michael Pytlar, with two goals each.
The best goalies were Roman
Pazuniak and Michael Doran in the older
and younger groups, respectively. Walter
Bzdel was chosen as the best center forward and Dmytro Shmyr as the MVP.
At the banquet, individual trophies
were awarded as follows:
• volleyball (in various categories):
Olivia Marshal, Yevdoshka Koroza,
Alexis Boyko, Christine Shatynski,
Sonia Tavin, Angelina Kozak, Markian
Zhovnirowych, Oleh Peresada,
Valentyna Olynyk, Natalya Segin, Olha
Pyrih and Nicky Prociuk;
• tennis: Adam and Ryan Marshall,
Eugene Oros, Michael and Nicholas
Palumbo, Alex and Michael Pytlar,
Walter Bzdel, Matthew Labunka, Nicky
Prociuk, Olha and Volodymyr Pyrih,
Dmytro Shmyr, Michael Doran, Nazar
(Continued on page 29)
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Plast camps
draw over 700
throughout U.S.
by Roman Juzeniw

NEW YORK – Over 700 campers and
counselors participated in this summer’s
Plast camps throughout the United States
at sites in New York state (Vovcha Tropa
and Novyi Sokil), Ohio (Pysanyi Kamin)
and Michigan (Zelenyi Yar).
The largest camps were at Vovcha
Tropa where more than 450 campers and
counselors and administration populated
the campsite in East Chatham, N.Y., during the month of July. The camps at that
site encompassed two regular camps
each for novatstvo and yunatstvo, plus
one for older teens and one for first-time
campers.
There were 191 campers and 35
instructors at the camps at Pysanyi
Kamin in Middlefield, Ohio (two camps
each for novatstvo and yunatstvo); 89
campers and 20 counselors at Novyi
Sokil in North Collins, N.Y. (two
camps for novatstvo and one for
yunatstvo). The Detroit area’s Zelenyi
Yar campgrounds hosted 19 children
and seven counselors (one camp for
novatstvo);
Specialized camps in water scouting and
mountain biking – both in Pennsylvania –
were also held over this summer in August.
Those camps had 65 and 30 participants,
respectively.
In addition, members of the Plast

Novaky (in foreground) and novachky (background) await the start of Sunday liturgy at Vovcha Tropa.

Ukrainian Scouting Organization also
conducted Tabir Ptashat camps for
preschoolers both in the eastern and the
midwestern United States.
Though Plast’s summer camps went
on as scheduled, the weeklong

Jamboree to mark Plast’s 50th anniversary in the United States, which was to
be held in the Adirondacks in August,
was called off by the National Plast
Command in June. However, further
events commemorating this anniversary

Petro Bokalo

are scheduled through 2001.
The Plast camp program continues in
the winter with ski camp at Gore
Mountain and winter camp at Lake
Placid, both in the Adirondacks of New
York state.

Bishop Basil Losten of the Stamford Eparchy of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
celebrates divine liturgy at Vovcha Tropa’s chapel.

Yunachky and their “bulava” march in the Day of the Plastun review at Vovcha
Tropa in East Chatham, N.Y.

Yunaky and counselors at the Plast campgrounds in East Chatham, N.Y.

Some of the participants of “U-2,” the camp for older teens at Vovcha Tropa.

A village that sings: Kriachkivka in the Poltava Oblast
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by Virlana Tkacz

KRIACHKIVKA, Ukraine – The village of
Kriachkivka is a mere two hours drive from
Kyiv, down the main highway past Boryspil
airport. Once you turn off the main road and
drive just a few kilometers on a side road, you
find yourself in a world that is totally apart
from the hustle and bustle of Ukraine’s capital.
This is the Ukraine I imagined when my parents told me bedtime stories about their homeland: huge fields of wheat, giant sunflowers
and ripening orchards. Here a driver must give
way to the geese, cows and chickens who consider themselves the rightful traffic on the dirt
road.
A row of white houses lined the village
green (one house even had a roof thatched
with straw). We pulled up to a house with a
gorgeous cherry tree in the front yard. For the
first time I understood why so many Ukrainian
folk songs compare their love to a ripening
cherry tree.
An older woman peeked out the window
and then came running. “Marianko, Marianko,
I was sure you’d come to see us again this
summer and here you are. Here you are!” She
started hugging and kissing the young woman
who brought us to this village. I was traveling
with two Ukrainian artists, Maryana Sadovska
and Yaryna Turianska, both of whom for the
last 10 summers have been traveling through
villages in Ukraine collecting and recording
folk songs. Given their mutual interest it
seemed incredible to me that they had never
met in person before that morning. But the
dynamic two-hour conversation during our car
ride convinced me that I had brought together
people who should know each other, and, with
their help, a new Yara theatre project, based on
Ukrainian folk songs, could be created.
I met Maryana Sadovska in 1991 when she
performed in my first theatre project in
Ukraine. She was very young then, but obviously talented, and did a wonderful job playing the lecturer in our piece about Les
Kurbas. Now she is an award-winning actress
with Gardzienice Theatre in Poland. Last
winter she was in New York and appeared in
the two festivals that Yara Arts Group produced at the Ukrainian Institute of America.
Everyone who attended our festivals or her
workshops in Ukrainian folk songs was smit-

Baba Hanna’s home in Kriachkivka.

Virlana Tkacz

(Continued on page 28)

Virlana Tkacz is the artistic director of Yara
Arts Group, which is currently working in
Ukraine recording traditional songs in the villages for a production that will be shown at La
MaMa Experimental Theatre in New York in
December. Yara Arts Group, 306 EAst 11th St
#3B, New York, NY 10003, yara@prodigy.net;
website http://www.brama.com/yara/

Halyna Popko goes over Nina Reva’s new part, as Alla Dmytrenko and Oleksandra Hornenko look on.

Yaryna Turianska and Maryana Sadovska meet to work on Yara Arts Group’s
new theatre piece.

Baba Hanna Levada.

Two Ukrainian naval cadets sail with Italy’s tall ship Vespucci
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by Peter Woloshuk

BOSTON – “Basta pasta!” (Enough pasta!) said
Ukrainian Naval Cadet Andrij Tkachov, 19, a third-year
student at the Nakhimov Ukrainian Naval Institute in
Sevastopyl, in perfect Italian.
“Altogether too much pasta,” emphasized his companion, Andrij Sydorenko, 19, of Mykolaiv, a second-year
student at the Sevastopyl institute, in even better English.
“In fact, we’re just waiting to see when they serve it for
breakfast.”
This is how the two young Ukrainian naval cadets
summed up their first three weeks’ experience with the
midshipmen of the Italian Naval Academy at Livorno,
Italy, and aboard the tall ship Amerigo Vespucci, which
serves as a summer training ship for the cadets. For its
millennial cruise, the ship participated in Operation Sail
2000 and visited ports along the Eastern Seaboard of the
United States and Canada.
Both cadets hastened to add that “the Italians have been
great to us since we joined them for Operation Sail, even
though at the beginning we didn’t speak any Italian, and
they don’t know any Ukrainian.”
“Until we learn enough Italian to communicate, we’ve
been given permission to use English,” Cadet Tkachov
said. “This works fine with the officers, but some of the
cadets don’t know much English, and, as a result, we’ve
had a little difficulty in communicating with our new
classmates.”
“However, we seem to be more than a year ahead of
the Italians in our [naval] studies, and this has impressed
them, and we all get along fine,” he concluded.
Being on board the Vespucci and participating in all of
the gala festivities has left the two a little dazed. “It all
happened so fast,” said Cadet Sydorenko. “We were just
finishing our final exams when we were told of the possibility of spending three months at the academy in Livorno
as part of a special program sponsored by the Italian government. In fact, in the class of 117 cadets at the academy,
there are the two of us as well as two cadets from
Romania, two from Bulgaria, two from Somalia, two
from Tunisia, and four from Algeria.”
“On the recommendation of our instructors, we
applied,” he said. “I think that we were chosen on the
basis of our grades and because we speak English. I guess
they thought that English would be essential for our port
visits in America and Canada, and that the Italians would
be able to understand us as well.”
“Within two weeks of our selection, we were in Kyiv
for our passports, visas and other documents, and we were
on a plane for Milan,” Cadet Sydonenko continued. “We
were met at the airport by officers from the academy and
were taken directly to Livorno. After three days of orientation with all of the other cadets we were taken back to
the airport and put on a plane for Philadelphia.”
“During the eight-hour flight, I became quite scared,”
he said. “I suddenly realized that I was going to America
and I really knew nothing about the country. Of course, I
had heard a lot about it, but much of it was negative. It
also dawned on me what a big step I was taking. My first
trip to Kyiv, my first trip outside Ukraine, and my first trip
across the Atlantic!”
“After our arrival in America, we were taken to the
Vespucci, and there our adventure really began,” Cadet
Sydorenko said. “Within two hours the ship was open to the
general public, and it seemed that thousands of people came
on board. I was impressed by how friendly the Americans
were, how they well treated all of the cadets, and how surprised they were to find Ukrainians on the Italian ship.”
“We were given a lot of liberty to explore the city and
spent quite a bit of time trying to find other Ukrainians,”
he recalled. “Everyone we met was helpful and seemed to
be really interested in us and Operation Sail, but it surprised me how few people in Philadelphia knew anything
about Ukrainians or even about Ukraine and where it is.”
The Vespucci sailed from Philadelphia and anchored 23
miles off the coast of New York City on the afternoon of
July 3. On the morning of July 4 it got under way at 9:30
a.m. and was the 19th Class A Tall Ship to enter New York
Harbor. It sailed past the American Coast Guard training
ship Eagle; it was reviewed by President Bill Clinton, who
was aboard the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy;
exchanged salutes with the Ukrainian flagship Slavutych;
and then docked at Pier 69 fairly close to the
Batkivschyna, in Manhattan.
By special invitation of the Italian government a group
of 15 people was brought out from New York City by
launch to the Vespucci as it lay at anchor early in the
morning so that they could ride the ship into the harbor
during the Parade of Sail.
Lt. Cmdr. Attilio Gattia, commandant of the cadets,
noticed that two of the guests had Ukrainian sounding sur-

At a barbecue in Winchester, Mass. at the home of the Morrises (from left) are: Prof. Peter Woloschuk, Tania
Mychajlyshyn D’Avignon, Cadet Andrij Tkachov, Larisssa D’Avignon, Cadet Andrij Sydorenko and Mary
Joyce Morris at the Morrises’ barbecue in Winchester, Mass.
names and asked if they would like to meet the Ukrainian
cadets. Both guests were surprised and said they were of
Ukrainian heritage and would appreciate the opportunity.
The commandant then summoned the cadets, freed them
from their duties, and allowed them to stay with the guests
until the ship docked.
“The two guests were a great source of information, and
we learned a lot about Ukrainians in New York City,”
Cadet Tkachov said. “From them, we got so many ideas of
things to do that we could have spent a month sightseeing.”
“For our first night in the city, we had an invitation
from Sonia Lecca, the director of media relations at the
United Nations, to watch the fireworks on the East River
from the United Nations compound,” he continued. “We
decided to go, and I’m glad we did. Our view was completely unobstructed, and the fireworks were the most
spectacular that I’ve ever seen!”
“During our stay in New York, we did a lot of walking,” he said. “Sometimes we went by ourselves and
sometimes we joined with sailors from the Batkivschyna
and the Slavutych. We managed to tour the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Central Park, Rockefeller Center, Times
Square and Broadway, and we made it to the Ukrainian

Institute, the Ukrainian National Home on Second
Avenue; St. George’s Church, although it was closed and
we couldn’t get inside; and the Surma Book and Music
Company. Myron Surmach, the owner, spent some time
with us and told us that he served in the American Navy.”
Unlike many of the sailors on the two Ukrainian ships,
the two cadets, or as they styled themselves, “Andrij-times
two,” spoke only in Ukrainian or English. “Before independence only one instructor at our institute, Prof. Anatolii
Hlushak, lectured in Ukrainian, and he did so as a matter
of principle,” both explained. “However, in the last five
years there has been a movement among the professors to
use Ukrainian, and during the past year more than 90 percent of all lectures were delivered in that language.”
“At times this can be quite funny,” both pointed out,
“because many of the instructors really don’t know the
language. All of the cadets really have to try to understand
what they are saying.”
From New York City the Vespucci sailed to Newport,
R.I., to participate in a ceremony at the Naval War
College, and then on Tuesday, July 11, it was the last of
(Continued on page 14)

A group of officers and cadets from the tall ship Amerigo Vespucci including Cadets Andrij Sydorenko and
Andrij Tkachov at the Morrises’ home in Winchester, Mass.
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Plast organization in Ukraine grows and implements new programs
by Oksana Zakydalsky

LVIV/KYIV – Half a year after
Plast’s sixth general meeting in Kyiv
(see The Ukrainian Weekly, January 16),
Andriy Harmatii, who heads the Plast
National Executive, expounded on the
changes and new programs in Plast since
last November. He said the National
Executive had devoted a lot of its attention to implementing structural changes
in the organization.
The regional structure, which divided
the country into 11 regions, with a representative of the National Executive heading each region, was working well. The
organization is now establishing oblastbased branches in those oblasts where
there are many Plast centers. The Lviv
Oblast organization was the most recent
(registered in February), and there are
now nine such oblast organizations. Mr.
Harmatii pointed out that the effectiveness of the decentralization is becoming
evident as more people throughout the
country know about Plast and its work.
He noted also that the National
Executive has begun operating on a professional basis – 10 people, each with his
or her area of responsibility, now work in
salaried positions. Because they can
devote their full time to their responsibilities, the number of projects in the works
and the number of leadership training
courses organized in the past six months
has risen significantly.
The national office is headquartered in
Lviv (with a branch in Kyiv) and the following officers work through it:
Rostyslav Dobosh (internal affairs) coordinates the work of the regional representatives, collects annual reports, gives
consultations on legal matters such as
registrations and membership dues, and
looks after the publication of newsletters
and information bulletins; Vasyl Schekun
(development) is responsible for getting
information about Plast to new regions
(just recently a Plast group was established in the oblast of Ukraine – Sumy);
Ihor Markus (external affairs) maintains
contact with other scout organizations,
both in Ukraine and around the globe,
and searches out international youth programs that can be brought to Ukraine
(such as the Duke of Edinborough
Awards); Natalka Skaskiv (financial)
holds a very difficult position as the legal
and tax inspection demands on organizations in Ukraine are very onerous and
she is also responsible for finding sponsors and working with them as well as
developing plans on how Plast can
become financially self-sufficient; several people – Taras Polykhata, Nadia
Tsiura, Marichka Artish – work with
Oksana Zalipska in developing and
improving programs and conducting
leadership training for Plast’s two core
groups, “yunatstvo” (age 12-18) and
“novatstvo” (age 6-11), and their leaders.
Finally, Mr. Harmatii coordinates the
work of the national office and sits on
the National Council, the decision-making body of Plast.
This new way of working – the
reliance on a professional executive staff
– may differ from the way Plast in the
diaspora operates, but this structure is in
line with national scouting organizations
in other countries, such as Canada and
the United States, where a professional
executive performs administrative, program development and training functions. Currently the salaries of the
national executive are being financed
through the fund-raising efforts of Dr.
Lubomyr Romankiw, the chief scout of
Plast, who, together with Plast in
Ukraine, has set up the Chief Scout Fund
in Ukraine for this purpose.
One of the things that has helped the

Bohdan Yacyshyn

Plast members take part in the annual commemoration of the Sichovi Striltsi battle on Makivka in the Carpathians.

new executive in its organizational work
has been Plast’s inclusion in the Civil
Society Community Roots Project (funded by CIDA – the Canadian International
Development Agency) being run in
Ukraine by the Canadian Bureau of
International Education. Plast is one of
the Ukrainian partners in the project,
whose aim is to help the development of
non-governmental organizations. Seven
members of the Plast National Executive
were recently sent to the Institute of
Community Organization Management
at Lviv University to take courses in the
management and administration of
human and technical resources.
The institute, as another partner in the
project, is developing courses to train
people for work in non-governmental
organizations. Because of their 10-year
experience of working in such an organization, Plast members have become
active participants in the development of
these courses. According to Mr.
Harmatii, who is the contact person in
Plast for the project, the Canadians have
commented many times on the valuable
contribution Plast is making to the development of civil society in Ukraine.
With the project’s assistance, Plast has
set up a School of Organizational
Development that provides training in
administration. In June a training session
for regional representatives was organized to focus on how to work with volunteers and how to develop a budget.
Administration is a field that has not had
enough attention as Plast is primarily an
educational and training organization for
youth, Mr. Harmatii said, while noting
that Plast also needs administrators and
people who will be trained in how to
involve more adults in Plast, how to
motivate them, and how to keep them
involved.
On June 14 parliamentary hearings in
the Verkhovna Rada were held on youth
policy, and Plast was given the opportunity to make a presentation. At this hearing various materials about youth organizations were given out, including a survey conducted by the Institute of Social
Research, in which one of the questions
had been: Name three youth organizations whose work is best known to you.
Plast came out in first place (just inching
out Komsomol organizations), with
twice as many votes as the organization
in third place, Molodyi Rukh. Other
organizations were far behind. Mr.

Harmatii, who took part in this hearing,
stated: “This was a very moving moment
for me as I realized how far we had come
in the last few years and that the changes
we are bringing in are working. People
are beginning to appreciate us.”
Plast was asked by the Cabinet of
Ministers to nominate a member for the
Hrushevsky Award for Contribution to the
Development of the Ukrainian State.
Anhelina Klisch, an active young leader
who had been a national executive member
(she had also taken part in the Canadian
National Scout Jamboree in 1997 at the
invitation of Scouts Canada), was nominated, and the award was presented to her by
Prime Minister Viktor Yuschenko during
this year’s Youth Day (June 29).
Plast membership in Ukraine now stands
at about 9,000, with 130 branches (stanytsi)
and groups in every oblast in Ukraine. The
name of the organization is now officially:
Plast – National Scout Organization of
Ukraine; the “national” (natsionalna) designation is given only with the approval of
the President’s Office and provides special
status to the entities so named.
As regards Plast’s relations with the
World Organization of the Scouting
Movement, Mr. Harmatii said there had
been no change since the letter from the
WOSM Committee was read at Plast’s
general meeting in November 1999.

which stated that Plast was not being
considered for membership in the official
scouting movement.
The Plast leader explained:
“We have had no formal contacts with
the World Scout Bureau since then,
although we are maintaining an informal
dialogue with their representatives. In the
committee letter we were accused of an
exclusive emphasis on patriotism. We
keep stressing that Plast never limited
itself exclusively to patriotism to one’s
state, but, on the contrary, Plast was
always open to all Ukrainian youth, even
in those days when there was no
Ukrainian state. In its programs and
activities, Plast always included an international outlook and took part in many
international scouting events.”
“I believe that the international scouting movement was formed precisely with
the aim of achieving the goal of an international civil society. It is membership in
a national scouting organization that helps
to achieve this international society. I
think that this problem of ‘excessive
patriotism’ is not a real one; it has been
unfairly foisted on Plast. We do know that
the World Scout Bureau values the work
Plast is doing in Ukraine and wants, in
some way, to include Plast in the official
(Continued on page 13)

Oksana Zakydalsky

At a Plast press conference in Kyiv (from left) are: Taras Polykhata, Levko
Zakharchyshyn and Volodia Oleksyn.
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A success story in Ivano-Frankivsk: Lileia-NV publishing house
by Oksana Zakydalsky

IVANO-FRANKIVSK – The focal
point of Plast activity in Ivano-Frankivsk,
the employer of many Plast members and
sponsor of various Plast activities, is the
publishing firm Lileia-NV. The publisher
of the works of Yuri Andrukhovych, a
Ukrainian translation of Zbigniew
Brzezinski’s “The Grand Chessboard,” as
well as a new edition of Baden-Powell’s
“Scouting for Boys” in Ukrainian, winner
of numerous prizes for its publications –
Lileia-NV is a publisher known throughout Ukraine.
In the June issue of the magazine
Krytyka, in an article on the design and
look of books, author Luidmila Taran
bemoans the fact that so many good
books published in Ukraine look so boring. But she singles out some publishers
as exceptions – among them Lileia-NV.
The director of Lileia-NV and Plast
National Council member is Vasyl
Ivanochko. Asked how he got into the
publishing business he replied: “In 1995 I
was the leader of a Plast patrol called
Nichni Volotsiuhy (Night Vagabonds) here
in Ivano-Frankivsk and my boys were
graduating from school, going out into the
world on their own. I was afraid that we
would lose contact, that they would just
disappear. So we decided to set up a company, some sort of enterprise, so that we
would have a joint project that would keep
us together. Because we knew that Plast
needed printed materials both for its own
use and to disseminate information about
Plast and one of the boys was computer
literate, we decided to set up a publishing
enterprise.
“We wanted to do some good, but also
to earn a little for ourselves. We had no
money at all, so we turned to the Plast
publishing firm in Ternopil – Lileia –
which was then enjoying some degree of
success. They gave us some seed money
and, at first, we were their affiliate. In half
a year, having gained some experience
and earned a little money, we registered
our own firm – Lileya-NV (the NV from
Nichni Volotsiuhy). Lileya was a cofounder but within a short time we bought
them out and became totally independent.
That’s how it all began.”
At first, the company published book-
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(Continued from page 12)
scouting movement, but how this will be
resolved, I really don’t know.”
The organization that WOSM has
marked for possible membership –
Scouts of Ukraine – is not yet registered
as a national organization in Ukraine. In
March of this year their partner organization, Sich, officially abandoned its designation as a scouting organization deciding to pursue a different program based
more on Kozak traditions than scouting
and left the Scouts of Ukraine.
A Kyiv press conference on July 5 was
organized by Plast for the Kyiv media.
Although it was mid-summer, some 13
media representatives showed up.
That week PiK magazine had run a
provocative article about the financing of
youth projects – an issue of no small concern to Plast. The article described how
official financing of youth initiatives
comes through two structures: the State
Committee on Sport, Youth and Tourism,
a government agency that has replaced
the ministry of the same name, and the
National Committee of Youth
Organizations, a non-governmental association. To summarize, the article maintained that the criteria for the financing
of youth projects are very fuzzy and that
of the total 16 million hrv available, the 9

lets, leaflets and forms needed by Plast,
but, as they gained more experience, it
decided to expand and in 1997 Lileia-NV
turned to publishing literary works. The
publisher wanted to find interesting contemporary writers, to promote good literature written in Ukrainian. The firm was
lucky as there are some two dozen good
writers in Ivano Frankivsk – good enough
to guarantee some measure of success with
their books. But Lileia-NV was extremely
lucky to get Yuri Andrukhovych’s
“Perversii” (Perversions) as its first book,
as Mr. Andrukhovych was already a critically acclaimed novelist and poet and
becoming more popular in Ukraine.
Mr. Ivanochko recalled that the company threw all its efforts into putting out the
book. At that time Lileia-NV had no printing press, so the search for a suitable
printer led Mr. Ivanochko to Petro Tyma
in Poland (a Plast connection) who put
him in touch with Tyrsa printers in
Warsaw, where the book was printed.
Other books followed and also were printed in Poland. When inflation hit in 1998,
Poland became too expensive. So LileiaNV bought its own printing press.
In 1997, with Andrukhovych’s book
enjoying success, the publisher decided to

submit the book for competition at the
annual Publishers’ Forum. Mr. Ivanochko
said, “We didn’t feel very optimistic,
knowing we were up against some publishing monsters, but we went ahead anyway. The book won first prize as ‘best
work of a contemporary Ukrainian
author.’ Since then, we have submitted
our publications for competition every
year and have always won some sort of
first prize. I guess people like our books.”
Today Lileia-NV has been reorganized
into four separate firms: publishing and
preparation for printing – Mr. Ivanochko
heads this branch; a printing firm run by
Roman Onufriv; a market research and
marketing firm under Petro Avrish; and a
service bureau headed by Anatolii
Kochenko. There are 45 people employed
in the four firms. Although not yet making
much money, it is a sound company and is
expanding. The 1998 inflation crisis hit
the company hard – several big projects,
into which the Lileia-NY had invested
large sums expecting good returns, were
in the works at the time, but the inflation
ate up the earnings. However, Lileia-NV
adapted and today is better prepared to
react quickly to such vagaries of the marketplace. The new problem today is that

Oksana Zakydalsky

The director and founder of Lileia-NV, Vasyl Ivanochko.

million given to the National Committee
has ended up in organizations connected
to the committee leadership. For example, the largest recipients were the Young
Sea League, whose former head,
Volodymyr Riabkin, now chairs the
National Committee, and the Association
of Young Scholars, whose head is the
vice-chairman of the National
Committee.
The PiK article provided the lead-in
for Levko Zakharchyshyn, head of the
Plast National Council, who was the
main spokesman at the press conference.
Mr. Zakharchyshyn highlighted the difficult financial position of Plast, which is
not yet receiving the government support
an organization of its size and reach
should expect. He pointed out that, of the
millions available from Kyiv for youth
programs, last year Plast received a total
of 8,400 hrv. Although Plast had planned
an ambitious program of summer activities, some were hanging by a thread
because of financing problems.
Mr. Polykhata, however, painted a
bright picture, full of summer activities.
A total of 80 camps were planned, each
with 20 to 120 participants: 50 camps for
yunatstvo, 13 for novatstvo, 10 more
aimed at familiarizing school kids with
Plast, and several leadership training
camps (including “Zolota Bulava,”
“Lisova Shkola” and “Shkola

Bulavnykh” – all transplanted from
Canada and the United States in 1993). A
group of 40 Plast members was setting
out for Poland to take part in the organization’s 10th anniversary celebrations
there on July 12-22; in August another
group was headed for Poland for a joint
camp with Polish scouts, the second
phase of which was to be held in Crimea
under the sponsorship of Ukraine’s
armed forces.
The highlight of the press conference
was Volodya Oleksyn’s presentation
about the second storming of Mont
Blanc. The background to this story is
set in 1947 when, after the World Scout
Jamboree in France, two Plast members,
Bohdan Jaciw and Ihor Sukhoversky,
reached the 4,807-meter (15,800 foot)
summit of Mount Blanc – Europe’s
highest peak. The two were the first
Ukrainians to reach the top of the mountain. A group of six experienced mountaineers – five of them Plast members,
including two women – were planning
to duplicate the feat this August under
Mr. Oleksyn’s leadership. The initiator
of this project is the same Bohdan Jaciw,
now living in Toronto and a member of
the Burlaky Plast fraternity, who
climbed Mont Blanc 53 years ago. The
group of six has been training in the
Carpathian Mountains for ice, snow and
rock climbing.

Cover of a new edition of Baden-Powell’s
“Scouting for Boys” in Ukrainian.

the general population is becoming
impoverished and fewer people are able to
afford books.
Pointing to Krytyka’s praise of LileiaNV’s books as attractive, I asked Mr.
Ivanochko whether the look of a book
was important to him. “I studied to be an
artist and completed art studies at the
Ivano-Frankivsk Pedagogical Institute.
Hence the look of a book is something I
understand. The design of our books is
done by professionals, but I usually grill
the potential designer to make sure he
understands the book. I see myself as an
intermediary between the author and the
reader, and I want to make sure that the
illustrations and the visual elements of the
book supplement the text itself.
Personally, I remember a book by the way
it looked and I believe that a good text
must also look good,” he answered.
Other than serving its clients, Lileia-NV
has projects of its own – one of which is
the Plast Library. They produce publications needed by Plast in three areas: Plast
history – memoirs, biographies, collections of writings; scouting materials –
translations of contemporary scouting
materials from Germany and Poland, as
well translations of some works of SetonThompson are planned; and contemporary
material produced by Plast members, both
literary and scholarly. Some Plast members write their diploma theses on Plast
topics – in history and methodology – and,
if they need to have this published, Mr.
Ivanochko says he is ready to help them.
A success story indeed: Lileia-NV
evolved from a Plast project to engage
teenage boys in a useful activity to a fourfirm enterprise and designation by the
premier intellectual magazine of Ukraine
as an example of a publisher that produces first-class Ukrainian books.

A Ukrainian edition of Zbigniew
Brzezinski’s “The Grand Chessboard.”
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On the 15th anniversary of the death of

Dr. Wolodymyr Dushnyck
memorial liturgies will be held on
Saturday, September 2, 2000, at 11:30 a.m.
at St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church, New York, NY
Sunday, September 3, 2000, at 11:30 a.m.
at St. Nicholas Church, Brooklyn, NY
On this day we ask for your prayers
Wife, Mary
Son, Mark

DEATH ANNOUNCEMENTS

to be published in The Ukrainian Weekly – in the Ukrainian
or English language – are accepted by mail, courier, fax, phone or e-mail.
Deadline: Tuesday noon before the newspaper’s date of issue.
(The Weekly goes to press early Friday mornings.)
Rate: $7.50 per column-inch.

Information should be addressed to the attention of the Advertising Department
and sent to: The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280 (NB: please
do not include post office box if sending via courier), Parsippany, N.J. 07054;
fax, (973) 644-9510; telephone, (973) 292-9800, ext. 3040;
e-mail, staff@ukrweekly.com.
Please include the daytime phone number of a contact person.

Need a back issue?

If you’d like to obtain a back issue of The Ukrainian Weekly,

send $2 per copy (first-class postage included) to: Administration, The Ukrainian Weekly,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
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the Class A Tall Ships to enter Boston
Harbor in the Parade of Sail.
Having received word from New York
about the presence of the two cadets on
board the Vespucci, a small group of
Boston Ukrainians, who had been working
with the crew of the Ukrainian sloop Ikar
from Mykolaiv to reprovision it and to
replace its torn sails, decided to extend
hospitality to the cadets as well.
The group was put in touch with Lt.
Cdr. Gattia, who was very sympathetic and
released the two Ukrainians from most of
their shipboard duties during the
Vespucci’s stay in Boston. He also saw that
the two were included in a number of private events that were planned for a number
of the officers and cadets.
On their first night in port they joined
10 of the officers and 30 of the cadets at a
New England-style barbecue at the home
of attorney Jim Morris. In addition to the
crew members of the Vespucci, the
Morrises also invited 150 of their friends
and neighbors including Prof. Peter
Woloschuk of Boston College and
Ukrainian American photographer, Tania
Mychajlyshyn D’Avignon and her daughter, Larissa.
At the party the two Andrijs showed
their technological proficiency by taking
over their hosts’ computer system and programming it to provide all of the music for
the evening. They mingled well with the
guests, and by the end of the night both
had dates for the cadets’ party which was
to be held on board the Vespucci the next
night.
All told, from the barbecue, the cadets
invited more than 30 young ladies to the
party, which included a full buffet dinner
as well as dancing to music provided by
the cadet band. The party continued until
almost 3 a.m.
Later in the week Larissa D’Avignon
served as tour guide for the two cadets in
Boston. They walked the Freedom Trail,
which is composed of 14 sites commemorating various events that happened during
the American Revolution, and then headed
for Newbury Street, noted for its boutiques
and cafes.
The three spent the afternoon swimming at the six-mile-long Wollaston Beach
just south of the city and then ended the
day with a New England clambake including lobsters and all the trimmings at the
D’Avignons.
Mrs. D’Avignon showed the two cadets
some photos that she had taken in Ukraine,
particularly those from the Mykolaiv
region and Crimea. She had photos of the
cadets’ institute and showed them pictures
of the buildings, the instructors, and many
of the cadets. She presented each Andrij
with a copy of her book of photographs
“Prosto Ukraina-Simply Ukraine” and her
Ukrainian pictorial calendar “Nostalgia.”
At the cadets’ request, she also gave each
one of them a small Ukrainian flag from a
display in her home.
“The cadets give me hope for the future
of Ukraine,” Mrs. D’Avignon said. “They
are bright, articulate, well-educated, and
have confidence in themselves and in their
country. They have a grasp of the latest
technology, and they can compete with
anyone.”
The next morning Prof. Woloschuk
asked student Chris Hamblin, award-winning goalie of Boston College’s champion
varsity soccer team, to give the two
Andrijs a tour of the campus.
“The cadets were particularly interested
in our living space and seemed to be
impressed that each dormitory room is
hard-wired for computers and has direct
access to the Internet,” Mr. Hamblin said.
“They also liked the fact that the campus is
currently being wired so that students can
go on the Internet directly from their lap-
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tops.”
The cadets also spent a considerable
amount of time in the school’s sports complex, library, computer center and bookstore where they were each presented with
a T-shirt and ball cap with BC’s logo.
After their tour, the two were met by
Mrs. D’Avignon, who took them to the
Ukrainian Summer Institute at Harvard
University. The cadets met with this year’s
students in an informal session in Harvard
Yard. The students asked the two about
current conditions in Ukraine, about their
classes at the naval institute, about
Operation Sail, and about their life aboard
the Vespucci.
The two were then shown around the
institute, and they spent a considerable
amount of time in the library catching up
on news from Ukraine.
At the request of Cadet Tkachov, the
next stop was Boston’s Museum of Fine
Arts. There they toured the Van Gogh
exhibit, the European wing, the
Contemporary Art wing, and a portion of
the American wing.
“Although I haven’t developed an
appreciation for contemporary art, I did
enjoy viewing the new Chuck Close portrait,” Cadet Tkachov said. “The museum
has such vast collections that I feel I only
skimmed the surface. Someday, I hope to
come back and spend some more time
here. However, I did buy a book and a Tshirt from the Van Gogh exhibit to remind
me of my visit.”
To cap their day, the two Andrijs were
taken to Maryanne’s, a local university
pub, by the entire BC soccer team. They
stayed until closing.
On Saturday morning special arrangements were made to have the two cadets
included in a private tour of the Vespucci
given for a group of 20 BC students and
staff, and afterwards they stayed with the
BC group for a private tour of the aircraft
carrier USS John F. Kennedy.
“I never thought that I would get on an
aircraft carrier on this tour,” said Cadet
Sydorenko. “I am simply amazed by its
size, by its manpower, and by its use of
technology.”
After another visit to the D’Avignon
home, the two cadets joined a group on
board the Vespucci to watch the closing
fireworks of Boston’s Operation Sail and
then headed to the North End (Boston’s
Italian section) for pizza at Pizzeria Regina
and coffee and cannolis at Caffe Vittoria,
where they were treated by the owners
because they were part of the crew of the
Vespucci.
On Sunday morning all of the cadets
were massed on the deck of the Vespucci
for the ship’s 9 a.m. departure. The only
break in the color of the ranks was provided by two small Ukrainian flags which
caused considerable comment among the
bystanders on the pier watching the ship’s
departure, which was also captured by all
four of the city’s major television stations
and shown repeatedly during the day’s
broadcasts.
From Boston the Vespucci sailed to
Halifax, where the two cadets were taken
care of by Ted and Christina Malek, who
head up the Ukrainian Association of
Halifax, and their son, who is an officer in
the Canadian Navy, stationed in Halifax.
After five days in Halifax the Vespucci
set out across the Atlantic and after a
cruise of 23 days is expected to make landfall in northwestern Spain. It will make
further ports-of-call in Lisbon, Casablanca,
Barcelona and Marseilles before returning
to Livorno on October 1.
On the morning of October 2, the two
Andrijs will return to Kyiv and on the next
day will be back at the Nakhimov
Ukrainian Naval Institute, ready to begin
classes.
Their essays on “What I Did During My
Summer Vacation” should prove to be
quite interesting!

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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Continuation.
Report of UNA Advisor
Nicholas Diakiwsky
I am grateful to the delegates of the 34th Convention
in Toronto, Canada for giving me the opportunity to
serve the UNA and its member as an Advisor to the
General Assembly for a second term. During my time on
the board, I have found that for a fraternal to flourish, we
must have many people willing to make personal sacri
fices and to give their valuable time. This is no different
at the branch, district, or national level. A report of my
recent, contributions, activities, and participation is as
follows.
The bulk of my contribution remains in my role as
secretary for UNA Branch 161 in Ambridge, Pa. Since
the convention in 1998, I have organized 12 new mem
bers and continue to service a branch with over 400 cer
tificates and 500 paid-up members. As with many secre
taries, I am faced with the challenges of holding onto
^- ^^^^^^^^
existing members and organizing new members. It is more critical than ever to once
again make the UNA a financially strong organization. This is vital to our growth and
future existence. Also in this capacity, I attend regular monthly and annual meetings
as the branch continues to sponsor regular events that include golf, bowling, picnics,
and children's Christmas parties.
On the district level, I continue to hold the position of District Chairman of the
Pittsburgh District. With the help of other district officers, I have regularly arranged
Annual District and Organizational meetings. In October 1998, we hosted a district
meeting in Aliquippa, Pa., with Martha Lysko attending. In March 1999, we held a
meeting in Carnegie, Pa. in with Stefan Kaczaraj attending and then in October 1999,
we once again hosted Martha Lysko in Carnegie, Pa. as she presented the UNA's new
products to the district secretary's in attendance.
In conjunction with the Ukrainian Technological Society, the UNA Pittsburgh
District hosted a lecture and discussion with Dr. Myron Kuropas on the topic of the
Future of the Ukrainian-American Community. The event was very informative as
representatives from many Ukrainian organizations in the Pittsburgh area attended.
Both sponsoring socie:ies owe a debt of gratitude to the Ukrainian Radio Program in
Pittsburgh and its Director. Michael Komichak, for his effective promotion and assis
tance in planning.
In November 1999.1 attended the meeting, of the General Assembly at Soyuzivka
where we were once again faced with critical budget decisions that would have a last
ing effect on the future of the organization.
I strongly feel that the next 2-3 years will be a crucial time for the UNA. The UNA
must find a way to sur/ive as a leaner and more efficiently run organization.

Report of UNA Advisor
Wasyl Szeremeta
An ancient Chinese curse wishes the unsuspecting
individual: "May you live in interesting times." Since
my election as advisor to the Ukrainian National
Association in last year, I have felt that times are getting
"curiouser and curiouser."
When I started serving in this important position, I
UNA Advisor
felt that as a newcomer to the National level of this
esteemed organization, I would be able to serve the
organization better b> listening to a wide cross-section
of members and non-members to measure the pulse of
the organization. I have listened and I have come to the
basic conclusion that there are two types of individuals
present in the Philadelphia area: angry individuals and
W. Szeremeta
those with no pulse or no desire to have a pulse.
The anger is nothing new. Most of the anger arises from dividends, or, more cor
rectly, a lack of dividends. While it is true that an organization that is losing money
should not be paying out dividends, if we are losing members, will we not lose more?
We are a fraternal organization. What fraternal benefits do we really provide that
our current membership and, more importantly, potential new members care about
and desire?
I have tried to approach the younger generation immigrants from our Mother
Country. They do not share the same patriotic feelings that our parents and grandpar
ents did, so the Ukrainian card is much more difficult to play. Of those that might be
interested in insurance, we are losing potential members because they are able to
obtain multiple quotes that are readily available and in some cases better values by
searching on the Internet.
As an advisor, I have tried to provide answers to all these individuals. This task is
made almost completely impossible by the fact that I have received almost no infor
mation from the Executive. It is impossible to serve as an advisor to an organization,
which shows no trust in its elected junior officials.

Wasyl
Szeremeta

These are just some of the comments that have colored my perception of what the
UNA is today on the eve of the new millennium?
The crux of the problem is the following
The UNA is no longer perceived as being the successful organization that it once
was. This perception indicates that either the UNA is no longer a successful organiza
tion, or that the UNA is successful, and the perception is flawed. This perception is
alienating old loyal members and is poisoning the pool of prospective new members.
This Executive Board must be critically examined and if found lacking - changed.
This organization must talk to it's members and the community in general tc find
out what the people want. Only then can the Executive make educated decisions about
what products to provide and which ones to cut.
What are the strengths of this organization? After the last year, I would find it hard
to describe many strengths. One of the strengths is that the UNA has existed for a cen
tury. For an organization to last this long, it has to have done something right. There
are many loyal secretaries, and junior level "executives" within the UNA thai have
great ideas, but this resource is not fully tapped.
What are the weaknesses?
We are in a competitive business with many larger insurance companies that have
larger bankrolls and creative minds that can steamroll an organization like the UNA.
We have caught ourselves in a time-waф, and have not been willing to change with
the times. Technology is passing us by. Ukraine is free, but it is not a Ukraine we
expected. New immigrants are arriving, but with different personalities than of previ
ous generations. We have not addressed what their needs are, and how and what our
organization can provide.
We have not taken advantage of the bull market of the last decade to improve our
financial position.
We do not know whether the products that we provide various policies, publica
tions, resorts) are cost effective, and whether they are generating meaningful revenue.
The Executive creates the impression of being very secretive, creating an hostile
environment that is devoid of trust.
) What are this organization's opportunities?
The major opportunities for the UNA and her future rest in this organization's abil
ity to quickly address and repair the weaknesses.
We are in a competitive business and that will not change. We must use our cre
ative resources to deterrnine what niches in the insurance market, the major players
are missing, and to see if we can provide a better service. The answer may not come
from within the UNA. Anyone who attended the SYNERGY conference that was
sponsored by the Ukrainian Medical Association of North America last year had to
realize the absolutely vast and rich educational braintrust that exists in the Ukrainian
American community. THIS IS AN UNTAPPED RESOURCE THAT CAN HELP
ALL UKRAINIAN ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDING THE UNA.
We must fully invest, to the limit of the law, in instruments that wiU take advantage
of everything the market has to offer.
A formal cost-benefit analysis must be performed on evenly aspect of our organiza
tion. Policy classes that do not generate marginal revenue that is greater than marginal
costs should be eliminated. The same can be said of our publications and our resort.
Finally, the Executive must abandon behavior that creates the impression of a
secretive Politburo. Our parents and grandparents fled that kind of шіе to seek a better
life.
My report is not meant to be pessimistic; on the contrary, I see the potential for
optimism, because the weaknesses can be fixed - IF WE WANT TO.
My report is meant to be critical. As I stated at the onset, I have listened to many
people. My job today is to make sure that this Executive Body hears their voices.
It is time that this Executive step up to the plate and do what has to be done; if it
not prepared to do so, then please allow someone else the chance.

Report of UNA Advisor
Stephanie Hawryluk
As I begin my report as advisor of the Ukrainian
National Association, I would like to thank the dele
gates of the 34th UNA Convention in Toronto for their
support and vote of confidence. This report will cover
my activities on behalf of the UNA from the conven
tion in May, 1998 through October, 1999. Most of my
work revolves around UNA activities at Soyuzivka
because of my proximity to the UNA Estate.
One of the first activities that I was involved in was
the organization of a bus trip to the new UNA Home
Office in Parsippany, N.J. This event was planned to
coincide with the Seniors weekend which is held
annually at Soyuzivka. It was coordinated by Judge
Anna Chopek, President of the Seniors Group and
Honorary Member of the UNA General Assembly,
Anna Slobodian, President of Branch 88 in
5. Hawryluk
Kerhonkson and myself This was a very successful
trip because it gave many of our members and seniors an opportunity to see for them-

selves the new building that they had heard and read about in our publications .
I attended the Father's Day celebrations at Soyuzivka in both June, 1998 and June,
1999. It was commendable of the districts from Rhode Island and Troy-Albany to
organize bus trips to Soyuzivka for these occasions.
During the summer months in both 1998 and 1999, I represented the UNA at the
closing ceremonies of the different children's camps that were held at Soyuzivka. I
spoke and distributed gifts to the campers from the Ukrainian National Association.
At the closing ceremonies of Tabir Ptashat held on July 24, 1998, Neonilia Sochan
was presented with a plaque for ten years of hard work and dedication to Tabir
Ptashat. The UNA also contributed $500 to Mrs. Sochan to continue the work of
Tabir Ptashat. Not only did I speak at the closing ceremonies of these camps but I also
participated in some of the activities of the Chemney Camp and Tabir Ptashat.
In August, 1998 I attended the farewell banquet of the Dance Workshop, under the
direction of Roma Pryma-Bohachevska. I also presented trophies to the athletes who
participated in the tennis competitions at Soyuzivka on Labor Day.
At the request of Vice-President Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, I was the coordinator for
the Miss Soyuzivka Contest in August, 1998 and 1999. The members of 1998 jury
were UNA Advisor Alex Chudolij, Vasyl Hrechynsky and Sonia Semanyszyn. The
1999 jury members were Stefan Szkafarowsky, Hryts Hrynovets, Ms. Semanyszyn
and Lon Staruch. The Miss Soyuzivka Contest is always a very enjoyable occasion
and it draws many young people to Soyuzivka,
In November, 1998, I attended a special meeting of the General Assembly where
we reviewed the UNA operations for 1998, approved the new budget for 1999 and
reviewed the organizing results for 1998.
The Troy-Albany District meeting was held on March 13, 1999 in Watervliet.
UNA President, Ulana Diachuk informed all present about the newest developments
in the UNA and I spoke about the summer plans and activities at Soyuzivka. I wish to
thank the editors of The Ukrainian Weekly, Roma Hadzewycz and Svoboda, Raisa
Galeshko for their wonderful coverage of activities at our estate.
In July, 1999 we all lost a valuable friend and member of the General Assembly,
Walter Korchynsky. He will be sorely missed. Vichnaya Pamyat.
In addition to my activities as advisor, 1 continue my duties as secretary of Branch
88 in Kerhonkson. In this reporting period I organized 27 new members.
I look forward to serving on the special committees at upcoming annual meeting of
the General Assembly.

Report of UNA Advisor
Andre Worobec

Звіт радного УНСоюзу
Евгена Осціславського
У травні 1998 р. під час 34-ої Конвенції я мав
шану бути обраним радним УНСоюзу. Звітую за
час своєї каденції за 1998 рік.
Вибір мене на пост радного це для мене вели
ка честь служити найстаршій українській уста
нові у діяспорі. Моя праця для УНСоюзу стала
дещо відмінною. Найголовнішим своїм завдан
ням я вважаю, в першу чергу, популяризацію
УНСоюзу в громаді. В міру потреби виконую
. функцію репрезентанта нашої установи.
Я сам наложив на себе велику відповідаль
ність за справи нашої організації і обов'язок
більше часу присвятити суспільній, союзовій
праці для її добра і добра української громади.
Моя союзова активність проявлялася в праці се
Е. Осціславський
кретаря 234 Відділу У н е , голови Округи Пів
нічного Нью-Джерзі і професійного продавця забезпечень УНС.
Після Конвенції я поставив собі завдання нав'язати контакти з „ЧЕТВЕР
ТОЮ ХВИЛЕЮ" і у місяці серпні минулого року я зорганізував зустріч з но
воприбулими українцями з України в Трентоні. Я старався запізнати новопри
булих з УНСоюзом і представити всі наші забезпеченеві продукти. Зустріч бу
ла дуже успішна доказом було п'ять нових членів. У минулому році я вписав
до УНСоюзу 34 нових членів на понад 750,000 дол. забезпечення.
Для того, щоб новоприбулим дати нагоду запізнатися докладніше з історі
єю УНСоюзу і цілої діяспори я запропонував Окружному Комітетові Північ
ного Нью-Джерзі зорганізувати зустріч з д-ром Мироном Куропасем. Така зу
стріч відбулася і зацікавлення зі сторони 50-особової публіки було велике.
Присутні живо цікавилися минулим і теперішнім нашої установи і діяспори.
На протязі півріччя я старався виконувати обов'язки і статутові завдання
радного сумлінно і якнайкраще. Брав активну участь у всіх звичайних і над
звичайних засіданнях Головного Уряду і Окружного Комітету. У серпні 1998
року я репрезентував УНСоюз на лемківському пікніку в Бавнд Бруку, а у ве
ресні на українському фестивалі у Виппані, Н. Дж.
Праця радного УНС приносить мені радість і сатисфакцію і пляную надальше працювати для добра Батька-Союзу, для добра української діяспори і всієї
української громади.

During the period of time covered in this report I have
been involved in the following activities:
In my association with the UNA I continued my
employment with the Ukrainian National Association,
Звіт радного Евгена Осціславського за 9 місяців 1999 р.
Inc. in the capacity as fraternal activities coordinator,
and have represented the UNA as a licensed insurance
Звітую за час від 1 січня до кінця вересня 1999 р. На протязі 9 місяців моя
sales representative and secretary of Branch 76.
активність радного УНС проявлялася в праці Окружного Комітету Північ
As the UNA'S fraternal activities coordinator I was
ного Нью-Джерзі, в праці професійного продавця УНС і в праці секретаря 234
involved in activities which had importance for UNA:
Відділу УНС в Елизабет, Н. Дж. Я рівнож старався виконувати всі статутові
• 1. A survey of local unit activity for the National
обов'язки, які я діставав зі сторони Головного Екзекутивного Комітету.
Fraternal Congress of America for calendar year 1997
Починаючи від січня 1999 р. Округа Північного Нью-Джерзі під моїм гоand 1998.
ловством зорганізувала „Ялинку" для дітей. Імпреза згромадила велике чи
W. Worobec
• 2. Continued the policy to encourage UNA Branches
сло дітей українського походження та їх батьків. Підсумовуючи цю імпрезу
to hold St. Nicholas/Christmas parties as well as golf
під час Річних Зборів можна було сказати, що праця в Окрузі приносить рекtournaments. Different UNA branches responded to this program during years 1998 ляму і задоволення не тільки її організаторам, українській громаді, але і
and 1999: Branches 120, 161, 164 and 333, as well as branches in the Buffalo, Українському Народному Союзові.
Syracuse and Cleveland area.
Я брав участь в засіданнях Окружного Комітету, відділових сходинах і
• 3. Publicity for the UNA - writing articles in the UNA press in English and зустрічах професійних продавців, які відбувалися в приміщеннях Канцелярії
Ukrainian and other articles involving the UNA and UNA Branch fraternal activity.
УНС і в церковній залі в Елизабет, Н. Дж.
• 4. Promotional activities in matters involving UNA insurance products, member
Під час літа я мав нагоду репрезентувати УНСоюз перед лемківською гро
ship information, UNA fraternal activities, UNA publications and Soyuzivka at мадою на пікніку в Бавнд Бруку, Н. Дж. і перед учасниками українського фес
Ukrainian festivals Morris County in September 1998 and 1999, and arranging for тивалю в Malapardis Park.
similar UNA participation at the Lemko Festival at Bound Brook in August of 1998
У серпні ц.р. в порозумінні із допомоговою організацією ЗУАДК у Філяand 1999.
дельфії і УНСоюзом я зорганізував збірку уживаної одежі і взуття для висил
• 5. Assisting other Districts and Branches to promote UNA Ukrainian cultural ки в Україну. Ми вже зібрали багато пакунків і за посередництвом преси за
events and festivals outside the New York-North Jersey metropolitan area.
кликаю продовжувати цю акцію до 1 грудня 1999 р.
Цього року під час засідання Головного Екзекутивного Комітету я був виб
• 6. Preparing the annual Father's Day celebration at Soyuzivka, June 15, 1998 and
раний на пост директора Корпорації Дому УНС, перша зустріч відбудеться під
June 20, 1999.
I was also active in UNA Northern New Jersey District Committee, serving until час засідання Головного Уряду на Союзівці. Мушу признати, що відчуваю
March 5, 1999 as vice-president, and after March 5, 1999 until this day, as its treasur велике задоволення працюючи для громади і для Українського Народного Со
er. In the Northern New Jersey District I played a major role planning, organizing and юзу, нашої найстаршої забезпеченевої організації у діяспорі.
По змозі я старався і надалі стараюся гідно репрезентувати нашу установу
preparing fraternal, charitable and UNA public relations activities. Among these were:
• 1. Fund raising - September 1998 - participated garage sale where over $300 перед українською громадою, давати досить інформацій про наші забезпече
неві продукти. На жаль мої організаційні здобутки за перших дев'ять місяців
were raised for fraternal projects.
• 2. Lecture - October 1998 - on a cultural topic, the effect of UNA on Ukrainian 1999 року не були найкращі з причин об'єктивних, однак маю надію, що до
community in the United States - featuring Dr. Myron Kuropas as guest speaker. кінця року справа нових поліс буде затверджена і не буде проблеми з їх прода
Members of the local Ukrainian community of Northern New Jersey had an opportu жем.
nity to meet Dr. Kuropas and purchase his book.
Спостереження і в и с н о в к и
• 3. Yalynka for the children of Northern New Jersey area January 1999.
1. Для піднесення престижу УНС пропоную упорядкувати справи нових
• 4. Clothing Drive - beginning in September 1999 to present. Eventually clothing
забезпеченевих продуктів і їх ціни.
will be sent to Ukraine cooperation with UUARC (ZUADK).
2. Давати більше інформацій організаторам, секретарям і головам Округ
Outside of the UNA am active in the Ukrainian community as follows:
про організаційні здобутки УНС.
• 1. Ukrainian Educational and Athletic Association "Chornomorska Sitch" serving
3. Більше уваги присвятити праці секретарів і їх організаційним здобуткам.
on its executive board and President of its affiliate the "Sitch Foundation".
4. Використовувати союзову пресу для організаційних інформацій.
• 2. Member of the Self-Reliance Ukrainian American Federal Credit Union in
5. Відмолоджувати секретарські кадри, користати з помочі Окружних
Newark, N.J.
Комітетів в пошуках за новими секретарями.
• 3. Member of church choir and men's choir at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian
6. Не залишати Відділів без секретарів.
Catholic Church in Newark, N.J.
7. Реклямувати кваліфікованих продавців забезпечення в союзовій пресі.
8. Не занедбувати ролі голів Округ, організовувати наради Округ з їх упра
вами хоча б 2 рази в році на Союзівці або в приміщенні Головної Канцелярії

ВСТУПАЙТЕ В ЧЛЕНИ
УКРАЇНСЬКОГО НАРОДНОГО СОЮЗУ!

УНС
9. Приготувати пляни праці для членів Головного Уряду УНС, викорис
товуючи їх до репрезентування установи в громадських імпрезах.
10. Збільшити суму грошей на стипендії для студентів-членів УНС, не нази
вати стипендіями 100-долярові суми.

Звіт радної УНСоюзу
Варки Бачинської
Щиросердечний привіт шановним членам
Головного Уряду УНСоюзу, його почесним
членам, редакторам часописів „Свобода" та
„Українського Тижневика".
Цей мій перший звіт з діяльности радної
УНС включає також огляд моєї активности як
голови Окружного Комітету Відділів УНСою
зу в Нью-Йорку і працю секретаря 184 Відділу.
Від 16 лютого 1987 року до 1 червня 1999 року
я працювала в Організаційному Відділі Голов
ної Канцелярії УНСоюзу під зарядом колиш
нього предсідника д-ра Івана Флиса і теперіш
нього предсідника пані Уіяни Дячук. Була де
легатом 32, 33 і 34 Конвенцій УНС і секретарем
32-ої Конвенції у Балтиморі коли то подбала,
B. Бачинська
щоб протокол Конвенції появився у часописі
„Свободи" перед закінченням наступного року після Конвенції. Також секретаріювала в часі спеціяльного засідання Головного Уряду у вересні 1990 року.
Моя праця в Українському Народному Союзі сягає 1952 року, коли новопри
їжджим до Америки „треба було" вдень працювати, а вечорами ходити в шко
лу. Моїм шефом тоді був п. Григорій Герман, а п. Володимир Сохан впроваджу
вав нову систему „ІВМ" в Рекордовому Відділі. Дуже добре обізнана з Канце
лярією УНСоюзу, в тому і з комп'ютеризацією.
У засязі діяльности радної:
Репрезентувала УНСоюз під час ґрадуації в Академії св. Юра в Нью-Йорку
у червні 1998 року, коли привітала ґрадуантів, а трьом випускникам членам
УНСоюзу вручила грошові нагороди за академічні осяги.
Брала активну участь у спеціяльному засіданні Головного Уряду в листопа
ді 1998 року на Союзівці.
У червні 1999 року репрезентувала УНСоюз на ґрадуації і матуральній за
баві Шкіл Українознавства Метрополітального Нью-Йорку, яке відбулося у
ЙоЕкерсі, Н.Й. Це була спільна імпреза шкіл Джерзі Ситі, Морріс Кавнті,
Пассейку, Йонкерсу, Нью-Йорку і Баунд Бруку. В цьому році було 34 абсольвенти, яким зложила привіт і побажання успіхів та роздала їм чеки в дарунку
від УНС.
В особистій організаційній праці в 1999 році мала успіхи, бо до половини
листопада зложила 10 нових аплікацій на загальну суму забезпечення 147,000
дол. і є ще один цьогорічний проспект на грамоту вартости 50,000 до 100,000
дол.
Як голова Окружного Комітету Відділів УНС в Нью-Йорку у співпраці
з членами управи Округи старалася давати громаді знати про УНС і була в
листовному контакті зі секретарями. Округа охоплює 21 відділів, у 34-ій Кон
венції в Торонто Б 1998 році участь взяло 15 делегатів, як також три почесні
члени Головного Уряду п. Марія Душник, д-р І. Флис та п. Й, Лисогір, які по
ходять із Нюйоркської Округи.
В результаті голосування з Ньюйоркської Округи радними УНСоюзу стали
Галина Колесса, проф. Василь Лучків і Варка Бачинська.
Округа помістила привіт делегатам 34-ої Конвенції у пам'ятковій книзі ви
даній з цієї нагоди.
19 червня 1998 року в Окрузі відбулися після конвенційні сходини деле
гатів 34-ої Конвенції, завваги і справи дискутовані на засіданні були листовно
подані предсідникові УНС п. Уіяні Дячук, а відповідь від п. Дячук прочитано
в час наступних Річних Зборів Округи.
З нагоди появи першого числа тижневика „Свобода" З липня 1998 року
Округа привітала часопис поміщенням віршованого привіту.
Стипендії УНСоюзу на 1998/99 рік отримало 25 студентів з 15-ти відділів
Округи. 4 жовтня 1998 року відбулися Організаційні Наради в Окрузі. Пані
Марія Душник написала допис, який появився в „Українському Тижневику"
20 грудня 1998 року.
З нагоди 125-літгя заснування Наукового Товариства ім. Шевченка від
Округи вислано привіт цій заслуженій установі.
Через Фундацію УНСоюзу Округа зложила даток 200.00 дол. для КиєвоМогилянської Академії.
Зі смутком приймали ми повідомлення від предсідника п-ні Угіяни Дячук,
що 28 серпня 1998 р. упокоївся довголітній Головний Секретар УНС, а опісля
Почесний член Головного Уряду, д-р Ярослав Падох.
На протязі 1998 року Відділи Ньюйоркської Округи виконали назначену їм
організаційну квоту на 88.24%, зорганізувавши 75 нових членів.
26 березня 1999 року відбулися Річні Загальні Збори Ньюйоркської Округи. 16
квітня 1999 року знову повідомлення про втрату, упокоївся мґр Іван Винник,
довголітній контролер УНСоюзу та дуже активний член Ньюйоркської
громади.
23 травня 1999 року у приміщенні НТШ в Нью-Йорку, Округа влаштувала
зустріч громадянства з ред. „Українського Тижневика" п-ні Ромою Гадзевич,
яка виголосила доповідь на тему „Українська преса в Америці, чи вона пот
рібна". На списку присутніх підписалося 44 особи і згідно з їхнім бажанням до
Екзекутиви УНСоюзу, на руки предсідника п. У. Дячук вислано від них листа,
в якому вони висловили своє занепокоєння вістками, про можливість закрит
тя Пресового Бюра у Києві.
У 1999 році рекляма про „День Батька" була поміщена пізно і Округа не
мала досить часу для зорганізування достатнього числа зацікавлених
П О Ї З П К О Ю НЯ Сою

ЗІВКУ.

Замість осінніх організаційних нарад 1999 року Головна Канцелярія запо
віла зустріч відділових секретарів із головним секретарем п-ні Мартою
Лиско, щоб запізнатися з новими полісами УНС і новою книжкою вкладок,
яка мала бути вже готова для роздачі секретарям. Зустріч заповіджена на
вівторок 19 жовтня раптово в суботу 16 була відкликана. До цього часу (15
листопада) не отримано ніякого листовного пояснення, ані не назначено нової
дати для зустрічі.
Взагалі справа існування і діяльности Окружних Комітетів трактується не
серйозно і доривочно вони придаються, деколи їх добре мати, але в загально
му вони повинні вдягати шапкуневидимку.
Секретар 184 Відділу УНС в Г[ью-Йорку з ліцензією для продажі забез

печення маю досвід у праці в цій найважливішій клітині нашої установи. Знаю,
що послідовне плекання добрих і братських взаємин із секретарями по-винно
бути пріоритетом Проводу УНСоюзу, а так воно вже не є.
184 Відділ має тепер коло 101 члена з цього 29 в молодечому відділі. 10
членів це новоприбулі імігранти четвертої хвилі. В додатку приблизно 11 чле
нів з грамотами Універсального забезпечення, з якими контакт має Головна
Канцелярія, ці члени не включені на відділових виказах, а секретар довіду
ється про них тільки тоді коли вони довго залягають з плаченням премій.
Свої завваги представлю особисто в часі нарад Головного Уряду УНС в
днях від З до 5 грудня 1999 року.
Додаток до З В І Т У радної Варки Бачинської.
Беручи під увагу ПРОТОКОЛ зі спеціяльного засідання Головного Уряду,
7 і 8 листопада 1998 р. (Свобода 5 березня 1999 р. ч. 10) прошу дати відповіді
про наступні справи УНС:
Результатом дискусій про проблеми у видавництві і постійні фінансові
клопоти Союзівки, створено два комітети з чітко визначеними завданнями.
- MARKETING COMMITTEE - група дорадника під проводом найнятого
професійного дорадника Томи Гаврилка, 2 головні редакторки, адміністратор
видавництва, керівник реклямного відділу і предсідник. Визначено зустрічі
один раз у тижні. їхнє завдання було заплянувати, щоб обидві газети могли
повернути втрачених передплатників і як дістати нових.
- Чи цей комітет дальше існує, які результати його праці, чи є статистичні
дані?
- Обмін адресами між організаціями. Чи був обмін адресами, з якими
організаціями і які користі з обміну для „Свободи" і „Українського Тижне
вика"? Чи видавництво видало наші списки передплатників котрійсь органі
зації в заміну?
- ПОСТІЙНИЙ КОМІТЕТ СОЮЗІВКИ - очолив її перший заступник пред
сідника, в склад увійшло 7 радних УНСоюзу.
- Які користі завдячує Союзівка праці цього комітету? РЕКЛЯМА виго
товлена російською мовою, не подає повної назви власника оселі. Українсь
кого Народного Союзу, а тільки подано що це UNA Estate і що на оселі
подається українські страви. Чому тільки страви, а не власники українські?
- Чи дуже багато іншомовних новоприбулих виявили зацікавлення перебу
вати на Союзівці в літньому сезоні 1999 p.?
До звіту про СТИПЕНДІЇ на 1999/2000 рік:
- Чи Стипендійний Комітет звертався до американських корпорацій за датками
для Союзового Стипендійного Фонду? Була така пропозиція.
- Чи Стипендійний Комітет звертався до колишніх стипендистів, щоб дали
пожертву на Стипендійний Фонд? Це також пропоновано зробити.
- Чому досі Округи ані Відділи не отримали списка стипендистів із їхніх
Відділів? Якщо Стипендії належать до братських услуг, тоді такі інформації
потрібні, щоб пропагувати ці услуги, головно коли шукається проспектів для
приєднання нових молодих членів.
ОРГАНІЗАЦІЙНА праця - пляни на 1999 рік:
- Нові асекураційні продукти - пройшов цілий рік, а нових продуктів далі
не маємо. Якщо алробата асекураційним урядом забирає такий довгий час, то
не треба стримувати секретарів і організаторів від продажі теперішніх продук
тів, обіцяючи що буде щось нового. Весь рік часу змарновано, ніякої усучасне
ної літератури про сам Союз, ані про його продукти не видано.
- Нова книжка вкладок - ситуація така сама як із апробатою нових про
дуктів.
- Новий спосіб продавання наших продуктів - у „Свободі" з 9 квітня ц.р. в
звідомленні про чверть річне засідання Екзекутивного Комітету УНС, для
пожвавлення організаційної праці, УНС у січні 1999 р. підписав договір спів
праці із організацією Вестерн Католік Юніон і найняв її керівника, щоб він
шукав для нас продавців забезпечення та агентів. Було пляновано розпочати
цю кампанію в Огайо, Іллиной та Мишиґен.
- Чи цей почин справді пожвавив організаційну працю УНС в трьох згада
них стейтах, бо в часописах були дописи тільки про організаційні успіхи наших
знаних Союзовців.
ОРГАНІЗАЦІЙНИЙ ПЛЯН ПРАЦІ НА 1999 РІК. Якщо грошеві нагороди дава
тиметься на підставі першо річних ВКЛАДОК нових членів, в такому разі у
звідомленнях організаційних здобутків треба звітувати в цей спосіб, а не пока
зувати тільки число нових членів і суму забезпечення. Чи провадиться така
статистика, бо треба мати спосіб порівняння.
- ОРГАНІЗАЦІЙНІ наради у місяцях вересень, жовтень та листопад - та
ких нарад зовсім не запляновано у 1999 році, бо всі організаційні зусилля ма
ли зосередитися на зустрічах відділових секретарів з Головним Секретарем
для зазнайомлення себе про нові пляни і вкладки.
- Хочу повідомити присутніх, що моя позиція в Головній Канцелярії УНСо
юзу, а тим самим і я, були еліміновані дослівно з днем 1 червня 1999 року,
без яких-небудь попередніх повідомлень.

Report of UNA Advisor
Andrii Skyba
It is with great pleasure and respect that I submit in
1999 annual report for my actiyities as a UNA adyisor.
Activities:
1) Represented the UNA at seyeral gatherings of the
new waye organization of Ukrainian immigrants introduc
ing them to our fraternal organization and the many bene
fits of being a member and enrolling seyeral of its mem
bers with many potential members in the wing.
2) Enrolled 34 new members in 1998.
3) Enrolled 25 new members in 1999 with seyeral
more to be enrolled before years end.
4) Re-elected Chicago District Secretary in March
1999.
Member and Vice-Chairman of the Ukrainian і
Independence Day celebration Committee and the
A. Skyba
Ukrainian Famine committee both 1998 and 1999.
6) Attended and represented the UNA at seyeral local church picnic both in years
1998 and 1999.
^

7) Served as translator for exchange meeting with the International Police
Association meeting with local police officials and Col. Igor Bogoroditski, Tula
Region of Russia.
8) Conducted meetings and discussions M. Syrota, member of Ukrainian Parliament
regarding several possible projects pertaining to the UNA expansion in Ukraine and
other joint projects.
9) Attended the "Year 2020 Conference" in February, 1999.
10) Re-Elected Trustee of the Norwood Pk. Township. F.P.D.
11) Attended and represented the UNA at several occasions with the Consulate
Generals of Ukraine regarding visiting dignitaries including the visits by V. Oliynyk,
Mayor of Lviv, Victor Kiryk. Director of Consulates of Ukraine. Meeting of new
Consul General of Ukraine in Chicago, Borys Bazylevskyi and introduction of the
UNA to the staff of the Consulate.
12) Representing the UNA at the anniversary banquet of "Souz Ukrainok" conven
tion.
13) Attended and represented the 2 visits and greetings of Patriarch Filaret, Kyiv
Ukrainian Orthodox Church while visiting the Greater Chicagoland area.
14) Co-organized two childrens concerts of Barabolya from Toronto, one in May,
1999 and another in October, 1999 both highly successful.
15) Represented the UNA at "Ridna Schkol" graduation award ceremony with mon
etary awards given to all graduates in 1998 & 1999.
16) Attended and represented the UNA at Consulate Gen. Of Ukraine meeting with
Department Y. Samoilenko of Ukraine and Pavlo Pokutny, Director Regarding the
problems of environmental policy and elimination of the Chernobyl catastrophe
regarding future projects and help in this area. Also future education projects
exchanges regarding Chernobyl and children in Ukraine.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
I have had continued problems explaining to our membership the logic behind the
suspension of dividends to our members. Our older members w ho have small paid-up
policies have taken the position that it is better to cash-out their policies and put them
in the bank at some interest rather than no interest. This is also being done with
younger members who have paid-up policies and are looking at long term investments
with their money. By losing these members and withdrawing their money where are
the savings that the UNA has to have? I believe that if we are presented with the num
bers we will find that they lost more money than we saved. This policy needs to be
revisited and changed because of the damage it caused not only to our present member
ship but also the potential of any future members. Also because of these policies and
other problems with our rate structure or lack of our own membership in particular,
branch secretaries have taken negative positions against the UNA and that it has stood
for in our community. These problems must be addressed and stopped before our cor
rections will have no effect. The issue of spending money on projects not supported by
the membership or the assembly must be stopped. This includes the hiring of paid con
sultants who have done nothing for our fraternal other than collect a salary.
Our investment policy needs to be reviewed and corrected. Although it was directed
by the executive and board of directors that our investments he increased to the maxi
mum allowed by law this has still not been done. Why? We continue to lose hundreds
of thousands of dollars because of this policy. We need this done without delay.
The lines of communication need to be defined and adhered to regarding the execu
tive and its membership. Too many times I have had to find out about policy-and pro
cedure changes, not from the executive but rather from the grapevine. We must start
talking to each other and work together if are to turn things around in positive a man
ner.
FUTURE GOALS AND PROJECTS
As we approach the new century, we need to learn from past mistakes and move
ahead with positive projects and goals. We must put aside personal agendas and per
sonality issues that have no room in our fraternal structure. We must work to recapture
the movement and glory that was the Ukrainian National Association and all that it
stands for here and abroad I will be proposing projects of education and development
of our children both in Ukraine and in our own communities in North America and
abroad. These projects need to be tied into the Ukrainian Heritage Foundation and its
projects and goals. I believe that if these projects are applied properly and with dedica
tion our membership will expand and multiply in great proportion. I sincerely believe
and hope that we can come together as leaders in our communities and achieve all that
we are capable of doing for our generation and future generations both here and in
Ukraine.

Report of UNA Advisor
Al Kachkowski
1. Secretarial duties for Branch 444.
2. Was instrumental in instituting, with the
Branch Executive, a scholarship in memory of long
time Branch 444 Secretary Leon Wowk. There are 3
student recipients of the Leon Wowk memorial
scholarship to date.
a) The two presentations of scholarships were
done in public in front of about 100 people each
time.
b) I spoke briefly about the UNA and its mandate
each time.
c) Arranged for photographs to be taken.
d) Wrote an article about the presentations and
the recipients and submitted for publication.
e) The article was published with a photograph in
the Saskatchewan UCC Visnyk (Circulation 4,300)
and UNA'S The Ukrainian Weekly.
Л. Kachkowski
3. Attended the UNA Convention in Toronto and
was elected member of the General Assembly from Canada.
a) Wrote an announcement regarding my election which was published in the
Saskatchewan UCC Visnyk.
4. Attended the General Assembly meeting in November 1998.
5. Met with Roma Hadzewycz during my visit to headquarters in 1998. She
requested submissions for publication from Saskatoon. I agreed to submit articles in
addition to the scholarship article.

a) An article regarding the launch of Voloshky's second album. Voloshky is a
vocal trip composed of young UNA members.
b) An article about the 1999 edition of the Karpaty Pavilion at Saskatoon's
"Folkfest" multicultural festival.
All articles were published, with photographs, in The Ukrainian Weekly.
6. Had a telephone meeting with Ms. Hadzewycz to make preliminary plans for
promoting The Weekly at the Karpaty Pavilion next year. The visitor total exceeds
30,000.
7. Have made arrangements to attend the General Assembly meeting in December
1999.

Звіт головного редактора "Свободи''
Раїси Галешко
Рік тому, коли я взяла на себе цю нелегку і почес
ну відповідальність очолити найстаршу в світі укра
їнську газету і стала першою жінкою-редактором,
до того ще й 13-им, я й уяви не мала, як звітувати
му перед вами, шановні члени Головного Уряду, рік
пізніше. ''Свобода" дісталась мені не в найкращому
стані: газета щойно зміни^іася із щоденника на тиж
невик - треба було міняти ставлення читача до но
вого формату і змісту, до того, що газета виходить
не 24 рази на місяць, а лише чотири, що матеріяли
редагуються і скорочуються. По-друге, "Свобода"
як щоденник, сформувавпшсь і розвинувшись за
умов відірваности від України совєтської, з настан
ням незалежности, на жаль, далі залишалась у сво
єрідному вакуумі, не розширювала своїх обріїв. ПоP. Галешко
третє, нові технології, такі, наприклад, як Інтернет,
без яких сьогодні немислимий видавничий процес, використовувались мало.
По-четверте, реклама була далека від бажаного рівня.
Такий стан не обіцяв часописові оптимістичного майбутнього. Треба було
зробити все можливе, аби вдихнути нове життя в стару нашу "Свободу", щоб
вона впевнено увійшла в 21 століття як найсолідніша, справді громадська га
зета.
Минув рік, і сьогодні я можу доповісти членам Головного Уряду і нашим
читачам, що вперше за 25 років різке падіння кількости передплат зупинено, і
навіть повільно зростає. Так, у вересні 1998 року, в перший місяць моєї праці
у "Свободі", ми мали 7,341 передплатника, а за рік, у вересні 1999 року, - на
193 читачі більше (для порівняння: у 1996 році було втрачено 1,151 передплат
ників, у 1997 р. - 572, у 1998 р. втратили 65, а у вересні 1999 р. придбали 193).
Я вірю, що цей позитивний фактор вдасться затримати.
"Свобода" виходить на стабільний фінансовий рівень. За 9 місяців 1999
року ми використали лише три чверті виділеного нам річного бюджету, а бю
джет цей, слід сказати, був найнижчий за всі роки існування "Свободи" (для
порівняння: минулого, 1998 року обидві газети УНС мали $625,179 дотацій).
Ці здобутки не далися легко, особливо якщо врахувати, що "Свобода"-тижневик має вдвічі менше працівників, ніж раніше. Але кожний член нашого ре
дакційного колективу працював, не жаліючи сил - і разом ми досягли успіху.
Це вселяє надію на те, що в найближчі рік-два ми можемо стати фінансово
незалежною газетою. Як ви пам'ятаєте, фінансово незалежною і навіть при
бутковою "Свобода" була лише в 1960-70-их роках, коли мала 26,000 перед
платників.
Джерела наших прибутків
Покладати надії на передплатників, на жаль, не доводиться - досить гля
нути на сторінки посмертних згадок, щоб знайти відповідь. Фінансове підси
лення газети може прийти сьогодні в основному від платних оголошень - про
це я написала в своїй програмі ще влітку 1998 року, коли зголошувалася на
працю головного редактора. Одержавши від Управи УНС всіляку підтримку,
нам вдалося зміцнити й розвинути відділ оголошень, і результати сьогодні ті
шать: платні оголошення займають 30-37% газетної площі, чого ніколи рані
ше не було (для порівняння: в 1997 р. середньорічна цифра була 12%).
Солідним джерелом прибутку вважаємо Альманах УНС-2000, і знову
таки вперше за всі роки він пішов до друку ще задовго до Різдва і саме в ці дні
розсилається читачам, отже кошти з його продажу почнуть приходити ще цьо
го року. Альманах-2000 ми зробили в основному своїми силами, це також зе
кономило наші видатки.
З 26 листопада 1999 року "Свобода" вийшла на Інтернет, має свою Web
page і тепер весь світ читатиме "Свободу" за адресою www.svoboda-news.com.
Через інтернетівську сторінку "Свободи" зможемо здобувати і передплатни
ків, і рекляму.
Помітно зріс пресовий фонд, що можна вважати прямим наслідком поліп
шення якости "Свободи". За 10 місяців 1999 року сума пожертв становила по
над $18,000 (для порівняння: за цілий 1998 рік пресфонд був $11,077).
Впродовж 1998 року Екзекутивний Комітет й обидва тижневики з допо
могою фірми "Томагавк Продакшен" провели кілька акцій по збільшенню
числа передплатників та оголошень. Вислід був не такий успішний, як споді
вались. Тому "Свобода" в даний час працює над новими видами заохочення пе
редплатників з числа новоприбулих.
Чинники поліпшення якости газети
Ми намагаємося зберегти цінні надбання газети, а саме - залишатися ви
данням, яке найповніше висвітлює життя діяспори; зберегти старих дописува
чів, до яких читачі звикли; в мові дотримуватися Харківського правопису.
Враховуючи велику кількість матеріялів з України, різних урядових і
офіційних заяв, а також з метою осучаснення тижневика, ми йдемо на збли
ження мови, якою користуються в Україні і в діяспорі. Це також спосіб заохо
тити новоприбулих до передплати. Намагаємося уникати "русизмів", "діялектизмів" та різних англійських покручів. Українська мова по обидва боки оке
ану рано чи пізно вирівняється, для цього в Україні працює правописна комі
сія. Наші сторінки "Мова про мову", де даємо можливість кожному вислови
тися, є дуже популярними в читачів.
Через зменшений розмір і періодичність газети, а головно через підвище
ні вимоги до якості друкованих матеріялів, ми редагуємо дописи за всіма ви
могами журналістики, скорочуємо і, як треба, переписуємо їх, а також від
мовляємо, якщо матеріял не становить цінности для загального читача, бо

слабкі матеріяли лише понижують рівень газети. Це інколи викликає нерозу
міння і нарікання дописувачів, зате в цілому читач високо оцінює ретельно ре
даговану "Свободу". Це виразно показали відповіді на Опитник, надруковані
29 жовтня (копія додається), а також багаточисельні вдячні листи читачів до
редактора.
З перших днів праці у "Свободі" я уклала договір з інформаційними аґенствами ДІНАУ й УНІАН на вигідних умовах, і з тих пір ми маємо змогу
одержувати найсвіжішу інформацію і фотографії останніх подій з України.
Все це передається електронною поштою. Широко користуючись Інтернетом,
до мінімуму скоротили видатки на телефони і факс.
Солідности газеті додають регулярні політичні огляди відомих публіцис
тів і політиків - редактора газети "Вечірній Київ" Віталія Карпенка, які висо
ко оцінені читачами, а також Євгена Сверстюка та Левка Лук'яненка, якого
запросили до співпраці і чекаємо відповіді. Маємо цінних авторів у діяспорі:
Роман Савицький, Ростислав Хомяк, Роман Колісник, Петро Саварин, Воло
димир Жила, Роман Барановський, Наталя Пазуняк, Олександер Серафин,
Ганна Черінь, Володимир Боднар - це лише короткий перелік.
Великого значення надаємо розвиткові взаєморозуміння між старшою і
молодшою еміграціями. Побутує якийсь стереотип, що «вони» не такі, як ми,
а ми не такі як «вони» — отже ніколи, ніколи..., і так далі. Я вважаю, що ця
прірва більше надумана (И років тому я сама стала імігранткою і ніколи не
відчувала драматичного непорозуміння). «Свобода» друкує сторінки, присвя
чені цій темі, консультації іміграційних адвокатів, відверті листи. І кожна сто
рона прагне до взаєморозуміння.
Пам'ятаючи, що "Свобода" - це головна трибуна нашої діяспори, редак
ція намагається відобразити життя українців у всьому світі. Ми звернулися до
СКУ, щоб дали нам адреси українських організацій у світі, розіслали всім
листи із запрошенням друкуватися у "Свободі" - і сьогодні маємо кореспон
дентів у Росії, зокрема, в Москві, Петербурзі й Зеленому Клині, в Словаччи
ні, Румунії, Ізраїлі, Польщі, Аргентині, Австралії, Бразилії, Німеччині та ін
ших країнах.
На 1998-1999 роки випадає 50-літгя повоєнної еміграції до Америки і Ка
нади - ми запровадили постійну рубрику "Повоєнній еміграції-50", свого роду
літопис на сторінках "Свободи".
Порадилися в колективі, як висвітлювати наше церковне життя, в тому
числі й контроверсійні події останнього часу. Тема делікатна, не була дуже
властива для "Свободи"-щоденника, однак замовчувати її газеті не слід. І
тепер Владика Антоній особисто признав за "Свободою" об'єктивність і збалянсованість, таку ж оцінку дав і Владика Філарет. Розпочали рубрику 2000ліття Християнства, яка відразу потягнула за собою зливу дописів на всі теми
- як про актуальні події, так і про історію Християнства.
Хто творить "Свободу"?
я завжди вірила, що успіх кожної справи залежить від професійности і
відданости працівників. Сьогодні знайти професійного українського журна
ліста в діяспорі важко, і на це є причини. Не кожна молода людина ризикне
пов'язати свою майбутню кар'єру з українською діяспорною пресою. Редак
тори і журналісти повоєнної еміграції відходять. Цим я хочу сказати, що рано
чи пізно "Свободу" редагуватимуть спеціялісти, підготовлені в Україні. Дехто
із читачів, може, й нарікає, що їм незвичний стиль і мова "нової" "Свободи",
редагованої в більшості новоприбулими. Що ж, із звичками прощатися за
вжди важко. Але прихід свіжих професійних сил з України це, по-перше, яви
ще неминуче, а по-друге, з кожного огляду вигідне. Вони краще відчувають
проблеми й життя України, їхня мова літературна, багата і зрозуміла для всіх,
за плечима у них університетська журналістська чи мовознавча освіта, а та
кож знання комп'ютера, автомобіля, часто й англійської мови.
В редакції "Свободи" склався дружній, творчий колектив однодумців.
Кожного тижня, після виходу газети, ми скликаємо одногодинні збори, де
розглядаємо всі плюси і мінуси свіжого числа і плянуємо майбутню працю.
Це допомагає кожному виявити свій творчий потенціял і спільно виробляти
напрям газети. Із старших кадрів редакторів працюють Христина Ференцевич.
Петро Часто і Ольга Кузьмович (неповний час), в останній рік прийшли Левко
Хмельковський - журналіст і письменник, та Ігор Пилипчук - комп'ютерний
спеціяліст і початкуючий редактор. Із трьох складачок залишилося двоє: Дарія Малиновська - тексти, та їда Фокс - оголошення. Верстку рекламної час
тини робить Павло Стокотельний, а текстової - Левко Хмельковський. Про
оголошення дбає Марія Осціславська.
Скорочення прапівників майже вдвічі відбулося з перших днів моєї праці
у "Свободі". На той час воно виглядало обгрунтованим через перехід на тиж
невик. Сьогодні, коли редакція поставила завдання розвинути "Свободу" до
рівня прибуткової, цих сил невистачає.
Об'єм роботи редакторів величезний. Слід пам'ятати специфіку "Свобо
ди" - це громадська газета. Кожна організація, кожен читач вважає "Свобо
ду" сво€ю трибуною. Тому ми щодня одержуємо з поштою стільки листів, як
жодна інша газета в діяспорі. Облік кореспонденції у 1999 році (його акуратно
веде Христина Ференцевич) виказує на кінець листопада понад 2,300 дописів і
листів, часто писаних ручно людьми, далекими від письменства. Якщо враху
вати, що один випуск газети містить від 110 до 160 окремих повідомлень і
дописсів, а ще від 50 до 80 оголошень (не в свята), які ми також читаємо, то
можна уявити, як тяжко працюється нашим редакторам. А вони ж пишуть ще
й власні статті й репортажі з громадських подій. Однак, ніхто не нарікає, не
рахується з особистим часом. Я, як головний редактор, маю почуття вини пе
ред нашим маленьким колективом за таку напружену атмосферу, в якій до
водиться випускати газету. Мені хотілося б, щоб праця редакторш була краще
винагороджена.
"Свобода" й Український Народний Союз
З перших днів моєї праці у "Свободі" я знайшла повне розуміння і під
тримку Екзекутиви УНСоюзу у всіх своїх починаннях. Я вважаю себе членом
однієї союзової р о д и Е И , не розділяю і тим більше не протиставляю інтереси
дорученої мені газети інтересам УНСоюзу. Так завжди було, що "Свобода" і
УНС ішли поруч, підтримуючи одне одного, і так завжди має бути. Однак сьо
годні "Свобода", мушу признатися, заборгувала УНСоюзові тим, що недостат
ньо розповідала читачам про життя установи, не виясняла причин існуючих
проблем, не пропагуьала послуг УНС. Серії таких статтей були запляновані
від самого початку, але їх завжди відтісняли інші теми, а також постійна не-

стача часу. В наступному році ми почнемо всебічно висвітлювати діяльність
УНСоюзу.
Перший рік моєї праці на чолі "Свободи" дав мені цінний досвід і спосте
реження, завдяки яким я сьогодні виразно бачу, якими шляхами іти, щоб ви
вести "Свободу" на ще кращий рівень.
Завершуючи цей звіт, хочу подякувати усім, хто підтримував "Свободу"
у цей справді переломний у житті газети рік: нашим цінним дописувачам,
передплатникам, подавачам оголошень і реклями, жертводавцям. Особисте
признання висловлюю працівникам і Екзекутиві УНС за те, що постійно нада
вали моральну й ділову допомогу.
Рівно за місяць світ розпочне відлік тисячоліття. "Свобода" в ряду усіх
українських видань світу має свій відлік часу, який проходить через три тися
чоліття: розпочавшись у 1893 році 19-го століття, вона впевнено, зміцнілою й
оновленою, входить у 21 століття.

Report of The Ukrainian Weekly
Editor-in-Chief Roma Hadzewycz
My "annual report" for 1999 actually covers a year
and a half, the period from the Ukrainian National
Association's convention in May 1998 through the
end of November 1999, since the agenda for the 1998
special meeting of the General Assembly did not
include reports.
Last year in October The Ukrainian Weekly cel
ebrated the 65th anniversary of its founding.
During the course of six and a half decades our
community and its members have undergone
tremendous changes, and The Weekly has grown
and matured with them. It has changed to meet the
needs of new generations - all the while continu
ing to work for the Ukrainian commonweal. At the
time of our 65th anniversary we wrote in our edito
rial: "Where do we see ourselves at 65 and
beyond? Continuing as the voice of our communi
R. Hadzewycz
ty and as a purveyor of information about Ukraine
and Ukrainians wherever they may be. As long as there's a Ukrainian community,
The Ukrainian Weekly will have a raison d'etre."
That statement remains true today, even as we face difficult times due to budget
cuts.
Though our staff has been severely cut back - with two positions having been lost in
the past two years - I am proud to say that we continue to put out a good newspaper,
thanks to the dedication and determination (sometimes the sheer will power) of the
remaining staff. Some weeks we have managed to put out larger issues than ever before:
our first 28-page issue appeared on November 9 1998; it contained a large section on the
triennial convention of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress (other 28-page issues have
appeared since then). Our largest issue ever was the December 27, 1998, edition, which
featured our annual yearend review.
Our staff
The Weekly staff today includes three full-time members, Editor-in-Chief Roma
Hadzewycz and Editors Roman Woronowycz and Irene Jarosewich, as well as a parttime editor, Ika Koznarska Casanova, who is our arts editor.
Irene Jarosewich has worked with us since mid-December 1996 as an independent
consultant; her status has not yet been normalized. Ms. Casanova has been affiliated
with The Weekly since 1980-1981, when she was a full-time staffer; she returned on a
part-time basis in 1990.1 have been at The Weekly full-time since 1977.
The Kyiv Press Bureau was served during the report period by Mr. Woronowycz,
who has been on The Weekly editorial staff since June 1992. Ira Zhelezniak is the
bureau's secretary.
Andrij Kudla Wynnyckyj served as our full-time editor at the Toronto Press Bureau
until October 1 of this year, when he was laid off by the UNA Executive Committee
due to financial considerations.
Awilda Rolon has been with The Weekly as our typesetter since December 1980;
Serhiy Polishchuk, who is our layout artist and computer specialist, as well as our
webmaster, has been with us since June 1992.
I should return for a moment to the matter of our Canadian correspondent. In mak
ing the decision to lay him off, UNA executives cited the findings of an actuarial
examination conducted by Arthur Andersen LLP. Those findings, released in July,
stated in part: "According to UNA's 1998 Annual Statement, many of its lines of
business have produced positive statutory underwriting profits in the past several
years. UNA'S allocation of insurance operating expenses affects profitability at the
line of business level. UNA as an entity is unprofitable due mainly to the large
amounts of fraternal expenses (approximately $1.6 million in 1998) that offset under
writing profits. These expenses appear attributable to membership benefits (such as
periodic newspapers, use of the UNA-owned resort and various social activities) and
not to insurance products."
Mr. Wynnyckyj had joined The Weekly staff on June 29, 1992, and was formally
named a staff writer/editor on October 1 of that year. He was assigned to the Toronto
Press Bureau since May 1995, in accordance with a resolution passed by the UNA's
33rd Convention in May 1994 that called for the bureau's establishment. The bureau
was originally located in a comer of the UNA's insurance sales office in Etobicoke,
Ontario. Beginning in May 1998, when the UNA was ready to move on closing down
that sales office, Mr. Wynnyckyj continued as The Weekly's one-man Toronto Press
Bureau by working out of his home office.
Mr. Wynnyckyj has graciously agreed to work part-time through the end of 1999;
we hope he will continue to submit articles and columns to The Weekly on a free
lance basis beginning in January 2000.
Our correspondents
In the United States our regular correspondents include Yaro Bihun, our
Washington correspondent, and Michael Sawkiw Jr. of the Ukrainian National
Information Service. In Canada our we can regularly count on news reports and fea-

tures from Chris Guly in Ottawa, Oksana Zakydalsky in Toronto and Orysia Paszczak
Tracz in Winnipeg.
Our regular columnists are: Dr. Myron B. Kuropas ("Faces and Places), Andrew
Fedynsky (Perspectives"), Mr. Guly ("Canada Courier"), Ms. Paszczak Tracz ("The
Things We Do") Ihor Stelmach ("Ukrainian Pro Hockey Update"), Andrij Wynnyckyj
("Sportsline"), Helen Smindak ("Dateline New York") and Roman Sawycky
("Sounds and Views"). A newcomer to our pages is Dr. Ingert Kuzych, who checks in
once a month with his "Focus on Philately" column, which was introduced in
December 1998. Oles Kuzyszyn checks in with music reviews on occasion, and we
have been lucky to find a new writer and arts reviewer in Bohdanna Wolanska of New
York.
Others whose articles enriched our pages during the report period were:
• in the United States: Eugene Iwanciw, Maria Lewytzkyj, Alex Kuzma, Orest
Deychakiwsky, Halyna Kuzyszyn-Holubec, Andrew Sorokowski, Dr. Roman
Solchanyk, R.L. Chomiak, Dr. Volodymyr Zviglyanich, Alexandra Isaievych Mason,
Handzia Sawyckyj Mycak, Ken Moskowitz, Areta Trytjak, Marianna Liss, Natalia
Honcharenko, Julie Anne Franko, Camilla Huk, Stephanie Charczenko, Titus Hewryk,
Halyna Kolessa, Dr. Wolodymyr Zyla, Edward Andrusko and photographer Roman
Iwasiwka;
• in Canada: Dr. David Marples, Maria Koropecky, Dr. Marta Dyczok, Dr. Frank
Sysyn, Dr. Roman Yereniuk, Roman Waszczuk, Andrij Makuch, Yuriy Diakunchak ,
Dr. Daria Darewych and Natalka Chomiak;
• in Ukraine: Marta Kolomayets, Mark Andryczyk, Pavlo Politiuk, Stefan Korshak,
Nathan Hodge, Katya Gorchinskaya, Vasyl Zorya, Ksenia Rychtycka and Dmytro
Kulyniak; and
• in Great Britain: Dr. Taras Kuzio and Tony Leliw.
And there are many, many others - too numerous to mention - nwho submitted
articles, photos, etc.
M^or news stories
During the report period The Ukrainian Weekly published 2,362 news stories, fea
tures and other types of articles. I am sure most of you have at least perused our issues
during the past year and half, so the following is meant to simply recount the most
significant materials published.
The major news stories in 1998 included: the Kyiv meeting of the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development; the protracted battle in the Verkhovna Rada
over the election of its chairman; commemorations of the 100th anniversary of the
birth of Metropolitan Mstyslav of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church; commemorations
of the 65th anniversary of the Great Famine; the 50th anniversary of the Ukrainian
Institute of America and the l(Юth anniversary of its landmark building; controversy
in the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A.(which continues into 1999); the U.S.
tour of the Virsky Ukrainian National Dance Company; trafficking in women from
Ukraine; Ukrainians' continuing battle with CBS over 'The Ugly Face of Freedom,"
including a win for Ukrainians in the U.S. Court of Appeals; farewells for
Ambassador Hennadii Udovenko, president of the United Nations General Assembly,
and for Ukraine's Ambassador to the U.S. Yuri Shcherbak; the 2020 Conference in
New Jersey; the Ukrainian Canadian Congress' triennial conclave in Winnipeg; floods
in Zakarpattia; the arrest of Ukraine's former Prime Minister Pavlo Lazarenko in
Switzerland; the seventh conclave of the Ukrainian World Congress; and the conven
tion of the Ukrainian American Coordinating Council.
Features published in 1998 covered: Kyiv Days festivities; baseball in Ukraine;
Ukraine's participation in the Goodwill Games; the International Plast Jamboree in
Winnipeg; the Discover Ukraine yachting expedition; renovations at the Pecherska
Lavra complex; Yevhen Sverstiuk's account of his return to the notorious Perm Camp
36; the 125th anniversary of the Shevchenko Scientific Society; an interview with
Crimean Tatar leader Mustafa Jemilev; commemorations in Ukraine of the 80th
anniversary of the Western Ukrainian National Republic; the reconstruction of St.
Michael's Golden-Domed Sobor; and a feature film about Hetman Bohdan
Khmelnytsky and the Kozak war against Poland.
Among the major news developments in 1999 were: the Russian Duma's ratifica
tion of a friendship treaty with Ukraine; the presidential campaign in Ukraine;
Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien's visit to Ukraine; the unresolved case of
MaiTJka Helbig's business in Ukraine; expansion of the Oseredok Ukrainian Cultural
and Educational Center and, later in the year, a fire at the center; certification of
Ukraine to receive U.S. foreign aid; the crisis and split in Rukh; the death of
Vyacheslav Chornovil in a car accident; Verkhovna Rada Chairman Oleksander
Tkachenko's machinations and the Parliament's vote to join CIS ІтефагИатетагу
Assembly; the Children of Chomobyl Relief Fund's presentation of an achievement
award to Hillary Rodham Clinton at the Ukrainian Institute of America; the UkraineNATO sunmiit in Washington; the settlement of the dispute between CBS and the
Ukrainian American community; the Central European summit in Lviv; the hate
crime at the Ukrainian Cultural Center in Toronto; the Joint Conferences of Ukrainian
American Organizations; Ukrainian Australians' preparations for the 2000 Olympics
in Sydney; the fate of Ukrainian sailors stranded in New York; the filing of a class
action suit by World War II era slave/forced laborers against German industry; efforts
to establish a Museum of Genocide in Ottawa; continuing efforts to memorialize the
internment of Ukrainians in Canada as "enemy aliens" during World War I; the Yalta
summit of 22 European countries at which participants emphasized ending divisions
on the continent; steps to establish a Council of Presidents of Ukrainian American
Organizations; completion and dedication of the Ukrainian Catholic National Shrine
of the Holy Family in Washington; Ukraine's election as a non-permanent member of
the United Nations Security Council; Ukraine's presidential elections of October 31
and the run-off two weeks later; and the memorial procession and panakhyda in New
York to commemorate the Great Famine.
Features in 1999 encompassed: an interview with Vyacheslav Chornovil; the U.S.
revisiting its decision on Nazi-looted art from Ukraine; reflections on 10 years of
work in Ukraine by economist Bohdan Hawrylyshyn; a profile of Immaculate
Conception Ukrainian Catholic High School, which was cited among outstanding
American high schools by U.S. News & World Report; Kyiv Dynamos' successes in
soccer; the landmark Vydubytskyi monastery in Kyiv; the 75th anniversary of
Chomomorska Sitch; the dedication of a new historic landmark, Ukraina, in Hay ward,
Calif.; a profile of the new president of Roche Labs, Myron Holubiak; summer camps
and festivals; the Ukrainian National Museum in Chicago; the Conference on
Ukrainian Subjects at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana; the discovery of

J.S. Bach's son's estate in Kyiv; a look at a Ukrainian battalion's celebration of
Ukrainian Independence Day in Bosnia-Herzegovina; Ukrainian Week at the famous
New Jersey shore town of Wildwood; the reopening of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
destroyed in Pmjavor, Bosnia; the 20th anniversary of the Kashtan Dance Ensemble;
the San Francisco conference on "Ukraine and the West in the New Millennium"; the
50th anniversary of the School of Ukrainian Studies in New York; the 50th anniver
sary of the Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in the United States; and the "Gold
of the Nomads" exhibit focusing on the Scythians.
In addition, there were informative and well-illustrated features during the report
period covering major exhibits at The Ukrainian Museum and other special programs
at this unique institution. In 1998 we introduced a new column of concise news items
from Ukraine called Business in Brief.
Of course. The Weekly regularly publishes book reviews and book notes, music
reviews, news about new releases, "Community Chronicle," travelogues, features on
noteworthy Ukrainians, "Notes on People," etc.
Special features and special issues
• Following up on the success of our premiere edition of "A Ukrainian Summer"
published in 1997, we published special summer supplements in both 1998 and 1999.
• Issues marking the anniversaries of Ukraine's independence were published in 1998
and 1999. The 1998 issue offered personal reflections and the public's perspectives on
independent Ukraine while the 1999 issue offered a youth angle plus the views of for
mer U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine William Green Miller.
• In early August 1998 we published a special section on Vice-President Al Gore'
visit to Kyiv.
• At the end of 1998 we published our annual year-in-review issue, which weighed
it at a huge 44 pages - our largest issue ever.
• In February 1999, on the occasion of Valentine's Day, The Weekly, working with
Lydia Smyk, an elementary school teacher at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic
School in Newark, N.J., introduced a new children's and youths' section in our news
paper, which we named Ukelodeon. The response has been positive, and more and
more young people are beginning to write in to Uk:elodeon. We've had young writers
from the United States, Canada and Australia contributing to this section.
• In April 1999, The Weekly carried special reports about the life of Vyacheslav
Chornovil.
• That same month a special section focused on the 13th anniversary of the
Chomobyl nuclear accident.
• In May 1999 we gave our readers a chance to vote for the best stamp issue of
1998; the results appeared in September.
• In July 1999 we carried extensive reports on the mammoth Joint Conferences of
Ukrainian American Organizations held in the Washington area. The reports appeared
in special sections in two successive issues of our newspaper. This coverage was par
ticularly significant as we worked closely with all participating organizations to plan
coverage of their respective sessions and activities. The result was an example of the
very thing that the Joint Conferences sought to promote: synergy. By the way. The
Ukrainian Weekly was one of the co-sponsors of this landmark undertaking.
• We followed up in September 1999 with an up-close look at the biennial conven
tion of the Ukrainian Canadian Professional and Business Federation.
• In our issue dated October 3, 1999, we carried an extensive report on our 65th
anniversary questionnaire that we had asked readers to fill out back in 1998. (We had
conducted similar reader surveys in 1981 and 1993.) We provided statistics on what
readers read most and least, and we excerpted comments - both positive and negative
- submitted by our readers.
Among the questions we asked was what types of news or regular features our sub
scribers regularly read. Following are the top 10 responses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

all (read the paper from front to back)
"Newsbriefs"
letters to the editor
news from Ukraine
"Faces and Places"
"Preview of Events"
editorials
commentary ("News and Views")
arts and culture
columnists (unspecified)
Our anniversary

Speaking of our 65th anniversary. The Weekly received greetings on that occasion
from Ukraine's Consul General in New York Yuriy Bohaievsky, as well as from
Ukraine's Ambassador to the United States Yuri Shcherbak. The latter was particularly
insightful regarding the role of our newspaper.
Dr. Shcherbak wrote: "We are pleased to note that during these years your publica
tion has grown fi-om a small publication for Ukrainian youth into an independent and
influential newspaper on par with distinguished Western mass conmunications media.
'Thanks to the professionalism of your editors and reporters, you are the first to report
on many events in the life of the Ukrainian community in the United States and Canada.
Through its effective and analytical work, your publication attracts the attention of offi
cials of the U.S. administration and Congress. You have established strong communica
tions with representatives of the Ukrainian government at the Embassy of Ukraine in
Washington.
'The pages of The Ukrainian Weekly publicize profound discussions of the most sig
nificant topics in the history of the Ukrainian nation, both in the homeland and abroad. It
is significant that the Great Famine of 1933 especially is analyzed on the pages of your
publication by people of the younger generation; it will remain in their memories and in
those of succeeding generations.
"The Weekly has been progressively expanding its activity. The establishment of
press bureaus in Kyiv and Toronto is evidence that The Weekly is growing stronger and
that it is no longer merely the publication of one community organization. Many repre
sentatives of the political, business and religious circles of the diaspora turn to The
Ukrainian Weekly. The newspaper has earned for itself many true friends, who at any
moment could be organized into a Society of Friends of The Ukrainian Weekly."

Weekly website

Financial matters

The Ukrainian Weekly Archive moved to its own official site at
www.ukrweekly.com as of August 21, 1998. The site, which now contains well over
5,435 full-text articles (not counting the 260 exceфted articles for the current year), is
constantly being expanded. The site gets approximately 9,000 hits per week.
The website is dedicated to archival materials published in the newspaper since its
founding in 1933, among them The Ukrainian Weekly's inaugural issue dated
October 6, 1933, two issues devoted to the 1960 visit of Nikita Khrushchev to the
U.S., and special issues dedicated to the 50th (1983) and the 60th (1993) anniversaries
of The Ukrainian Weekly and the centennial of the Ukrainian National Association
(1994).
Year-in-review secdons of The Weekly from the years 1976-1998 (and the
"Decade in Review" published at the end of 1979), and issues reporting on the
Chomobyl accident (1986), Ukraine's declaration of sovereignty (1990), its proclama
tion of independence and national referendum on independence (both 1991) also are
found on the archive site.
The site includes The Weekly's special issue about the Great Famine of 1932-1933,
published on the occasion of that genocide's 50th anniversary (that issue was reprint
ed several times and its circulation exceeded 43,000 copies worldwide). Additional
information - including scholarly analyses and contemporaneous accounts - about the
Great Famine were included in a new section, dedicated to the famine's 65th anniver
sary, that was unveiled on October 2, 1998, as The Weekly's gift to the Ukrainian
American community on the occasion of the newspaper's 65th anniversary. That sec
tion contains 151 articles, including a chronology of the famine years, eyewitness
accounts, editorials, media reports, stories about observances of the famine's 50th
anniversary in 1983, scholarly articles, interviews with journalists who reported on
the famine, transcripts of testimony on the famine commission bill ultimately passed
by the U.S. Congress, texts of statements before the U.S. Commission on the Ukraine
Famine, as well as references and other documentation.
The archive also contains exceфts of top stories published each week in 1999, and
full texts of all issues pubHshed in 1996, 1997 and 1998. All sections of the site are
searchable.
Also on the site is an index for the years 1933, 1934, 1935, 1937, 1941, 1942, 1977
and from 1980 to the present. Our production staff is working to fill in the gaps so
that the index will be complete. The index, which like the rest of the site is searchable,
was added to the site at end of October.
A total of 236 persons subscribe to our e-mail list which informs them about all
updates to our site.

This year we at The Weekly had to make several changes in view of our financial
situation.
• We cut gratis subscriptions to members of Parliament in Canada in order to save
money.
• One of our staffers was laid off (see section titled "Our staff).
• We began charging $10 for each item published in our "Preview of Events" list
ing.
• We are pubUshing a two-volume book, titled 'The Ukrainian Weekly 2000," to raise
funds. Volume 1 is expected to be out late December/early January. Volume 2 will be
published next year.
• We rented part of the apartment that serves as The Weekly's office in Kyiv in
order to raise funds. Mr. Woronowycz succeeded in finding a renter, and a good part
ner at that, in the Associated Press. Thus, since September 1, 1999, we have been col
lecting $250 per month in rent.
• We have begun a campaign to attract advertisers and have now created a new
look for our classified ads page (which we hope will grow to pages).
• We are already working on several new ideas to generate funds in 1999.
In general, we have tried to cut costs wherever and however possible. For example, we
rarely phone Ukraine; all our contact is via e-mail, which is considerably cheaper than
telephone or fax.
Our Kyiv Press Bureau chief informs me that we can project with some certainty
that next year's expenses for Kyiv will be around $10,000. This year we came in
under $17,000. In comparison, in 1996 we had expenses of $36,000.
We spelled out some of our problems to our readers in an editorial published on
October 3, 1999. We told the readers our newspaper is facing financial difficulties and
that the reasons are both simple and complex.
First we provided the simple answer:
"The Ukrainian Weekly does not have enough income to cover its expenses. The rea
son is that the number of our subscribers has declined to about 7,100 - down from its
peak at 10,500 in 1994. The precipitous drop began in 1995, in the aftermath of the
UNA'S decision to double the price of an annual subscription to The Weekly. In the first
year alone, after this decision, we lost 1,500 subscribers. We've never recouped from that
significant loss - though we've tried repeatedly to lure back our readers.
"In addition. The Weekly has not enjoyed significant support on the part of advertis
ers, and, as anyone in the newspaper business will tell you, advertising is what makes
newspapers profitable. (If subscribers were to foot the entire bill for any newspaper, the
cost of a subscription would be substantial, even prohibitive.)
"To top it all off, in accordance with the budget adopted by the Ukrainian National
Association's convention in May 1998, the UNA will now provide only $50,000 per
year as a subsidy to each of its two official publications. The reason for this severe
cutback in subsidies, which previously had been severalfold higher, is that insurance
authorities and auditors are telling the UNA it simply does not have enough income
from its insurance operations to bear the cost of its fraternal activities at the level
heretofore possible. (In 1998 the cost of various fraternal activities, including two
newspapers, the Soyuzivka resort, scholarships and other benefits, was $1.6 million.)"
The following week (October 10, 1999) our editorial provided "The complex
answer." Following are excerpts of that editorial.

The Weekly in other media
• The Ukrainian Weekly's editor-in-chief was interviewed for a feature about eth
nic newspapers published on January 3 on the front page of the New Jersey section of
The New York Times. Headlined "Newspapers that speak tongues," the article by
George James focused on the many ethnic newspapers published in New Jersey,
including long-established papers such as those serving the German, Italian, Polish
and Slovak communities, as well as newer publications serving the Welsh, Indian,
Chinese and Larino populations. The article also menrioned newspapers geared
toward the German, Portuguese, Brazilian and Filipino communities.
In a section bearing the subhead "Two for Ukrainians," it was noted that the
Ukrainian National Association publishes two papers: Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Weekly. The article went on to mention that Svoboda was established in 1893 and
until July 1998 was a daily; and that The Weekly was founded in 1933, and "much of
its early coverage was devoted to a famine in Ukraine that was not being reported by
the mainstream press."
The Weekly's editor-in-chief was quoted as saying: "I love this job. I love this
community. Every ^^'eek I see the results of my efforts, and every week I feel I've given
something back to my community. I feel the paper is needed and I'm doing a service."
• Copies of The Weekly editorial on "The Kuchma mandate" (November 21, 1999)
are part of a packet of materials on the presidential election in Ukraine to be sent in
December by the National Democratic Institute to American opinion leaders and poli
cy makers, including members of Congress, scholars, the press and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) involved in Ukraine and other independent states once part of
the USSR.
• The Weekly is included on the CD-ROM and online database called Ethnic
NewsWatch, which provides access to full-text articles appearing in more than 100 eth
nic newspapers and journals.
• Our newspaper is listed also in various news media guides.
The UNA in The Weekly
The most significant coverage of UNA activity during the report period, that is
May 1998 through November 1999, was that devoted to the UNA convention held in
1998 in Toronto. The Weekly carried detailed news reports, texts of resolutions and
recommendations adopted at the convention, texts of major speeches. Also covered
were the 1998 meeting of the General Assembly, and the Auditing Committee's
reports on UNA operations. The UNA's Scholarship Program has always been promi
nently featured on the pages of The Weekly.
The UNA page in The Weekly, called "Ukrainian National Association Forum,"
was published more than twice per month with news and features sent in by UNA dis
tricts and branches, "Young UNA'ers" and organizing and financial reports, plus
news from the Home Office on UNA activities and programs such as English
Teachers for Ukraine, UNA Christmas cards, the annual conference of UNA Seniors.
During the past year and a half The Weekly published 52 pages of the "Ukrainian
National Association Forum."
There were several editorials on the UNA and its activities. Many articles, illustrated
by photographs, were devoted to Soyuzivka and the diverse activities that take place
there, from camps to sports competitions, and from the Miss Soyuzivka contest to vari
ous reunions. This year we inaugurated a series of columns from the UNA estate called
"Dispatch from Soyuzivka."
In addition. The Weekly published stories and editorials about Svoboda. The May
9, 1999, issue contained four pages of children's artwork and greetings on the occa
sion of Mother's Day, which was part of a program run by the special projects coordi
nator.
Reports on UNA Executive Committee meetings were prepared by National
Secretary Martha Lysko.

• For the past three years. The Ukrainian Weekly has been shouldering the costs of
free subscriptions to this newspaper provided for all members of the U.S. Congress
(plus, until very recently, select members of the Canadian Parliament). In 1996 the
UNA stopped paying for these complimentary subscriptions, whereas previously, in
accordance with a 1987 decision by the UNA Supreme Assembly, it was the UNA
that covered these costs in an effort to keep legislators abreast of the Ukrainian com
munity's concerns and developments in Ukraine. What does this mean? That the cost
of these subscriptions for Congress, approximately $27,000 (calculated at a price of
$50 per subscription), now comes out of The Weekly's budget - not the UNA's. The
Weekly could easily cut that sum out of our expenses by halting this freebie - if we
believed that was the thing to do. But we don't. The staff continues to feel strongly
that The Ukrainian Weekly is an important vehicle for providing decision-makers
with pertinent information that is not available elsewhere.
• Returning to the issue of advertising, readers may notice that there are between
four and six pages of paid advertisements in each week's issue of The Weekly. Now,
contrast that with the situation of the Svoboda weekly. In any issue of Svoboda there
are now between eight and 10 pages of ads - roughly double what appears in The
Weekly. Why? We've asked ourselves that question and have come up with only one
hypothesis: the public is simply used to advertising in Svoboda because that paper
was once a daily. This is reflected, in particular, in the placement of memorial adver
tisements and community events ads in Svoboda. Given the choice between advertis
ing in a weekly or something more immediate, most organizations, institutions and
individuals went for the immediate; therefore, they chose the Svoboda daily and thus
a habit was created. Furthermore, Svoboda charges for paid advertisements of com
munity events, while The Weekly would give free listings in Preview of Events. Yes,
we at The Weekly were doing a community service, but ultimately we suffered for it.
As long as the UNA combined revenues and expenses for all its publications, where
an adverdser chose to place his/her ad did not much matter. But, now that the
Svoboda and Weekly budgeting have been largely separated, it does.
• The way our accounting is done at the UNA, we at The Weekly get no credit
(much less payment) for all the ads we run for the UNA or any of its subsidiaries
(e.g., Soyuzivka). In 1995 we had calculated the amount of space devoted to the UNA
in ads, publicity and UNA Forum pages and concluded that the UNA "owed" The
Weekly more than $81,000 for that space for one year. If we were credited for the free
advertising given the UNA, our balance sheet would look much better. Another exam
ple is our annual UNA Scholarships issue. It is prepared by The Weekly staff and
published by The Weekly at a cost of an additional several thousand dollars - even
though this is a promotional issue for the UNA. (The UNA treasurer insists that the
cost of office space rental, for which The Weekly is not charged, cancels out the cost
of UNA materials published in The Weekly. Frankly, we'd rather have an accurate
internal accounting of these, and other, costs and credits.)
• As regards funding for our Kyiv Press Bureau - an operation that now costs us
approximately $25,000 per year [1998 figure], not counting our full-time correspon
dent's salary - perhaps some of our readers and many UNA'ers will recall that fund-

ing for that operation originally came from the UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine.
Where did contributions to the fund come from? Primarily from UNA'ers who donat
ed their annual dividends back to the UNA to support that special fund. In addition,
profits from UNA Christmas cards originally went to the Fund for Rebirth. In 1994
contributions to the Rebirth Fund hit a high of $417,906. However, in 1995, when the
UNA stopped paying dividends to members, and soon thereafter, when the decision
was made to earmark the Christmas card profits for the newly created Ukrainian
National Foundation, revenues for the UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine dried up.
No new sources of funding were provided, and our Kyiv Press Bureau was left in the
lurch. [Our treasurer advises us that readers still can support the Kyiv Press Bureau's
work by donating to the UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine, donations to which are
tax-deductible as contributions for educational activity under IRC Code Sec. 170 (b)
(1)(B).]
• About our Toronto Press Bureau, well, readers can see for themselves that it has
become a victim of financial difficulties. It was Toronto, or should we say our
Toronto correspondent, that was let go because Canada was our weakest link. The
Weekly has less than 700 subscribers in all of Canada, and we have a problem gaining
or keeping subscribers there due to the absolutely awful postal delivery of our news
paper.
• And then there is the topic of the newspaper press funds. Most folks in the
Ukrainian American community remember that there used to be one Svoboda Press
Fund. This was because there was an entity called Svoboda Press that published both
the Svoboda daily and The Ukrainian Weekly. To put it bluntly, there was only one
kitty for the whole publishing operation, which included books, Veselka and diverse
printing jobs, as well as the newspapers. Now, however, with the progressive disman
tling of the publishing operation, there remain just two newspapers, whose accounts
to a large degree have been separated. However, people are not aware of this and con
tinue, out of habit, to donate to the Svoboda Press Fund as they have done for
decades, assuming that these contributions go to support all publishing efforts. In fact,
donations to the Svoboda Press Fund support only the Svoboda newspaper. A press
fund has been set up for The Ukrainian Weekly, donations to which support only this
paper. Let there be no mistake: donations to the Svoboda Press Fund no longer sup
port The Ukrainian Weekly.
* **
In that editorial we also asked for our readers' assistance: "If you value The
Ukrainian Weekly, please contribute to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund and the
UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine (with the notation 'for Kyiv Press Bureau');
help find other funds to underwrite major expenses, such as subscriptions for mem
bers of Congress; advertise your services and events; buy your friends and family gift
subscriptions; and, in general, promote our community newspaper."
Turning to the matter of budgets, many of you will recall that I have stressed for
many years that one of our most pressing needs is for budgeting and accounting of the
UNA'S Svoboda Press (as its publications, print shop and bookstore are collectively
called) to be handled separately for each entity. Though, on the face of it, it appears
that our budgets have been separated, the reality is not that simple. In fact, many of
the figures cited in separate financial reports for Svoboda and The Weekly are mere
estimates or extrapolations. What I would like to see is a detailed accounting of all our
income and disbursements - line by line. Only when will we know the real figures for
income and expenses will we be able to make realistic projections of costs and plan
for the future.
For example, right now we have no way of knowing what our phone bills are. We
are simply assessed a certain percentage of the total cost.
There is also the matter of the advertising department, basically a one-person oper
ation with that person handling both Svoboda and Weekly advertisements. Now, if
Svoboda has an average of 10 pages of ads per issue, and The Weekly has half that,
there certainly is a difference in the time spent by the advertising manager on the two
publications' ads. How is her salary budgeted for the two papers?
And these are only two examples of how the current budget process does not accu
rately reflect our situation.
There is some good news on the financial front: our readers have responded, and
donations to the press fund have gone up markedly. Indeed, there have been a number
of major donations in support of our work. Attorney Bohdanna Pochoday donated
$5,000 toward the educational work of The Ukrainian Weekly through the Ukrainian
National Foundation. Two donations of $500 each were received for The Ukrainian
Weekly Press Fund from the Ukrainian Heritage Foundation, thanks to Eugene
Woloshyn, and UNA Branch 20 in Michigan, thanks to Roman Kuropas.
There is an increase also in advertising - due in no small part to the efforts of our
administration and advertising department.
With the help of our administration and the subscription/circulation department, as
well as the support of the UNA president, we have engaged in an active campaign to
attract new readers, as well as to win back former readers. We have made special sub
scription offers to former subscribers and to subscribers of Svoboda, announced
Christmas specials, and made a special offer to participants of the Joint Conferences
of Ukrainian American Organizations, where The Weekly set up a display. However,
we still are awaiting compilation of an address list of the tens of thousands of UNA
members to whom we could market The Ukrainian Weekly.
Miscellany
• We certainly don't make it easy for people to subscribe to The Weekly, since we
do not take credit cards. I propose that we accept credit card payments and that we set
up a subscription system via the Internet, whether it is through our Weekly Archives
site or the UNA Homepage. Use of credit cards would also simplify matters for sub
scribers outside the U.S. who currently have to go through the trouble of getting
money orders, or opening a U.S. dollar checking account in orders to pay for their
subscriptions, as one of our Canadian readers has advised.
• As The Ukrainian Weekly's editor-in-chief I was invited by UNA District
Committees to speak (in English) in Chicago on March 21, 1999, and (in Ukrainian)
in New York on May 23, 1999, on the topic of "The Ukrainian Press: Do We Need
it?"
• On October 9, 1999, I was one of the principal speakers at the conference on
"Ukraine and the West in the New Millennium" held in San Francisco on October 9,

1999, by the Ukrainian Professional and Business Group of North California. From
my vantage point as editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Weekly, I spoke about the status
and future of the Ukrainian diaspora in the United States. At that conference I was
honored to receive from Ukraine's Ambassador to the United States Anton Buteiko a
Certificate of Honor "for personal contributions to strengthening ties between Ukraine
and the U.S."
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5. REPORTS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEMBERS FOR 1998 AND 9
MONTHS OF 1999.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Ulana Diachuk:
Made a short synopsis of her annual report in Ukrainian since the original report was
presented in English. At the end of reporting in Ukrainian U. Diachuk thanked, vice
president, Anya Dydyk-Petrenko for her continuous important work for UNA, espe
cially in taking charge of Soyuzivka's summer concert programs. She also thanked
Dr, Zirka Voronka for initiating and monitoring both UNA's English teachers
programs in Ukraine. Z. Voronka has been volunteering her time and expertise to
UNA for over 9 years. Special thanks to Dr. Ivan Pelech, Ihor Zayets, Volodymyr
Dzingala for donating their time as volun-teers in preparing an inventory of Svoboda
books, cataloging them in preparation for shipment to Ukraine.
Andrii Skvba:
MOTION: To change the layout of the seating arrangement of the room where the
General Assembly was meeting. From a classroom setting to a round-table setting.
Al Kachkowski seconded the motion.
Motion was passed bv a vote of 11 votes, 3 abstentions.
Stefko Kuropas:
S. Kuropas added to his written report. He stated that there are 6 members in the
Executive Committee, 3 in-house members and 3 outside members. There were
times that the outside Executive Committee members were not communicated with
by the in-house executives on issues relating to UNA. For example the elimination
of the Toronto Press Bureau. All the executives were aware that Mr. Oleksyn
communicated with U. Diachuk in reference to talks relating to the merger of both
organizations. But the outside executives were not advised tiiat the State of NJ
Insurance Department advised UNA that such a merger is not possible at this time.
S. Kuropas thanked A. Skyba for his hard work in the Chicago District, and Roma
Hadzewycz for starting The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund. The Chicago District
donated $100.00 do the Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund.
Myron Stasiw:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Anva Dydyk-Petrenko:
Added to her written report that she is not always made aware of decisions made by
the in-house executives,
Martha Lysko:
Reiterated her written report which was in English in Ukrainian.
Stefan Kaczarai:
Explained the written financial report and made some general comments. He
mentioned how important and time consuming is the constant reporting to the
regulators. The decline in surplus for 9 months in 1999 was $145,000 where as the
decline in siuplus in 1998 was $1,521,000. There were substantial savings. Much
has been done to slow down the decline in our surplus. Downsizing in the home
office, changing Svoboda from a daily to a weekly all these steps lowered our
deficits. There will be further savings after we liquidate the Toronto Office and
after some of the office employees are terminated.
Mr. S. Kaczaraj informed all present that President Ulana Diachuk has stopped
taking her regular salaiy and is working well over 40 hours a week for $15,000 a
year. This is yet another way of lowering our deficits.
AUDITORS:
William Pastuszek:
Expressed his appreciation to all members of the Auditing Committee for their time
and diligence in executing the UNA Audit. He mentioned the difficulties the
publications are having in staying within their budget and that Soyuzivka is
operating at a tremendous deficit. The additional rental space that will be released
at the Home Office will generate extra income. The Executives employed a CPA,

Mr. John Scott as an outside auditor. He made suggestions as to the overview ot
our entire operation. The Executives are following most of his recommendations.
W. Pastuszek reminded all the members of the General Assembly to be ambas
sadors of UNA. He congratulated the Executives for their devotion to the organiza
tion, trying to improve the financial situation using all their expertise to do so. He
suggested that all General Assembly members give the Executives encouragement,
understanding and the recognition they deserve in view of all the problems facing
them. All of the Executives work 60-70 hours a week. He also congratulated both
editors of the publications for their dedication.
Stefan Hawrysz:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Alexander Serafyn:
As a result of his involvement in CBS '60 Minutes- Ugly Face of Freedom" law
suite he reported that some Ukrainian organizations received approximately
$120,000 lawyer's donating part of their legal fees received from CBS.
A. Belendiuk
$50, 000
A. Lozynsky
$50,000
D. Pochoday
$23,500
A. Belendiuk donated $5,000 to The Ukrainian National Foundation-UNA; and D.
Pochoday donated $5,000 to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund.
Yaroslav Zavivsky:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Myron Groch:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
ADVISORS:
Taras Szmagala Jr.
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Alex Chudolij:
Commended the Executives for the level of dedication and personal sacrifice on
behalf of the UNA. He is however worried about the lack of communication and
disclosure between all members of the Executives. He believes that the Special
Committees called during General Assembly Meetings are not a waste of time. The
resolutions are often reiterated year after year only because in some cases they were
not acted upon initially.
TekIa Moroz:
Recommends that all our brochures be in two languages.
Halyna Kolessa:
Absent.
Nick Diakiwsky:
Absent.
Wasyl Szeremeta:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Vasyl Luchkiv:
Because of personal medical problems during the last year, he was not as involved
as he would have liked and did not prepare a report. He did represent UNA at a few
community affairs.
Stephanie Hawryluk:
Had nothing to add to her written report.
Andre Worobec:
We must not forget the fraternal aspect of our organization. Districts should try to be
more active especially in the fraternal areas.
Eugene Oscislawski:
Had nothing to add to his written report.
Barbara Bachynskv:
Had nothing to add to her written report.
Andrii Skyba:
Wanted to add that he had a veiy successfiil meeting with the Ukrainian Weekly
editor, Roma Hadzewycz. He represented UNA at the 50th Anniversary banquet of
the Sports Club Levy and the 50 Anniversary of PLAST banquet in Chicago.
Al Kachkowski:
Had nothing to add LO his written report.

7. REPORTS FOR 1998 AND 9 MONTH OF 1999:
SVOBODA Editor-in-chief:
Raissa Galechko:
This year's budget for both newspapers was $50,000, the lowest ever. R. Galechko
was pleased to announce that in 9 months only 3/4 of the proposed budget of
$50,000 that was assigned to Svoboda was used. Unfortunately, the subscribers are
older and are dying out, and yet Svoboda lost only a few subscribers. There are
plans to entice the 4th wave readers. Most profits come from a successful adver
tising department. In the last year this department has grown and is contributing to
the success of the paper. It is imperative that separate budgets be established for
each paper.

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY Editor-in-chief:
Roma Hadzewycz:
The last I 1/2 years have been very difficult. We have lost 2 editors and are now
operating with 3 1/2 editors. We stopped sending gratis newspapers to the parlia
ment in Canada. We are however sending gratis papers to congressmen which costs
us $20,000. The Ukrainian Weekly is the only paper that has influence in the White
House, Congress, State Department on Ukrainian issues. If we stop this gratis pro
gram we will loose our direct access to these Congressmen and Senators. R.
Hadzewycz suggests that we look for ftmding from other sources. The good news
is that The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund has grown from 1997 from a mere $300 to
$12,000 in 1999. Only 13 % of UNA members subscribe to either of our papers.
We need to solicit all our members to be subscribers. For the first time The
Ukrainian Weekly will be publishing a two volume book of all the top stories
published in The Ukrainian Weekly during the last 66 years.

SOYUZIVKA
John A. Fhs :
The last season was not as successfiil as expected. There are personnel changes in
our staff. We are loosing the maintenance supervisor and the bar manager. On the
positive side we are talking to outside hotel consultants. We are hoping that we can
still maintain this as a Ukrainian resort while opening the market to outside guests.
We must prepare a whole package of new marketing materials which will taks time
and money. This coming year we have already booked 14 weddings and hopefiiUy
some extra business meetings. We plan to advertise in the American market for
weddings and business. We are having difficulty hiring summer help. J. Flis
recommends to write more extensively about Soyuzivka in both of our publications
to ward off all the incorrect rumors.
Review of fraternal operations.
Discussion:
Anna Haras, Barbara Bachynsky, Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, Raissa Galechko, Roma
Hadzewycz, Vasyl Luchkiv, Mary Dushnyck, Walter Sochan, Myron Kuropas,
Ulana Diachuk:
- Suggestion was made to have blank Christmas Cards. There is a plan for the
fiiture to publish other than Christmas cards that would be blank and could be used
for all occasions.
- The book store will be selling all available books. The Veselka Yearly Books are
now being discounted for sale. Other Veselka Books will be packed and shipped to
Ukraine.
- It was requested that when a person is being mentioned or quoted in any articles in
Svoboda they should be advised of same. A person should be made aware that their
persona is being mentioned not in a positive light, and they should have an
opportunity to comment in the press, and if they decline comments that should be
reflected also.
- The Ukrainian Weekly needs more articles to fill the UNA page describing
activities in all the Districts.
- It is suggested that both our publications be very careful in how and what they print
about UNA. We should print all the positive aspects.
- There was a suggestion that both our publications be sold on the stands in New
York for the local community. Also, Districts and/or branches should gather old
issues of the papers and send them out to Ukraine as a Fraternal Activity. There are
many readers in Ukraine that would gladly read old issues of both publications.
- This year's scholarship program was successful. All applicants who qualified
received scholarships. There was a request to advise secretaries and district heads
the names of the recipients.
Ulana Diachuk:
All graduates of Saturday Ukrainian Studies Schools receive a UNA reward check
of $50.00. There is an on going question whether we should be rewarding every
graduate or just UNA member graduates.
Discussion:
Vasyl Luchkiv, Alexander Serafyn, Taras Szmagala Sr., Myron Kuropas, Stefan
Hawrysz, Andrij Skyba, Myron Stasiw, Wasyl Szeremeta, Tekla Moroz, Alexander
Chudolij, Eugene Oscislawski, Taras Szmagala Jr., Barbara Bachynsky, Al
Kachkowski:
- This program serves UNA well in the public relations arena. At graduation, it is
always mentioned that the graduates receive a monetary reward from the Ukrainian
National Association. These graduations are attended by the community.
- On the other hand one of the perks of being a member of UNA should be to receive
this reward. We should be treating our members with a special regard. In some
cities there are over 120 graduates. This will be very expensive and not profitable
for us to reward non members. We should consider giving a higher reward to
members, and lower rewards to non-members. There is also a possibility of giving
funds to the school on graduation day rather than the student, then the amount can be
limited.
Al Kachkowski:
MOTION: To reward only UNA member graduates of Saturday Ukrainian Schools.
Myron Groch seconded the motion.
Motion passed by a vote of 12 to 7 no abstentions.
Ulana Diachuk:
Explained that every year UNA sponsors teachers of Ukrainian language to a two
week course at Soyuzivka under the patronage of "Shkilna Rada" at a cost to UNA
ofapprox. $10,000. These courses are scheduled for two consecutive summers.

Discussion:
Martha Lysko, Vasyl Luchkiv, Anna Chopek, Tekla Moroz, Roma Hadzewycz,
Andrij Skyba, Wasyl Szeremeta:
- Since we sponsor and pay for teachers of Ukrainian Saturday schools, why are we
not paying for our secretaries for their insurance refresher courses. Teachers who are
UNA members should be sponsored by UNA for one year. Other teachers should be
sponsored by other organizations or schools. It is imperative to make a distinction
between members and non members. Members should have the special perks over
non-members. We must be careful with any negative back lash from the community.
Wasyl Szeremeta:
MOTION: That UNA sponsor UNA member teachers for one week for teachers of
Ukrainian classes at Soyuzivka. All other teachers must pay for their courses.
Andrij Skyba and William Pastuszek seconded the motion.
Motion was passed by a vote of 19 for with I abstention.
Taras Szmagala:
MOTION: That there be a night session from 8-10 pm.
Motion was seconded by Vasyl Luchkiv and passed unanimously.
Evening Session began at 8PM
Press office in Kyiv:
Discussion:
Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, Rev. Myron Stasiw, Stefan Hawrysz, Vasyl Luchkiv, Myron
Kuropas, Andrij Skyba:
- After the Declaration of Ukraine's Independence, UNA with the help of Marta
Kolomayets, our correspondent in Kyiv at that time, created the first full time press
bureau in Kyiv. Most of the Ukrainian Diaspora receives information about Ukraine
from The Ukrainian Weekly. In Ukraine the staff of The Ukrainian Weekly is very
reputable and highly regarded which brings both the paper and UNA high prestige.
Roman Woronowycz is a very effective and qualified correspondent in Kyiv.
Vasyl Luchkiv:
MOTION: To maintain the Kyiv Press Bureau.
Motion was seconded by Barbara Bachynsky and Rev. Stasiw.
Motion was passed by a vote of 15 with 3 abstentions.
12. PROPOSAL SITE FOR UNA 2002 CONVENTION
Ulana Diachuk:
For Convention 2002, it is necessary to start making arrangements at least 2 years in
advance. We need to be looking for a city and hotel to host our next Convention.
We are looking for a hotel with convention facilities, including break-out rooms. We
are looking for a host city where there is easy access by plane, and also easy local
public transportation.
Discussion:
William Pastuszek, Andrij Skyba, Myron Kuropas, Vasyl Luchkiv, Taras Szmagala
Jr., Stefko Kuropas, Alex Chudolij:.
- There were suggestions for Cleveland or Chicago to host the 2002 Convention.
Both cities are well qualified to host the Convention. The last UNA Convention in
Chicago was in 1966.
- There is a possibility to hold the Convention at Soyuzivka, utilizing extra rooms at
the Hudson Valley Hotel in close vicinity to Soyuzivka. This would be extra
revenue of over $350,000 that UNA would bring to Soyuzivka and not an outside
hotel. One of the biggest problems is the transportation from various aiфorts to
Soyuzivka. We should consider investing extra fiinds in upgrading Soyuzivka for
the Convention and by doing so we have a better chance of promoting it to outsiders
for business, seminars etc. Some members felt that the idea of having the
Convention at Soyuzivka is not currently a viable option.
Andrii Skyba:
MOTION: That the standing Soyuzivka Committee review the possibility of hosting
the Convention at Soyuzivka and make their recommendations tomorrow morning.
Motion was seconded by Vasyl Luchkiv, Stefan Hawrysz
Motion was carried by a vote of 13 to 2 with 2 abstentions.
Taras Szmagala Jr.:
MOTION: Depending on the viability of hosting the Convention at Soyuzivka. He
proposed to vote on the three other cities, Toronto, Cleveland and Chicago.
Motion was seconded by Vasyl Luchkiv.
Votes for Cleveland - 6
Votes for Chicago - 11
Votes for Toronto- 2
ff Soyuzivka is not a viable host city, then Chicago will be the next host city for
UNA Convention 2002.
Saturday
December 4, 1999, 9:30 AM
Ulana Diachuk:
Began the morning session.
Stefko Kuropas:
Reported on the Soyuzivka Standing Committee findings regarding hosting the next
Convention. The report was that because of the logistics it would almost be
impossible.

John A. Flis:
- Hosting the Convention at Soyuzivka brings on many logistic problems.
- Transportation - Arrivals from various aiфorts, by bus, taxi etc. will take an
additional 1-2 hours from the larger aiфorts. This will cost extra funds for
transportation.
- Will the meetings be held at Soyuzivka, we would have to stagger the feeding of
the delegates which would be inconvenient for them.
- We would have to sleep many of the delegates at the Hudson Valley Resort. The
commute between both our resorts can also become a hassle for the delegates.
- The goal of the standing committee is to someday be able to host a Convention at
Soyuzivka.
Ulana Diachuk:
Because the Soyuzivka Standing Committee could not recommend Soyuzivka to
host our next Convention the 2002 UNA Convention will be held in Chicago!
6.

DISCUSSION ON REPORTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEMBERS:

Stefan Kaczarai:
There was a question and or comment on the Kyiv Bureau and that we should
subsidize it. The question was how will the deficit of The Ukrainian Weekly be
reduced to $50,000 if the deficit of The Ukrainian Weekly for the last 9 months
was over $150,000. No one wants to close the Press Bureau, but decisions to keep
or close the bureau should not be emotional ones. If we decide to keep the bureau
we should give alternate financing ideas.
Discussion:
Barbara Bachynsky, William Pastuszek, Myron Groch, Anya Dydyk-Petrenko,
Walter Sochan, Taras Szmagala Sr., Taras Szmagala Jr., Roma Hadzewycz, Andrew
Skyba, Raissa Galechko. Stefko Kuropas:
- Should we close down the Kyiv Press Bureau it would make the UNA a very local
organization which would include only Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson and the Home
Office in Parsippany.
- The expense of running the Kyiv Press Bureau should not be totally absorbed by
The Ukrainian Weekly. The expense should be absorbed by UNA, because the
Press Bureau is not only serving The Ukrainian Weekly but is our national
representation.
- The Press Bureau should be used by both papers as a source of information and
then the expenses would be divided between both papers.
- The Kyiv Press Bureau was financed by donations to the Fund for Rebirth of
Ukraine -UNA. Since there is little money in that fund, but there are funds in the
Ukrainian National Foundation-UNA, we should then subsidize the Kyiv Press
Bureau by the Foundation.
- The Kyiv Press Bureau is registered in Ukraine as UNA Press Bureau. The UNA
should give a grant to run this Press Bureau. Why do we subsidize other projects and
do not sponsor our own?
- The total annual expense of the Kyiv Press Bureau is approximately $65,000. The
bureau costs approximately $17,000, and the rest is for The Ukrainian Weekly
correspondent.
- Svoboda a Ukrainian-language paper cannot make use of the information given out
by the Kyiv Press Bureau. Each paper has various readers, needs different
approaches and both cannot be using the same information source. Svoboda uses
information readily available on the Interact as a source. Many Ukrainian papers
are willing to have their articles reprinted which Svoboda uses on occasion and also
uses free lance Ukrainian correspondents. It is not in the interest of Svoboda to
absorb 1/2 of the Kyiv Bureau expenses if the information is not usable. Svoboda is
fighting for every dollar. It is not cost effective to take English language
information and then translate it when there is a wealth of information available in
the Ukrainian language at lower costs.
- The members were reminded that the reason they are meeting at the end of the year
is to approve a budget. It will be beneficial to have separate budgets for each paper
because the persons in charge of each paper's expenses will be responsible and
accountable for controlling the $50,000 budget set by the Convention for each paper.
- There was a comment that the executives should not cut fraternal benefits because
there is no money, they should be responsible to find the money.
- In over 30 years of reading financial reports, Mr. Kaczaraj's was applauded as one
of the best. All members applauded the treasurer's good work.
William Pastuszek:
MOTION: To move the expense of tiie Kyiv Press Bureau from The Ukrainian
Weekly to the UNA.
Motion was seconded by Barbara Bachynsky.
The motion was carried by a vote of 16 with 2 abstentions.
Barbara Bachynsky:
What is the deadline when all branches will be changed to direct billing? How
should Branch Secretaries work closely with professional agents and must they?
How should the role of the Branch Secretary be increased in fraternal activities?
Please explain the compensation of 2% to secretaries - of branches that would be on
direct billing.
-One of the recommendations of die Insurance Department was that UNA go on
direct billing eventually. Unfortunately, there are branches that have thousands of
dollars in past due dues. After comparing our organization to other fratemals of the
same size, it was found that all our problems are similar. Many similar frateraals
have changed to direct billing back in 1960 through 1970. At the moment UNA is
only placing those branches on direct billing that request it, or those who are
seriously delinquent. As a fraternal organization it is imperative that we have
branches and secretaries for they are our link with the community. We will make
use of agent brokers who are selling many insurance products but will be willing and

able to sell UNA policies in the Ukrainian market.
Wasyl Szeremeta:
Requested specific answers and explanation of certain items in the financial report.
Requested a more expanded explanation on what type of stocks and bonds are in our
10% stock portfolio.
- Mutual funds are recognized by the Insurance Dept of the state of W a s common
stocks. We also have preferred stocks. The requirement is that we treat mutual and
common stocks as one category of stocks. According to the Insurance Department
of regulations of NJ, we categorize mutual funds as required.
Stefko Kuropas:
Regarding the deficit on both of our publications. How many Ukrainian Weeklies
do we need to sell tc break even? Regarding Western Catholic Union and Mr.
Walter Delise what is his role in our association and is he under contract with UNA.
What is the salary structure of the executives?
- A study will be made as to how many subscriptions are necessary in each paper in
order to know the break even point.
- Mr. Delise is a fratsrnalist, his specialty is to find agents and supervise them.
These agents work strictly on commission basis. He was hired to find agents, he
found 25 agents whc will be selling our products. He gets a consulting fee of
$40,000 a year for monitoring all the agents that he hires. If there is no production
he is responsible to hire other agents. His contract was for one year and ends
December 1999. At present Mr. Delise has no contract with UNA for year 2000.
The agents will get an override only on the business that they bring in, not on any
business brought in by our secretaries. We have checked production levels in other
societies were with his help the production levels increased significantly. We
encourage all our secretaries including those with licenses to continue to sell our
products and they will continue to receive commissions. Every member has a right
to sell our products, and we encourage everyone to do so. But sometimes some
secretaries need a littis more expertise to sell. They will now have an agent who
could help them out in selling the available products. It is to everyone's interest to
work together to sell as much insurance as possible.
- Regarding salaries of the executives. Since January of 1999 U. Diachuk started
receiving social security benefits, she reduced her salary to the permissible $15,500 a
year by doing this she is saving UNA over $60,000. Also she reminds everyone that
she does not take the usual $160.00 per diem that every other board member takes.
Only her work related expenses are refunded.
Andrii Skyba:
Regarding the CBS settlement and the donations made who did Askold Lozynsky
make his $50,000 donation to? We made donations to Caritas in Ukraine from the
Ukrainian Foundation, who is this organization? Requested further explanation of
our investments in stocks and bonds? Did we in fact invest the proper % in stocks
as directed by the Convention? The question of canceling our dividends, do we in
fact safe money? Some members are cash surrendering their policies because they
are not getting dividends, have me made a study of this problem. There is a question
regarding the directives given to the investment department. Were all the executives
aware of the investment procedures. What and when was legal council's advice as
to buying out Robert Cook's contract. Who is UNA's legal council now?
- Mr. Lozynsky's $50,000 donation was given to UCCA.
- Actuaries recommend when and if we should give out dividends.
-Caritas is a world wide Catholic aid, tax exempt organization that was helping the
Zakaфattia region of Ukraine during the tragedy. Funds were donated to the
Ukrainian Foundation specifically for the Zakarpattia victims and then released
through Caritas to be distributed in 2акафа1гіа.
Myron Kuropas:
We need to know what is the correct image of the UNA in the community?
Taras Szmagala Jr.
Is it reasonable to assume that budget cutting alone or investing in stocks alone will
not insure UNA'S long term viability? The General Assembly should invest a lot
more time in discussing how we should sell more and bigger insurance policies.
Discussion:
Taras Szmagala Jr., Eugene Oscislawski, Al Kachkowski, Tekla Moroz, Alex
Chudolij, Myron Stasiw, Roma Hadzewycz, Andre Worobec, Stefko Kuropas,
Myron Kuropas, Andrij Skyba, Vasyl Luchkiv, Joseph Lesawyer, Walter Sochan.
Taras Szmagala:
MOTION: To limit every speaker to 2 minutes.
Motion was seconded by Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, and Alexander Serafyn and it
passed.
Taras Szmagala:
Reminds all the Gensral Assembly members that UNA is facing very important
problems and that too much time has been spent during this meeting on non
important issues. There seems to be a problem of communication on the part of
some of the executives, and rather than constructive criticism many assembly
members are finding fault with everything and anything the executives do. We
should be recognizing the incredible stride made in the last year in keeping expenses
under control. We should be spending time finding out exactiy what the insurance
regulators have in mind for us; why can we not merge with other societies? what
does that mean in the long term for us. We should also be discussing our marketing
strategies for our new insurance products.

Eugene Oscislawski:
We should place ads advertising that we are looking for bilingual branch secretaries.
We should also look for Ukrainian agents who would sell to the fourth wave
immigrants. Why should we be paying 2% fees to secretaries if they are not willing
to collect branch dues? When will the new UNA products be available? Why do
we not have monthly branch and/or district statistic reports? What will be our
strategy if the new agents to be hired do not produce and we have less and less
secretaries?
Al Kachkowski:
Congratulates the office executives for their expertise and dedication. But our
decision making system is very inefficient which produces distrust, disillusionment,
and is bad for our image. We as an organization have By-laws and we must adhere
to them.
Tekla Moroz:
By changing to the direct billing system we will loose many members, since as a
secretary I must remind members 2 or 3 times to pay their dues. In direct billing
they will automatically be suspended. This will affect the members very negatively.
We should continue to look for secretaries and offer courses for them. We should
have a specific marketing plan for Canada to halt our decline in membership. What
is the value of Soyuzivka?
Alex Chudolii:
What is our strategy in Canada since we closed our office there? The potential in
Canada is far greater than in the US and we should place more emphasis on selling
there especially in the western provinces.

Myron Stasiw:
What is our long term plan for Canada? Why did we pay Walter Delise for
organizing agents to sell policies that in fact have not yet been approved by the
insurance board.
Myron Kuropas:
Why are we getting away from fraternalism. Gave a brief history as to how the
passing of recommendations and resolutions changed in UNA from 1917 to the
present.
Andre Worobec:
When will our new insurance policies be approved by the Insurance Department?
What control do we have over Mr. Delease and how he controls the agents? Can the
NJ State Insurance force us to do direct billing?
Joseph Lesawyer:
We are not living up to the conditions set by the By-laws. We must keep our
members abreast to all information dealing with our organization.
Stefko Kuropas:
Criticism of management does not mean criticism of UNA.
Vasyl Luchkiv:
In Direct billing is there any follow-up to delinquent accounts. Also, what happens to
members that pay in cash only?
Andrii Skyba:
Needed explanation of some line items in the financial report. There was talk that
we may be looking to another state to become domiciled since NJ Insurance
Department is rather strict with fraternal organizations. Have we researched this
possibility? What were the legal costs to buy out Bob Cook and who was the
attorney? In order to be able to sell insurance in the community, the community
must have a good perception of UNA.
Walter Sochan:
There is great potential in Canada and we should maintain visibility there.
Regarding Direct billing - in the past secretaries collected dues in churches,
community halls, and at various other functions. These made a direct contact
between the secretaries and the membership. We should consider this aspect before
going into Direct billing.
Martha Lysko:
- At the moment branches are not forced to go into Direct billing, but it is the wave
of the future. Delinquent accounts will receive 3 billings, after the third month the
member will be advised that he will be suspended. We cannot look for new
secretaries in the newspaper, because secretaries are voted in by local membership.
- The Convention minutes will be mailed to all delegates, and past and present
General Assembly members.
- The possibility of moving to another state of domicile must be discussed further,
we must seek the advice of a lawyer who specifically handles insurance matters.
We briefly discussed this possibility with Bruce & Bruce our actuaries. The states of
PA, OH and IL are good fraternal states.
- Our new insurance policies were approved, without a delay. But the NJ Insurance
Department is making a special study as to how the lower premiums on our new
policies will affect our suфlus. We expect to get ultimate approval soon.
- We confined ourselves to restructuring our existing policies because this is the
most cost effective way to get new products. As soon as we have funds we will
develop a competitive new 20 year term policy.

Stefan Kaczaraj:
Brief explanation of some financial figures presented in the financial statement:
Insurance Department Fees:
Professional Fees:
$26,000
INS
$15,000
Mr. Tomorug
$40,000
Arthur Anderson
$ 3,500
ADP-Mr. French
$40,000
Price Waterhouse
$35,000
Western Catholic

Convention and that is to put forth a resolution on this issue to the delegates by
mail. We should get this document to as close to final form as possible, mail it to the
delegates now to begin the discussion process. There would be mandatory
disclosure as to the pluses and minuses. I would like to have this body agree on the
wording of this document that is why we should discuss it together and not leave the
wording of the document to myself

- Mr. Petro Stawnychy was the lawyer who handled Mr. Cook's buy-out contract at
a cost of $200.00 for his professional services.
Ulana Diachuk:
- We are continuously offering secretarial courses in the hopes that the new
secretaries will become licensed and sell insurance. Unfortunately, this does not
always happen. That is why we are trying to use agents monitored by Mr. Delise.
We must try every possibility that is afforded us.
- We will continue to work in Canada because believe there is a great potential.
However, it is difficult,, because Canadians view UNA as a foreign company. We
cannot compete in selling our present policies by professional agents because of our
much lower commission scale.
- The value of Soyuzivka on our books is $2,900,000.
- After working for UNA for so many years, U. Diachuk explained that she
understood and expected criticism. She does not feel constructive criticism is
inappropriate and does not view it as a personal affront. However, expects the
General Assembly members present to inspect the reports and make a decision
whether the Executive committee members succeeded in doing what they were
charged to do by the Convention. In 1999, in 9 months the Executives did their
utmost in order to correct the situation as it existed. Hopefully with the help of the
other members and all the secretaries' help the administration will continue to
reverse the drain on UNA's suфlus.

Wasyl Szeremeta:
We should discuss the general spirit of the changes and by agreeing to it we have
fulfilled the first part of the mandate. Then we should mail the document to the
delegates for discussion. After discussion, which will take varied forms, by next
year have the delegates vote.

11. PROPOSALS FOR CHANGES IN THE BY-LAWS TO BE PRESENTED TO PAST
CONVENTION'S DELEGATES FOR APPROVAL OR REJECTION.
Taras Szmagala Jr.:
- On a Board such as ours communication issues and problems occur and that stems
from the fact that we have a very inefficient process. We, the policy making Board
meets once a year, take our obligations to make decisions seriously but we do not
receive all the information.
- These By-laws changes are intended to make a policy Board that meets 4 times a
year. Prior to the meetings there will be information packettes sent out to the
members. Exercise regular oversight over the affairs of the organization. Recruit
full time executives in such a way as to maximize the talent we can introduce into
the organization.
Proposal:
That the Convention elects a Board of Trustees who will oversee day to day affairs
of the organization from a policy point of view, will meet quarterly, will be
responsible for hiring and firing of the fiill time Executives. The Executives would
be accountable to the Board.
Discussion:
Wasvl Szeremeta:
Will these Executives who are hired by the Board have contracts? How would they
be dealt with in the event that the Board was not satisfied with their performance?
Taras Szmagala Jr.:
In contractual relationship one can draft into contract for cause termination
provisions, specific goals, targets, majority of board voting, etc. There should
always be an exit provision in this type of a contract.
Al Kachkowski:
In principle he supports a move to this new system. It would improve the lines of
responsibility to the membership. The chief executive officers should work closely
with the board and be present at all the board meetings. It is critical that the
relationship between the Chief Executive and the Board be communicable. The
CEO hires the staff and they both report to the Board.
Alexander Serafyn:
The mandate of the Convention is that this body advise the delegates by mail and
develop the document.
Taras Szmagala:
The Convention mandate is that the General Assembly put forth a resolution to the
convention delegates by mail on this issue.
Myron Kuropas:
The CEO must only be a member of the organization but does not have to be
Ukrainian. We will send this document out to all the delegates of the last Conven
tion, who in all probability will not be delegates to the next Convention, will this
serve our р и ф 0 8 е . We should include guidelines as to the pluses and minuses of this
new resolution.
Alex Chudolii:
The delegates of the Convention should have ample time for discussion not only vote
on acceptance of an item as important as the change of Uie governance of UNA.
Taras Szmagala Jr.:
The Convention mandate was that we do have the referendum now with these
delegates. There are different forms of discussion. We have both newspapers
allowing time for discussion back and forth, we will have district meetings etc. We
need to put forth a good proxy statement. We will follow the mandate of the

Alexander Serafyn:
MOTION: To prepare a document within 60 days, mail to delegates and have
discussion over the summer approximately 6 months and have results in hand prior
to the next Gen. Assembly Meeting in December.

Ulana Diachuk
Seconded the motion and with A. Serafyn's approval modified the motion to read
that the By-laws will be published with all the changes and explanations in both our
publications and mailed to the delegates within 90 days. All members can
comment, the comment period will extend to September I, 2000. Then the By
laws committee will review the comments and publish them in both publications
and make a proposal to the next General Assembly Meeting. At the Gen. Assembly
Meeting the members will act upon the comments presented by the By-Laws
committee and approve the final document. Throughout this process it is the intent
to encourage and facilitate discussion among the delegates in our publications and
district meetings. Included will be a proxy statement with positive and negative
statements and explanations, all these will be mailed to the delegates at the beginning
of 2001, for their vote due back July 2001, the final draft will be published in our
publications.
The motion passed unanimously bv 16 votes.
There was extensive discussion on various proposed changes in the By-laws.
Vasyl Luchkiv:
MOTION: To have II board members with 3 auditors.
Alexander Serafyn seconded the motion.
Motion passed 12 to 6, no abstentions.
- There was extended discussion on who hires the CEO's staff. The Board of Trustees
hire the CEO, and he in turn hires the other executives working with/for him. To get
total accountability the CEO reports to the Board of Trustees and he is responsible
for his staff. The CEO attends all Board of Trustees meetings.
- At the Convention the delegates should elect the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
who will speak for the membership. The delegates should vote for the 11 member
Board of Trustees designating which one they would like to be president. By doing
this it does not preclude a person running for president, not being voted in and then
left out of the Board.
Al Kachkowski:
MOTION: To call the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, President and that he/she
be elected by the delegates at the Convention with the remaining 10 members.
Wasyl Szeremeta seconded the motion.
The motion passed with a vote of 16 to 4, no abstentions.
Sunday,
December 5, 1999, 9:30AM
Continued discussion on the proposed changes of the By-laws.
- The CEO should assign job descriptions for the officers that he needs to hire.
- There were many transition questions that were valid but did not pertain to
proposed By-laws changes. Budget decisions will be made by the Board of Trustees
and the CEO with the Board of Trustees having the ultimate word.
- The Board of Trustees should not be getting into the day to day operations of the
association. The CEO should have control of all day to day affairs. The employees
ultimately answer to the CEO. Employees can always write to the Board of Trustees
of their grievances but the ultimate authority is the CEO, that is because there should
not be a situation where the CEO fires an employee and the employee says he has
fiiends on the Board and cannot be fired. The Board of Trustees sets policy, the
CEO has a staff' and runs the operations of the association. The Board of Trustees
should be responsible for a personnel policy manual which would include a
grievance procedure.
- The issue of term, of the Board of Trustees: They should be elected at each
Convention with a maximum term of consecutive service of 2 terms or 8 years.
Andft Skyba:
MOTION: To form a sub committee to furtiier continue the discussion on tiie
proposed By-laws changes:
1. Taras Smagala
. Ulana Diachuk
3. Martha Lysko
. Al Kactikowski
5.Myron Kuropas
.Wasyl Szeremeta
7. Alex Chudolij
Vasyl Luchkiv
9.Taras Szmagala
Motion was seconded and approved.
Ulana Diachuk continued the meeting:

8. REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE
William Pastuszek:
Applauded the Executives for trying new ways of increasing income to sell more
policies and for seeking various ways to stop the erosion of our surplus. On behalf
of all the auditors he expressed their appreciation for the Executives dedication
over the past years. In particular he congratulated the Executives in finding new
ways to make UNA financially sound.
The Auditing Committee proposed a vote of confidence for the Executive Board for
the last year.
All General Assembly members took part in an extensive discussion. There were
suggestions that the Home Office Executives continuously share all their
information with the other Executives.
Alex Chudolij:
MOTION: To close discussions.
Alex Serafyn seconded the motion.
Motion to close discussion was passed by a vote of 12, with 3 abstentions.
The vote of confidence proposed by the Auditing Committee passed.
REPORT ON CONFUCT OF INTEREST REVIEW.
William Pastuszek:
The Insurance Department regulators request that all key people in the association
sign a "No Conflict" statement which was done on premises.
14. ACCEPTANCE OF 2000 ANNUAL BUDGET REPORT
Stefan Kaczarai:
Made a general statement of his disappointment with the members of the General
Assembly. For the last 18 or so years the financial situation has been bleeding the
association and now when the present Executive Board is making some hard
unpleasant decisions and is doing something about this situation, the Executives do
not find the support that they would expect from the General Assembly Members.
S. Kaczaraj presented the Budget for Year 2000.
Finance Committee included the following members that worked on the Budget for
Year 2000.
Stefan Kaczaraj
Vasyl Luchkiv
William Pastuszek
Stefko Kuropas
Joseph Lesav/yer
Andrij Skyba
There were a few budget changes suggested by the committee revising the original
budget:
- Soyuzivka will be subsidized by UNA for $200,000 for next year.
- Both Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly will be subsidized by UNA at $50,000
each.
- There was a request to do a break even analysis for both publications in terms of
how many papers need to be sold to break even. An analysis for Soyuzivka of what
the occupancy rate should be to break even. An analysis as to how many policies
must be sold to break even.
- Both publications survive fi-om advertising revenue. Increasing subscriptions is
fine but the money is in advertising.
- The payment of dividends is approved by the actuary, only then can we consider
approving dividends.
Alexander Seraiyn:
MOTION: To accept the budget for year 2000 as presented by the Financial
Committee.
Vasyl Luchkiv seconded the motion.
The motion was passed unanimously by 19 votes.
Stefan Kaczarai:
Explained that the Executives are not getting a salary increase. There was an
explanation of Ulana Diachuk's salary. Her salary was $85,000 a few years ago
which she voluntarily reduced to $75,000 and as of January 1, 1999 she voluntarily
reduced her salary again, to $15,500. Upon examining UNA's financial statement,
the expenses for salaries of Executives has been reduced by $60,000. U. Diachuk
compensates this reduction by receiving Social Security benefits and her pension.
Because of this UNA is receiving a savings of $60,000. The fact that her salary is
reduced also will be reflected in a lower pension for her in the fiiture.

Al Kachkowski:
MOTION: To accept credit cards for payment of subscription dues for both our
publications.
Barbara Bachynsky seconded the motion.
No discussion
Motion was passed unanimously.
15. MISCELLANEOUS
Ulana Diachuk:
- Read an article from National Fraternal Congress - Approval of recommendations
to begin development of preliminary guidelines for Fraternal director and officers
qualification.
- There was a discussion as to what date the next General Assembly Meeting should
be held. Many members felt that due to weather considerations it may be beneficial
to hold the meeting in November. But it was pointed out that if the meeting is held in
November the treasurer will not have sufficient time to prepare figures for the
Annual Meeting and or for the insurance regulatory reporting. Also a 9 month
reporting period gives everyone a better financial picture.
Wasyl Szeremeta:
MOTION: To have the next General Assembly Annual Meeting be held the first
week in December.
Taras Szmagala seconded the motion. No discussion.
The motion passed by a vote of 12 to 4.
There was a suggestion that all the reports be mailed to each member a week before
the meeting. This, of course, can be done only if members mail their reports to the
Main Office 2 weeks prior to the meeting. No reports should be handed out the day
of the meeting.
Discussion:
Al Kachkowski, Andrij Skyba, Stefan Hawrysz, Joseph
Bachynsky

Recommendations and suggestions:
- Recommendation that Stefko Kuropas with the aid of other advisors who may be
interested should be the representative from the Executives to the Investment
Committee and relieve Stefan Kaczaraj, the treasurer, from these responsibilities.
- There is a specific recommendation that UNA sponsor an educational program for
Ukrainian children in Ukraine, Canada and USA. This recommendation will be
presented in writing to the Executives of the Ukrainian National Foundation - UNA
for sponsorship.
- American Schools have a suфlus of school materials can be received gathered and
then mailed and distributed in Ukraine. United Ukrainian American Relief
Committee is presently doing this type of volunteer work.
- A suggestion that the minutes of the last Convention be published in both
languages in both papers.
Stefko Kuropas:
MOTION: That one week prior to the General Assembly meeting all the members
receive a copy of the agenda of the proposed meeting.
Alexander Serafyn seconded the motion.
No discussion.
Motion was passed by 12 votes.
Alexander Serafm:
MOTION: To adjourn the General Assembly Meeting.
Vasyl Luchkiv seconded the motion.
Motion passed unanimously.
16. ADJOURNMENT OF THE 1999 GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING

Mission statement
The Ukrainian National Association exists:
•
•
•

9. REPORT OF THE PERMANENT COMMITTEE FOR SOYUZIVKA
Soyuzivka Standing Committee - chaired by Stefko Kuropas:
There was no written reports submitted from the Soyuzivka Standing Conunittee.
No other Committee Reports or recommendations were submitted.
13. REPORT OF COMMITTEES, ACCEPTANCE OF RESOLUTIONSRECOMMENDATIONS.
Al Kachkowski:
Made the following recommendations:
The New Board should receive boardmanship manuals. He will try to convince
people to adopt modifications as to how Soyuzivka is run for greater financial
benefits. Also, proposed a separate Board that would deal specifically with
Soyuzivka.

Lesawyer, Barbara

to promote the principles of fratemalism;
to preserve the Ukrainian, Ukrainian American and Ukrainian Canadian
heritage and culture; and
to provide quality financial services and products to its members.

As a fraternal insurance society, the Ukramian National Association reinvests its
earnings for the benefit of its members and the Ukrainian community.

This s p e c i a l s u p p l e m e n t w a s p r e p a r e d b y Oksana Tryljak,
u n d e r the d i r e c t i o n of UNA N a t i o n a l S e c r e t a r y Martha Lysko,
a n d is p u b l i s h e d s i m u l t a n e o u s l y i n S v o b o d a a n d T h e
U k r a i n i a n Weekly. P a r t I of t h e m i n u t e s of t h e G e n e r a l
Assembly's 1999 a n n u a l m e e t i n g a p p e a r e d in b o t h n e w s p a p e r s
last w e e k .
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SERVICES
“KARPATY” HANDYMAN

PAINTING • RENOVATION • REPAIRS
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

Quality work! Reasonable rates!
Quick turnaround!
Free estimates. No job too small.

Vasili Cholak
Tel. (718) 937-6821; Beeper (917) 491-6150

MEEST AGENCY

We will pick up parcels from your home
24 hrs/day, 7 days/wk.
The lowest rates to Ukraine
Tel.: (973) 223-8655 or (888) 633-7853

ECONOMY AIRFARES

NYC/Kyiv $730
one way $420
NYC/Lviv $850

+ tax

(round trip)

+ tax
+ tax

(round trip)

Fregata Travel

250 West 57 Street, #1211
New York, NY 10107
Tel.: 212-541-5707 Fax: 212-262-3220
* Restrictions apply

Insure and be sure.

Join the UNA!
PROFESSIONALS

Michael P. Hrycak, Esq.
Attorney at Law

ÇÄêäÄ ÅÄóàçëúäÄ

èðÓÙÂÒ¥ÈÌËÈ ÔðÓ‰‡‚Âˆ¸
Á‡·ÂÁÔÂ˜ÂÌÌfl ìçë

BARBARA BACHYNSKY
Licensed Agent

Ukrainian National Ass’n, Inc.
101 East 16th St., Apt. 2E
New York, NY 10003
Tel.: (212) 533-0919

éëàè ÉÄÇêàãûä

èðÓÙÂÒ¥ÈÌËÈ ÔðÓ‰‡‚Âˆ¸
Á‡·ÂÁÔÂ˜ÂÌÌfl ìçë

JOSEPH HAWRYLUK
Licensed Agent

Ukrainian National Ass’n, Inc.
79 Southridge Drive
West Seneca, NY 14224-4442
Tel.: (716) 674-5185
Fax: (716) 675-2238

ÑêìäÄêçü
COMPUTOPRINT CORP.
Established 1972

å Ä ê ß ü Ñ ì è ã ü ä – ‚Î‡ÒÌËÍ

ÇËÍÓÌÛπÏÓ ‰ðÛÍ‡ðÒ¸Í¥ ðÓ·ÓÚË
❖ ÍÌËÊÍË
❖ ÊÛðÌ‡ÎË
❖ ·ðÓ¯ÛðË
❖ ÍÓ‚ÂðÚË, Í‡ÌˆÂÎflð¥ÈÌ¥ ‰ðÛÍË
❖ ‚¥ÁËÚ¥‚ÍË
❖ ‚ÂÒ¥Î¸Ì¥ Á‡ÔðÓ¯ÂÌÌfl Ì‡ ð¥ÁÌËı ÏÓ‚‡ı
35 Harding Ave, Clifton, NJ 07011
tel.: 973 772-2166 • fax: 973 772-1963
e-mail: computopr@aol.com

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL MATTERS
TO TRIAL AND APPEAL, COMPUTER LAW
Member of Bar: NJ, NY, CT, DC

316 Lenox Avenue, Westfield, NJ 07090
Office: (908) 789-1870, (732) 627-0517

ATTORNEY

JERRY
KUZEMCZAK
• accidents at work
• automobile accidents
• slip and fall
• medical malpractice

FIRST CONSULTATION IS FREE.
Fees collected only after
personal injury case is successful.

ALSO:

• DWI
• real estate
• criminal and civil cases
• traffic offenses
• matrimonial matters
• general consultation

WELT & DAVID

1373 Broad St, Clifton, N.J. 07013

(973) 773-9800
OPPORTUNITY

EARN EXTRA INCOME!
The Ukrainian Weekly is looking
for advertising sales agents.
For additional information contact
Maria Oscislawski, Advertising
Manager, The Ukrainian Weekly,
(973) 292-9800, ext 3040.

A village that sings...
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(Continued from page 10)
ten with her. She is radiant when she
sings the ancient songs she first heard
from grandmothers in the Poltava region
and in Polissia.
Yaryna Turianska is an ethnomusicologist who lives in Kyiv and sings
with the National Opera Company. She
has been collecting folk songs and
music in the Pokuttia region of western
Ukraine. This summer the Kyiv-based
Caravan CD Company released her CD
“Chorniy Potik: try zustrichi z
muzykoiu Peredkarpattia” (Black
Stream: Three Encounters with the
Music of Precarpathia). This is an
excellent recording of music she collected in the villages of Chornyi Potik,
Bilyi Oslavy and Chorni Oslavy. The
material is wonderfully documented in
linear notes that are presented as a 16page booklet both in Ukrainian and in a
lucid English translation by Peter
Bejger. The quality of the recordings
and the documentation make this by far
the best Ukrainian ethnic music recording available today, on par with any
World Music recording.
Yaryna and I stood at the gate, as the
petite woman fussed over Maryana. Then
Maryana introduced us to Nadia
Mykytivna Rozdabara. Soon we were
ushered into the house where we met her
husband Khvedir Oleksandrovych.
News travels fast in a village. Within
the hour we were recording Kriachkivka’s
best singers. That afternoon I heard many
songs that Nina Matvienko sang with my
actors in Waterfall/Reflections, including
the haunting “It’s Been So Long”:
It’s been so long so long
since I’ve been to my mother’s
the path is now
covered with thorns –
covered with thorns
and with wild roses.

The songs Kriachkivka women sing
also inspired Zoloti Kliuchi and Drevo,
the best-known folk group trained at the
conservatory who recreate the village
style of singing.
Kriachkivka is best known for the
polyphonic style that the women developed over years of singing together. The
previous fall, the group sustained a
severe blow when the most vivacious
member of the group, Tetiana Krevenko,
passed away. But now the circle has
expanded to include several younger
women.
The next day we spent most of the
morning and afternoon recording songs
from the wedding ritual. There are songs
that accompany every moment of the
complicated preparations, which last several days. Specific songs are sung as the
“korovai” (wedding bread) is baked, others when the wedding wreath is made,
and still others when the bride is dressed.
One of the most striking moments of the
wedding is the decoration of the “hiltse,”
the wedding tree. A young tree is
chopped down and decorated by the
bride’s girlfriends. It accompanies the
bride throughout the rituals and the party.
Many of the most beautiful songs are
sung about this tree.
We were very encouraged to see two
younger village women sitting in on our
recording sessions. One was Valentyna
Dzhym whose 20 year-old daughter was
getting married in August. She had
invited the older women of the village
to sing at the wedding and was now
learning her part. Her friend Alla
Dmytrenko was taking copious notes,
writing both the words to all the songs
and their sequence. She, too, had daughters and was planning ahead. I asked if I
could take a look at the notebook. She
had the entire wedding ritual written out
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as a scenario. Next to the appropriate
texts she glued old family pictures from
weddings to help her remember various
parts of the rituals.
We found time to pay a special visit to
Baba Hanna, the oldest member of the
Kriachkivka singing group. Baba Hanna
was 88-years-old and lived in the strawthatched house that I first noticed when
we rode into town. We had to bow down
to enter the dark single-roomed house.
Baba Hanna sat on the “pich,” a traditional clay oven that also serves as the
stove that heats the house. The thick
walls of the oven retain heat for long
periods of time and have wonderfully
warm seating spots. Baba Hanna said she
was not well and complained that she
could not lift her arm. Then she told us
that this spring she had been attacked in
her home by a village youth. She was
beaten black and blue; her broken collarbone was not healing. “Nechysta syla
bula v lisi, a teper vona v liudiakh” (An
evil spirit once dwelled in the forest, now
lives in people), she said. This is a phrase
we often heard, as we traveled through
the villages of Ukraine this summer.
Next morning we picked cherries,
mulberries and sour cherries for breakfast
from a yard and continued our recording
sessions. During lunch the singers reminisced about their adventures with
Maryana. Several years ago Maryana
invited them to sing at a festival in
Poland. To travel abroad all the members
of the group, despite their advanced ages,
had to get their first passports. They
related many hilarious stories about their
travails in the world of the local bureaucracy, as well as their travels abroad.
They fondly recalled their enthusiastic
reception by young people in a foreign
land.
After lunch we walked across the
green, past the children playing soccer
and the dozing cows, to see one of the
oldest women in the village. We had been
told that she poured wax on water to predict fortunes, and was known for taking
away childhood fears. She told us she
had learned her craft by watching many
other practitioners. Her eldest son
became very sickly after he had been
suddenly frightened as a child. At first
she took him to many doctors, but eventually started seeing old women healers.
She believed that she helped cure him
herself by practicing what she had
learned from the other women. The condition and the prescribed cures she mentioned reminded me of things I had heard
a shaman describe in Buryatia.
We visited Tetiana Krevenko’s grave
with several of the singers. The cemetery
was at the far end of the village. It was
divided into two parts, the old section
and the recent one. Metal crosses painted
sky-blue marked most graves, although
several of the recent ones had granite
stones. There were fresh flowers and decorations on many of the graves. The people buried here were not forgotten. One
felt they were very much part of the village. The two old friends talked on
Tetiana’s grave, as if she was with them.
We weeded the plot and left several candies she liked near her head. They sang
one of her favorite songs.
We decided to hold our final recording
session in the garden. Although we continued to laugh at the stories the women
related, there were several tense silent
moments. Suddenly the group’s leader
Halyna Yakimvna asked Maryana to sing
with her. The young woman took off her
earphones, put down her recorder and
leaned towards the elder. They started to
quietly sing to each other, searching for
the right intonation. And as the song
grew and expanded, tension melted and
the women started shielding their eyes,
not only because the afternoon sun shone
brightly.

Sitch conducts...
No. 35

(Continued from page 8)
Shkambara, Lukian Sikorskyj, Andrew
Vynnytsky, Christine Shatynski, Sonia
Tavin, Nadia Vynnytsky, Tara Wasylak,
Nicole Colaci, Fallon Lebedowicz,
Valentyna Olynyk and Yevdoshka
Koroza; and,
• soccer: Lukian Sikorskyj, Walter
Bzdel, Matthew Labunka, Roman
Keniuk, Adrian Chernyk, Michael
Palumbo, Stefan Koroza, Andrew
Labunka, Adam Boyko, Julian Chernyk,
Orest and Roman Pazuniak, Steven
Romeo, Sviatoslav Serediak, Tara
Wasylak, Alex and Michael Pytlar,
Andrew Lasiy and Fallon Lebedowicz.
The distinction of being the best
campers was earned by Valentyna
Olynyk (younger girls), Natalya Segin
(older girls), Andrew Lasiy (older boys)
and Nicky Prociuk (younger boys).
In summary, the efforts of the school
management, instructors, counselors and
students were successful, despite various
impediments as well as the inclement
weather. Evidence of the school’s success
was the gratitude of students and their
parents, who appreciated both the excellent training methods and the care with
which the youngsters were treated.
School administrators noted that they
were pleased to see large numbers of
youths who are recently arrived immigrants from Ukraine. Their presence
made the Ukrainian language predominant at the Verkhovyna estate this year.
It was also noted that most of the
recently arrived youths have had some

A Church at the crossroads...

(Continued from page 6)
Ukraine, in exchange for obtaining
“canonical recognition” by the major
players within the international Orthodox
arena. Was this not too high a price to
pay for ostensibly receiving a “voice” in
world Orthodoxy?
Underlying these tensions were much
broader concerns about the ultimate fate
of the UOCC on the North American
continent, its identity as an ethnic
Ukrainian and indigenously Canadian
Church, and its cherished heritage as a
democratically administered, autocephalous Orthodox formation. These
issues are too complicated to summarize
in this brief overview but in the long run
may prove to be a bigger cause of unrest
within the UOCC’s ranks than the relationship with either Constantinople or
Ukraine.
In the end, Sobor delegates took a cautious approach by voting to maintain
their Church’s current status under the
Ecumenical Patriarchate, not wishing to
jeopardize the sensitive negotiations on
Orthodox unity that are scheduled to take
place in Ukraine. However, the same resolution also called on the UOCC to
assume a more “proactive” role in its
interactions with Constantinople and
other Orthodox Churches, and for the
development of strategic policy objectives that are consistent with the
Church’s Canadian charter and by-laws.
This and other Consistory-sponsored resolutions went a long way toward validat-
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initial experience with sports in independent Ukraine. On the basis of this
experience, Sitch officials have made
certain positive conclusions: Ukrainian
sports in the diaspora are being supplemented by the new arrivals, and it is necessary only to apply organizational skills
to attract these young athletes to
Ukrainian sports activities. Where there
are no active Ukrainian sports clubs, new
ones must be founded. Otherwise, the
newly arrived Ukrainian sports talent
may wind up in non-Ukrainian sports
organizations where they will rapidly
lose their Ukrainian identity.
***

The management of the 2000 Sitch
Sports School was headed by directors
Messrs. Stebelsky and Twardowsky (who
served one week each in that position).
Marika Bokalo served as the secretary
and the federal food program administrator. The counselors for girls were Dr.
Irene Wyniarska, recently arrived from
Lviv, and Yaroslava Wasylak, while the
boys’ counselors were Alexander Napora
and Walter Wasylak.
The soccer instructors were Gregory
Serheev, Roman Balash, Michel Chaban
(recently arrived from Brody, Ukraine)
and Adriana Hordynsky, who served also
as a volleyball instructor. Jane Brynzak, a
tennis and volleyball instructor, and Julia
Bohdanova and Valeria Kolb, both tennis
instructors, also are recent arrivals from
Ukraine.

(Translated from Ukrainian by Dr.
Orest Popovych)

ing some of the criticisms that were
raised prior to the Sobor about the ramifications of the UOCC’s membership in
the Ecumenical Orthodox Church.
Equally significant, delegates also
voted in favor of a resolution from the
floor calling for the creation of a special
commission that would conduct a comprehensive review of the UOCC’s policies toward Constantinople, other
Orthodox Churches, and the Orthodox
faithful in Ukraine – all of which are
being affected by the numerous changes
taking place throughout the Eastern
Church. The commission is intended to
provide the Canadian Church with an
appropriate vehicle for continuing the
discussion on how to best plot the
UOCC’s course at this unsettled time in
the history of Ukrainian Orthodoxy in the
diaspora as well as Ukraine.
While not without its problematic
aspects and shortcomings, Sobor 2000
did positively demonstrate that constructive discussions between the laity and
clergy provide a far more effective means
of dealing with tensions within the
Church than lawsuits, disciplinary
actions, and attempts to impose conformity through heavy-handed edicts issued
by Church officials. Be that as it may, it
remains an open question whether or not
the UOCC’s unique tradition of
“sobornopravnist” will survive the integration of the Canadian Church into the
wider world of Orthodoxy, where rigidly
hierarchical models of Church governance prevail and the laity has little influence on decisions made by synods dominated by the hierarchs and clergy.

Notice to publishers and authors

It is The Ukrainian Weekly’s policy to run news items and/or reviews of newly published
books, booklets and reprints, as well as records and premiere issues of periodicals, only after
receipt by the editorial offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be purchased, cost, etc.) to:
The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
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MERCHANDISE

YEVSHAN

Distributor of fine Ukrainian products - Cassettes, Compact
discs - Videos - Language tapes & Dictionaries - Computer
fonts for PC & MAC - Imported Icons - Ukrainian Stationery
- Cookbooks - Food parcels to Ukraine

Call for a free catalog

1-800-265-9858
VISA - MASTERCARD - AMEX ACCEPTED
FAX ORDERS ACCEPTED (514) 630-9960
BOX 325, BEACONSFIELD, QUEBEC
CANADA - H9W 5T8

P.O. BOX 746
Chester, NY 10918

914-469-4247

BILINGUAL HOME APPOINTMENTS

HELP WANTED

Vasyl Boychuk,
(904) 740-7740 (day); (407) 574-7796 (eve.).

“The Ukrainian Weekly 2000” is sure to become
a resource for researchers, and a keepsake for readers.

A great
great gift idea!

To order please call (973) 292-9800 ext. 3042

WEST ARKA

2282 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada M6S 1N9

e-mail: andrew@westarka.com

OBLAST
MEMORIALS

looking for experienced woodworkers (craftsmen),
as well as design artist experienced in designing
and building furniture. Good pay, interesting work,
Ukrainian-speaking workforce.
We are located on a sunny peninsula in Florida.

Volume I, now available, covers events from 1933
through the 1960s.

Tel.: (416) 762-8751

MONUMENTS

SERVING NY/NJ/CT REGION CEMETERIES

EUROPEAN WOODART CORPORATION

To mark the end of this millennium and the beginning of a
new one, the editors of The
Ukrainian Weekly have prepared “The Ukrainian Weekly
2000,” a two-volume collection
of the best and most significant stories that have appeared
in the newspaper since its
founding through 1999.

Fine Gifts
Authentic Ukrainian Handicrafts
Art, Books, CDs, Ceramics
Embroidered Goods and Supplies
Gold Jewellery, Icons, Magazines
Newspapers, Pysankas and Supplies
All Services to Ukraine, Mail-orders

FIRST QUALITY

UKRAINIAN TRADITIONAL-STYLE

Andrew R. CHORNY

èÓÚð¥·Ì‡ ÍÛı‡ðÍ‡ ‰Ó ◊ÑÂÎ¥“
‚ ã¥„‡ÈÚÓÌ¥, è‡. Ç‡ðÂÌÌfl Ó·¥‰¥‚
¥ ðÓ·ÎÂÌÌfl ‚‡ðÂÌËÍ¥‚.
ÉÓ‚ÓðËÏÓ ÔÓ-ÔÓÎ¸Ò¸ÍË.

íÂÎ.: (610) 377-1260
The Ukrainian Institute of America
is looking for a Director/Administrator
to manage its office, building and programs.
Must be bilingual, strong in marketing and
public relations, organized and have some
computer skills. Compensation is based
on experience. Send resume to:

Manager

Ukrainian Institute of America
2 East 79th Street
New York, NY 10021
Fax: (212) 288-2918

Fax: (416) 767-6839

FOR SALE

www.westarka.com

APON

VIDEO TAPES
COMPACT DISKS
AUDIO CASSETTES
NEW FROM UKRAINE
Write or call
Apon Music, P.O. Box 3082
Long Island City, NY 11103
(718) 721-5599

We can convert your video from European
system to American and vice versa

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY

ATTENTION,
MEMBERS OF THE UKRAINIAN
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION!

ORDER A GIFT
SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE WEEKLY

at the member’s rate of $40 per year.
To subscribe, write to
The Ukrainian Weekly,
Subscription Department,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280,
Parsippany, NJ 07054;
or call (973) 292-9800.

FOR SALE
1 bedroom appartment in
Ukrainian Village – Somerset, NJ
Price $72,000
Tel.: (415) 922-4653; cell: (415) 515-6187

MISCELLANEOUS
WORLD’S BEST PLAN
FOR WEIGHT CONTROL!

DO YOU WISH
TO LOOK

GLAMOROUS
AND FEEL
GREAT?

Call for free consultation by a dietician.

(973) 960-3040 (Nadia)

To place an advertisement or for ad rates
call Maria Oscislawski,
advertising manager,
at (973) 292-9800, ext. 3040.
Check out our advertising rates on line at
www.ukrweekly.com

to begin...
Parma parish sponsors Vacation Church School Germany
(Continued from page 1)
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PARMA, Ohio – The seventh annual Vacation Church School, sponsored by St. Vladimir’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral was
held on June 26-30. This year 73 children participated in the program, the theme of which was “The Divine Liturgy.” Religious
lectures, music, arts and crafts, and snack time were part of the daily routine. The children also visited the Famine Monument
on the cathedral grounds and placed a wreath before it, in memory of the victims of this genocide. On Friday, June 30, the
school ended with a special program for family members. Seen above are children, clergy and teachers of the Vacation
Church School at St. Vladimir’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral.

in which money may not be left for those
filing later, we decided to disburse the
funds in two tranches.”
The German ambassador said he did not
yet know the date the disbursement will
begin but that it will happen before next
spring. He said the German government
fully realizes that the survivors are dying
off and will do all that is possible to begin
the pay-outs as soon as possible.
To qualify for compensation Ukrainians
who spent time in the Nazi concentration
camps or ghettos, or worked as industrial
or agricultural slave labor, must show documentation proving their status. Those
who do not have the needed documentation should turn either to the Ukrainian
National Fund on Mutual Understanding
and Reconciliation, the Ukrainian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, which has extensive
lists of those who returned to Ukraine after
the war, the International Red Cross, or to
the local German cities and villages where
the slave laborers worked, some of which
have retained registration lists of wartime
workers.
The National Fund on Mutual
Understanding and Reconciliation also says
that in some cases it will accept oral testimony from witnesses.
On March 28, the German government
and various German corporations who benefited from wartime slave labor agreed to
extend a total of 10 billion deutsche marks
(about $5 billion U.S.) in compensation to
those who worked in concentration camps
and wartime ghettos, or worked in factories
or on farms. Individuals who spent time in
German prisoner-of-war camps as captured
soldiers are not eligible.

St. Andrew’s Ukrainian School,
South Bound Brook, New Jersey
announces that the

2000/2001 school year
will begin on Saturday, September 9, 2000

with a Moleben at St. Sophia Seminary, at 10 a.m.,
followed by an orientation program.
For further information please contact
Svitlana Nedoszytko at (908) 996-6161

To subscribe: Send $50 ($40 if you are a member of the UNA) to The Ukrainian Weekly,
Subscription Department, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054

The Josyf Slipyj Museum
in Ukraine begins expansion
No. 35
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CHICAGO – The legacy of Patriarch
Josyf Slipyj, the great spiritual leader of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church, is being
memorialized in Ukraine for future generations of Ukrainians. The Josyf Slipyj
Memorial Museum of the Lviv
Theological Academy (LTA) was founded
in September 1997 as a tribute to the first
rector of the original pre-World War II
academy. The museum began through the
generosity of Dr. Roman Smyk of Coal
City, Ill., and Roman Byshkevych of
Lviv, both of whom provided artifacts
and materials for exhibits. In addition, Dr.
Smyk provided financial support.
Each museum piece depicts Patriarch
Slipyj’s pastoral activity, beginning with his
release from prison in 1963, and continues
with related topics concerning today’s independent Ukraine. Included in the museum
are: philatelic and private publications,
commemorative stamps and envelopes,
postcards, philatelic seals, medals, pins,
ribbons, historic photographs and other
memorabilia honoring Patriarch Slipyj.
Among the Ukrainian émigré artists
and designers who created these materials
are Roman Zavadovych, Edward Kozak,
Mykhailo Dmytrenko, Petro Cholodny,
Liuboslav Hutsaliuk, and Bohdan Tytla.
The museum displays additional materials relating to the lifelong journey of
Patriarch Slipyj. For example, numerous
tours to the continents and countries populated by the Ukrainian diaspora are
chronicled over a 30-year period, thanks
to the efforts of Dr. Smyk.
A portion of the museum’s holdings
donated by Mr. Byshkevych supplements
and honors the post-Soviet period of
Patriarch Slipyj’s legacy in contemporary
Ukraine. These include official commemorative stamps, envelopes, and postmarks
issued by the Postal Service of Ukraine.
Prior to making their donations to the
museum, the two donors displayed their
collection in a traveling exhibition (19921994) in 12 Ukrainian cities: Lviv, Kyiv,
Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivsti, Drohobych,
Ternopil, Berezhany, Kolomyia, Sambir,
Stryi, Zarvanytsia and Truskavets.
As a result of Dr. Smyk’s initiative and

financial support, the museum is currently
undergoing renovation and expansion.
Previously laminated exhibits will be
framed and encased in glass. The central
facade will portray a documentary history
of the Lviv Theological Academy and St.
George Cathedral in the first half of the
20th century. Future work includes refurbishing exposition display stands, placards, and numerous historical photographs, and repairing museum walls.
In addition to serving as an eternal
memorial to Patriarch Slipyj, the museum
will serve as a venue for holding symposia and conferences, and hosting visiting student delegations. Such events will
publicize the museum and specific
exhibits.
In the near future, the museum’s organizers will display the ecclesiastical vestments the patriarch used while incarcerated. This clothing is symbolic of the
Metropolitan Slipyj’s exile in Siberia.
In order to become a full-fledged institution that memorializes Patriarch Slipyj’s
legacy, the museum needs to grow. This
requires the acquisition of the patriarch’s
published works, publications about the
Church leader, and archival documents
covering his arrest, exile and impisonment.
Is it grows, the museum will serve as
the cornerstone for an extensive historical
museum complex that will depict the
Ukrainian Church in Halychyna from the
second half of the 19th century up to
today’s renewal. Such an undertaking is
timely and imperative, particularly
because this historical period is in need of
more documentation.
Further support for the Josyf Slipyj
Memorial Museum will enable this institution to display its acquisitions on a level
more congruent with world-class exhibitions.
For further information on this and
other LTA projects and programs, and
how to make a contribution, please contact: The Ukrainian Catholic Education
Foundation, 2247 West Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60622; telephone, (773) 2358462; fax, (773) 235-8464; or e-mail,
ucef@ucef.org.; website, www.ucef.org.

Turning the pages back...

(Continued from page 6)
Pavlo Mykhalenko, chairman of the monument committee, then gave the care of
the monument over to the city manager.
A small box containing soil from the grave of Taras Shevchenko in Ukraine was
sealed into the base of the monument, and wreaths were placed around it by representatives of various organizations and communities.
After the dedication ceremonies a banquet was held at the Ukrainian Argentinian
Club with over 600 persons, including officials of the provincial and municipal governments, bishops, and clergy, in attendance.
A festival of Ukrainian folk culture began at 8 p.m.
Today there are over 500 Ukrainian families in Apostoles and over 30,000
Ukrainians in Misiones.
The Taras Shevchenko monument in Apostoles is the second to be erected in
Argentina and the seventh in the free world. Others have been erected in the United
States, Canada, Brazil, France and Paraguay. The first Argentinian monument to the
poet-laureate of Ukraine was dedicated in Buenos Aires in December 1971.
Source: “Argentinians erect 7th Shevchenko monument in the free world,” The Ukrainian
Weekly, September 18, 1977.

ìäêÄ∫çëúäàâ êÖëíéêÄç ◊STAGE“
ëı¥‰Ì¸Ó-Â‚ðÓÔÂÈÒ¸Í‡ ÍÛıÌfl:
❖ ÒÌ¥‰‡ÌÌfl,

❖ Ó·¥‰Ë,
❖ ‚Â˜Âð¥.

Ç¥‰ÍðËÚËÈ
‚¥‰ ÔÓÌÂ‰¥ÎÍ‡ ‰Ó
ÒÛ·ÓÚË ‚¥‰
7-Óª ð‡ÌÍÛ ‰Ó 9:30 ‚Â˜.

128 2-„‡ ‡‚ÂÌ˛ Ï¥Ê 7-8 ‚ÛÎ. ‚ ç¸˛-âÓðÍÛ

ÚÂÎ.: (212) 473-8614
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MOSTY

6509 Lawnton Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19126-3745
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(215) 924-9147
mostypub@netscape.net

MOSTY can offer the following books in Ukrainian and/or English:

Marta Tarnavs’ka. Tykhi rozmovy z vichnistiu. [Collected poetry, including translations into
English and other languages]. With an introduction by Mykhailo Moskalenko.
Philadelphia: Mosty, 1999. 320 p. port. hardcover. ISBN 0-9656983-2-7 $27.00

Ivan Kernytsky. Weekdays and Sunday. [Humorous stories]. Translated from Ukrainian by
Maxim Tarnawsky. With an introduction by Ostap Tarnawsky. Cover design:
Bohdan Tytla. Illustrations: Edvard Kozak. Philadelphia: Mosty, 1999. 183 p. illus.,
port. ISBN 0-9656983-3-5 paperback $17.00

Ostap Tarnavs’kyi (Tarnawsky). Vidome i pozavidome. [Critical essays]. With an introduction by O. Buriachkivs’kyi. Illustrations by S. Iakutovych. Kyiv: Chas, 1999. 584 p.
illus. (Ukrains’ka moderna literatura). hardcover ISBN 966-95238-6-9 $30.00

Marta Tarnavs’ka. Avtobibliohrafiia. [Autobibliography, with a biographical chronicle and
documentary photographs]. Philadelphia: Mosty, 1998. 245 c. illus. hardcover
ISBN 0-9656983-1-9 $30.00

Zoriana Lanovyk. Ostap Tarnavs’kyi. [Life and work]. With an introduction by R. Hromiak.
Lviv: Misioner, 1998. 177 p. illus. harcover ISBN 966-528017-1 $20.00

William Shakespeare. Sonety. [Sonnets]. Translated into Ukrainian by Ostap Tarnawsky
[Tarnavs’kyi]. Parallel text edition: English and Ukrainian. Philadelphia: Mosty,
1997. 321 p. port. ISBN 0-965-6983-0-0 hardcover $25.00

Ostap Tarnavs’kyi. Literaturnyi Lviv, 1939-1944. [Memoirs]. With an introduction by Mykola
Il’nyts’kyi. Lviv: Prosvita, 1995. 135 p. illus. hardcover. ISBN 5-7707-0612-0 $15.00
Marta Tarnavs’ka. Samotnie mistse pid sontsem. [Short stories]. Buenos Aires: Serediak,
1991. 193 p. port. paperback $15.00

Marta Tarnavs’ka. Zemletrus. [Poetry]. New York: Ukrainian Writers Association “Slovo”,
1981. 96 p. port. hardcover $10.00
Please visit us on the Internet: http://mosty.homepage.com/
Write to our e-mail address: mostypub@netscape.net

Please remember to add $3.00 for shipping & handling for each title.
Orders of 4 or more copies of one title get a 40% discount.
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Golden Harvest Delicatessen
445 Coal St., Lehighton, PA 18235

•

(610) 377-1260

Pennsylvania’s best European style
kovbasa, kishka, pierogi, stuffed cabbage and cold cuts.
Hot lunches to go!
“ALL HOMEMADE AND DELICIOUS”

We bake your own European style rye bread, rolls and babkas.
“BAKED FRESH IN OUR OWN ON-SITE BAKERY.”

We do not use MSG
in our products.
Open Tuesday through Saturday, 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday: 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Our store is located 25 miles north of Allentown and 20 miles south of Hazelton

LASER
VISION INSTITUTE
L A S I K Specialists
(973) 616-7337
GRAND OPENING
Are you a SLAVE to Glasses and Contacts?
Imagine the possiblity of...

VISUAL FREEDOM for LIFE!
Join over a million Americans who have had

LASER VISION CORRECTION.
Introductory Program – $1750*
(*Per Eye/First 200 Patients)
Financing Available

(973) 616-7337
Doctors:

S. Palydowycz, M.d., í. äulyk, B. Gollinger, O.D.
www.lasikspecialistsmd.com

51 Route 23 South • Riverdale, NJ
1st Light South of Route 23 & Route 287 Interchange

Ten years after...
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(Continued from page 2)
and now prefers that it remain an
autonomous region within Azerbaijan as
opposed to a separatist enclave that seeks
to become attached to Armenia.
Human rights

I will discuss in this section three
issues: freedom of the press; freedom of
religion; and toleration of minorities and
opposition groups. This brief survey will
begin with the freest states and descend
to the dictatorships.
Estonia is ahead of all other republics
on the fast track to membership in the
European Union. It has independent
radio and TV stations, private newspapers, and freedom of religion (most residents of Estonia are Lutherans), in addition to independent trade unions. Its main
flaw has been the citizenship law, which
treated many Russian residents as immigrants who were obliged to seek citizenship. This law was amended in December
1998 to ease the path to citizenship for
all stateless children born after February
1992.
A similar pattern, though with some
roadblocks, was followed in Latvia,
where 650,000 out of a population of 2.5
million are not yet citizens of the republic. In addition, the judicial system in
Latvia is relatively weak, and on occasion the authorities have used excessive
force against public demonstrations, particularly if the participants have been
Russian. Though I have reservations
about some of the claims made against
Latvia by the Russian Federation, there is
evidence that the Russian population is
not always treated fairly.
Lithuania, like its neighbors, has
established a pluralistic democratic system, although the Communist Party is
still officially banned and former KGB
officers are subject to a 10-year ban from
seeking public office commencing at the
start of 1999.
Moldova has a significant free press
and a fairly typical plethora of political
parties (around 50 in all). In the
Transdniester region, there has been discrimination against Romanian-Moldovan
speakers, and corruption and organized
crime are evident at all levels of society.
Public demonstrations that slander the
state are forbidden, and the judiciary is
not completely free.
In Ukraine, the government has slowly
reduced freedom of the press and an
influential
group
from
the
Dnipropetrovsk region continues to wield
undue influence in the Cabinet. On the
other hand, there is a notable toleration
for minority groups and a lack of civil
conflict.
Russia has a free, though increasingly
monopolistic press and media. From
Chechnya there have been reports of
excessive force and torture of prisoners.
In Armenia there have been regular,
generally unsuccessful attempts to muzzle the press, the bureaucracy is corrupt,
and the president appoints the judiciary.
The position of the Armenian Apostolic
Church has been strengthened vis-a-vis
other religions.
Neighboring Azerbaijan has banned a
number of political parties, and the Shiite
Muslim nation has respected the religious
rights of Russian and Jewish citizens but
continues to persecute minority Kurds
and Lezhgins.
Kyrgyzstan has been lauded as the
exception among the republics of Central
Asia for its relative freedom and toleration. The picture, however, has changed
in recent years. More frequent are arbitrary arrest and detention, beatings by
police, and the use of excessive taxation
or accusations of libel to restrict the
activities of non-government newspapers
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and opposition political parties.
In contrast, the human rights situation
in Kazakstan is gradually improving,
especially in the sphere of religious toleration (most Kazaks are Sunni
Muslims), though there is official discrimination in favor of the titular but
minority Kazaks. The judiciary remains
completely imbued with corruption, and
prison conditions are deplorable. Though
there is a partially independent press, the
printing presses remain under government control.
Belarus has seen regular violations of
human rights, the repression of independent newspapers, arrests and even disappearances of major political opponents of
the government.
In Tajikistan government control over
the presses and newsprint has limited
press freedom. Most opposition political
parties are banned, and the state controls
the trade unions, which in turn supply
crucial health care benefits and pension
funds. Even travel is restricted within 25
kilometers of the Afghan and Chinese
borders. All religious communities
require registration with the Committee
on Religious Affairs subordinated to the
Council of Ministers. President Imomali
Rakhmonov personally appears to be
anti-religious and anti-Islam, and embodies a real fear of the penetration into his
state of Islamic fundamentalism.
Uzbekistan has not seen an opposition
party since 1993. It is in effect a oneparty state run by the proto-Communist
People’s Democratic Party that conducts
wide-scale arrests of opponents on fabricated charges and subjects them to detention, wiretaps, searches and torture.
Citizens of Uzbekistan have little or no
access to foreign media. As for corruption, suffice it to say that one of the owners of the largest cotton trading enterprises in the country is President Islam
Karimov. Here, as in virtually all the former Soviet republics, women are underrepresented at all levels of the public sector, and in Uzbekistan they are not
regarded as equal citizens.
Turkmenistan occupies a special place
in this presentation as having the most
abysmal human rights record of all the
former Soviet republics. Indeed it
appears to be significantly worse than
under Soviet rule. The U.S.-based
Committee for the Protection of
Journalists
has
declared
that
Turkmenistan stands out among all the
republics for having the worst record for
the treatment of journalists. Further credits hail from the U.S. Commission for
Security and Cooperation in Europe,
which has termed the country among the
”worst case scenarios” in post-Soviet
development. Religious minorities –
most recently Baptists – are routinely
persecuted, and deported if they happen
to be foreigners. The media are entirely
under government control and critics of
the government receive five-year sentences for libel. All journalists are state
employees. Though somewhat less
repressive in the area of religion, the Law
on Freedom of Conscience and Religious
Organizations, as amended in 1996, stipulates that any religious organization
must contain a minimum of 500 Turkmen
citizens over 18 years of age, which
effectively allows for the existence of
only Sunni Muslims and Russian
Orthodox Christians.
Conclusions

The portrayal here of the first postSoviet decade – albeit slightly premature
as it should more accurately be called the
first post-sovereignty decade – is not a
happy one, though it may put into perspective some of the predicaments experienced by countries such as Russia and
Ukraine, which are routinely criticized as
(Continued on page 33)
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(Continued from page 32)
a result of their size and a closer scrutiny
of events by the international media. Not
all the problems that have emerged can
be attributed to Soviet rule and the Soviet
legacy, though generally the dissolution
of the Soviet Union was notable for
destroying the ruling group but leaving
the political structure and personnel in
place. With the notable exception of
Belarus, the European countries have
attained higher places on this report card
than the Asian, but they have also been
given a higher priority for foreign investment by the G-7 countries and for loans
by the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank.
Russia has been weakened by events
but continues to exert a strong influence
in most areas. But for the two Chechen
wars, Russia’s record would be significantly better. The Baltic states’ eventual
acceptance into the EU and perhaps also
into NATO may crystallize a new
European power bloc that leaves the former Soviet republics isolated and more
dependent on Russia than hitherto. This
situation would affect Ukraine especially,
which along with Moldova would be the
next logical place on which the EU in
particular might focus.
Though Ukraine has made some
significant achievements, especially
in the foreign policy area, it is crippled by debts to international bodies
such as the IMF and to Russia for
energy supplies, and also by the continuing ramifications of the
Chornobyl disaster. Belarus’s record
seems especially deplorable given the
reformist tendencies of almost all its
neighbors and its prime location as a
focal point of central Europe.
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Perhaps the most surprising result of
the break-up of the Soviet Union has
been the durability of makeshift republics
and those based on somewhat arbitrary
boundaries. Even the much maligned
Turkmenistan – which could be fittingly
characterized as the least desirable place
to go on vacation – has provided evidence of national self-assertion, and
Georgia, seemingly threatened by economic collapse and separatist aspirations
from all sides, has shown little tendency
to descend into chaos.
However, the nations that have the
most influence on the Central Asian
republics and Azerbaijan – Iran, Turkey,
Russia and China – are themselves far
from democratic, and thus there is no
external pressure or incentive for these
republics to adopt Western paths of
development. Indeed, the Chinese model
may appear more attractive than most,
though some republics, particularly
Kazakstan, which has close ethnic ties
with northwestern China, are very wary
of excessive Chinese influence. In short,
the Turkic-speaking states are closer to a
form of Oriental despotism than to
Western-style democracy.
The final results, then, on this report
card for the new independent states are as
follows based on the four categories
examined:

• Pass with honors: Estonia, Lithuania,
Latvia;
• Pass: Moldova;
• Borderline: Russia, Ukraine;
• Narrow failures: Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan;
• Failures: Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan,
Uzbekistan;
• Disastrous failures: Turkmenistan,
Belarus, Tajikistan.
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Ukrainian Gold Cross supports first-aid
education among Ukrainian youth
CHICAGO – Chapter 12 of the
Ukrainian Gold Cross (UGC) of America
recently mailed out 240 first-aid booklets
to 12 Ukrainian youth camps in the
United States and Canada. The project
was supported by a grant from the
Foundation of the Ukrainian Medical
Association of North America (UMANA
Foundation) in an ongoing effort to
increase medical literacy and knowledge
throughout the Ukrainian diaspora and
specifically among youth.
UGC Chicago Chapter President Anna
Kuzyk approached the UMANA
Foundation with a proposal to supply
camp counselors of various Ukrainian
youth groups with up-to-date first aid
manuals for use at their camps. The foundation approved this modest project, and,
in a joint effort aided by current data
gleaned from the Internet, both organizations compiled a master list of 12 youth
camps in session throughout the United
States and Canada this summer.
The foundation was able to obtain 240
booklets published by the American
Medical Association. Ms. Kuzyk and
UGC member Ivanna Harasowska as well
as UMANA Foundation President George
Hrycelak met in July at the foundation
offices in Chicago to pack and ship the
manuals to the following camps: Plast
Camp – East Chatham, N.Y.; Plast Camp
– North Collins, N.Y.; Plast Camp –
Middlefield, Ohio; Ukrainian American
Youth Association (SUM) – Ellenville,
N.Y.; SUM Camp – Baraboo, Wisc.; SUM
Camp – Webster, N.Y.; SUM Camp –
Seven Hills, Ohio; Ukrainian Youth
Association of Canada – Toronto;
Ukrainian Orthodox Church School Camp
– Butler, Pa.; ODUM Camp – Oshawa,
Ontario; Ukrainian Sitch Sports School –

Glen Spey, N.Y.; and Ukrainian Gold
Cross Children’s Camp – Lehighton, Pa.
The Ukrainian Gold Cross of America,
founded in 1931 in New York, is one of
the earliest Ukrainian women’s groups
organized in the United States. To avoid
confusion with the International Red
Cross, the original name of Ukrainian
Red Cross was changed to Ukrainian
Gold Cross in 1940, when the U.S. State
Department granted it status as an international humanitarian aid society.
During its nearly 70 years of existence
the UGC has served numerous groups and
individuals, ranging from Ukrainian freedom fighters, political prisoners, refugees,
and victims of natural and man-made catastrophes to widows, orphans, the aged, as
well as the needy. During World War II the
UGC contributed fully to the American war
effort and supported the American Red
Cross with financial and physical assistance.
Currently the UGC helps children survivors of the Chornobyl disaster at its
youth camp in Lehighton, Pa., and supports youth camps in various cities of
Ukraine. Orphans and the elderly are
aided by financial and medical donations,
and qualified students receive scholarships. The National Office of UGC functions under the direction of Natalia
Iwaniw.
The UMANA Foundation is a not-forprofit humanitarian, educational and scientific organization whose goals are to further the development of medical knowledge, information, and literacy throughout
existing Ukrainian communities.
For further information write to:
UMANA Foundation, 2247 W. Chicago
Ave., Chicago, IL 60622; or call 1-888RX-UMANA.

CAPRICE CURLS
Beauty Salon
122 First Ave.
New York, NY, 10009
Phone: (212) 475-4507

Call DARIA

‚¥‰ÍðËÚÓ
‚¥‰ ÔÓÌÂ‰¥ÎÍ‡
‰Ó ÒÛ·ÓÚË
‚¥‰ 8-Óª ð‡ÌÍÛ
‰Ó 6-Óª ÔÓ ÔÓÎ.

Full Financial Services
at our Jersey City Branch
558 Summit Ave., Jersey City, NJ (201) 795-4061

SELFRELIANCE
Ukrainian Federal
Credit Union

ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸Í‡ îÂ‰Âð‡Î¸Ì‡
äÓÓÔÂð‡ÚË‚Ì‡ ä‡Ò‡

"ëÄåéèéåßó"

Main Location: 2351 W. Chicago Ave. Chicago, IL 60622
Tel (773) 489-0520 Toll Free: (888) 222-UKR1 (8571)
Link to Chicagoland’s Ukrainian Community: www .selfreliance. com

Attention, Students!

Throughout the year Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold activities. The Ukrainian
Weekly urges students to let us and the Ukrainian community know about upcoming
events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already taken place. Photos also will be accepted.
MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.
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SUM ZDVYH
and

FESTIVAL

SEPTEMBER 1 - 3, 2000
LABOR DAY WEEKEND
AT OSELIA SUM IN ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK

Weekend program includes:

• Keynote address and parade of SUM branches
• Soccer and Volleyball tournaments
• Concerts (Saturday and Sunday):

•

“Desna” Ukrainian Dance Company of Toronto
“Trembita” Marching Band from Montreal SUM
“Prolisok” Children’s A Capella Choir from Toronto SUM
SUM Mystetskyi Tabir
Violin Virtuoso Vasyl Popadiuk
“Lvivyany” orchestra
“Luba and Mykola” duet
Dances – Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights
“Na Zdorovya,” “Svitanok,” “Legenda,” “Lvivyany”

COME AND EXPERIENCE OSELIA!

Ukrainian American Youth Association
8853 Route 209
Ellenville, NY 12428
Tel.: (845) 647-7230
e-mail: Ellenville@CYM.org
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Saturday, September 9

WASHINGTON: The Taras Shevchenko
School of Ukrainian Studies will start the
2000-2001 school year. Classes will be held
at the Westland Middle School, 5511
Massachusetts Ave., Bethesda, Md. School
hours are 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Registration will
be held between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. on the
first day of school. The Taras Shevchenko
School of Ukrainian Studies offers a program of study in Ukrainian language and
culture for children from kindergarten (age
5) through grade 11 (matura). A class in
English is held for non-Ukrainian speaking
children. For further information, call
Theodore Caryk, (301) 840-1713, or Halyna
Breslawec, (301) 983-0152.
Sunday, September 10

STAMFORD, Conn.: The 33rd Ukrainian
Day Festival sponsored by the Connecticut
State Ukrainian Day Committee will be
held at St. Basil’s Seminary, on Glenbrook
Road, beginning with an 11 a.m. liturgy celebrated by the Bishop Basil H. Losten.
Immediately afterwards Ukrainian food,
picnic food and refreshments will be available. At 2:30 p.m. a lively program will
begin, featuring fiddler Vasyl Popadiuk; sister cabaret duo Chereshenky; the dance
ensembles Zolotyi Promin, Vesna, Veselka
and Motria; as well as the bandurist ensemble Vyshyvanky. Roman Wasylyk will serve
as master of ceremonies. Over 15 vendors
will provide a kaleidoscope of Ukrainian
souvenirs for sale. Admission: advance, $3
per person; at gate, $5; children under age
12, free. Free parking. For more information
call (203) 269-5909.
Tuesday, September 12

IRVINGTON, N.J.: The first session of
“Muzychne Doshkillia” – Music & Me at
the Ukrainian Community Center, 140
Prospect Ave., will be held. Starting on
September 13: Music & Me at the
Ukrainian Institute of America Inc., 2 E.
79th St., New York; starting on September

14 the first session of classes for school-age
children (also at the UIA). For more information call Marta Sawyck, (908) 276-3134
or (973) 374-8079.
Sunday, September 17

PARMA, Ohio: The 75th anniversary of
the Ukrainian National Women’s League of
America will be celebrated by the Ohio
Regional Council, starting with a divine
liturgy at 10 a.m. at St. Pokrova Church
(6810 Broadview Rd.) followed by a jubilee
dinner at 1 p.m. and a program that includes
remarks by the president of the UNWLA,
Iryna Kurowyckyj.
ADVANCE NOTICE

Saturday, September 23

GLEN SPEY, N.Y.: On the occasion of the
2000th anniversary of Christianity, the
Ukrainian community of Glen Spey, N.Y.,
proudly announces an official visitation by
His Holiness Filaret, patriarch of Kyiv and
All Rus’-Ukraine. The patriarch will celebrate an archpastoral divine liturgy at 10
a.m. at Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church. A reception honoring Patriarch Filaret will follow
at the Ukrainian Fraternal Association’s
Verkhovyna Resort. Due to limited seating,
tickets must be prepaid by September 16.
For further information call (914) 8582524.
Sunday, October 1

HILLSIDE, N.J.: Immaculate Conception
Ukrainian Catholic Church will begin religious education instruction for children in
grades 3 through 8. Classes will be held on
a monthly basis and will begin shortly
before the Sunday 9 a.m. divine liturgy. The
parish is located at the intersection of
Liberty Ave. and Bloy St. in Hillside (Union
County). For further information contact
either Mike Szpyhulsky, (908) 289-0127, or
Joe Shatynski, (973) 599-9381, by
September 1.

SUMMER 2000

WHAT?
YOU DON’T HAVE YOUR OWN
SUBSCRIPTION?

To subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly, fill out the form below,
clip it and mail it to: Subscription Department, The Ukrainian Weekly,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
NAME: __________________________________________________________________________________
NAME: (please type or print)
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________________ STATE: _________ ZIP CODE: _____________
PHONE (optional): ______________________________________________________

❏ UNA member subscription price — $40.00/yr.
UNA Branch number _________________________

❏ Non-member subscription price — $50.00/yr.

Saturday, August 26

8:30 p.m. – concert – Solomiya Ivachiv, violin;
8:30 p.m. – concert – Christina Anum-Dorhuso, piano
10 p.m. – dance – music by VIDLUNNIA

LABOR DAY WEEKEND

Friday, September 1

10 p.m. – dance in the Trembita Lounge – music by LUNA, ZONE

Saturday, September 2

8:30 p.m. – concert – SYZOKRYLI Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
8:30 p.m. – concert – Roma Pryma-Bohachevsky – choreographer;
8:30 p.m. – concert – LISOVA PISNYA bandura duo:
8:30 p.m. – concert – Alla Kucevycz and Liuda Hrabovska;

8:30 p.m. – concert – CHERESHENKY duo: Lidiya and Gabriella Oros
10 p.m. – dance – music by TEMPO, ZOLOTA BULAVA

Sunday, September 3

8:30 p.m. – concert – Oksana Krovytska – soloist, New York City Opera
8:30 p.m. – concert – Thomas Hrynkiv – concert pianist
10 p.m. – dance – music by ZOLOTA BULAVA

PLUS: Enjoy the sounds of Greg and Stefan every Wednesday at Hutsul
night at 6 p.m., starting June 28.
Dance to the tunes of Vidlunnia every Friday evening starting July 14.

